
Success Technic Industries

Brand Dyna Mill
Price MYR 24,560.00
Model MX750-HG
Capacity (kg/h) 10-200
Input size (mm) ≤50
Output size (mm) 0.5-20 (depend on material)
Rotating Speed (r/min)

400 ( can change by frequency inverter)
Power (kw) 1.5
Weight(kg) 150
Overall Size (L×W×H)(mm) 510×450×980

MX750-HG100 sugar hard granule crusher
machine

Description

Descriptive abstract:

MX750-HG is the machine with hammering type mill used to pulverize
drugs, chemical materials,food staff and other materials with medium
hardness and low viscosity. It is suitablefor the production in middle and
small-batches or sample experiment laboratories. Materials are fed into
the pulverizing chamber by a helical conveyer,and pulverized instead of
other energies

Characteristics:

The machine is simple in structure and the pulverizing chamber can be
dismounted assemble and be dismounted and cleaned easily. All the parts
in the chamber which contact materials are treated specially and corrosion
resistant.

In addition.,any material drifted into grind chamber through feed bucket
,punched by knife edges and knife stands ,being cut and grinded
simultaneously by revolving and fixed knives. Due to the centrifugal force
of revolving object the final roduct,automatically runs to exit.

Features

1. Mainly used for crush big size and hard raw material for primary
crushing

2. Material is stainless steel SS304 and designed as GMP standard

3. Simple horizontal crushing structure, easy cleaning and low noise

4. Can match frequency changer to control the crush speed and the dust
collector.

Brand Dyna Seal
Price MYR 35,678.00
Container size range 50-280mm
Input power 4000-6500W
Sealing speed 800-2000pcs/hour
Mould cavity 1/2/3/4
Machine dimension 2000x1050x1550mm
Net Weight 120kgs
Air pressure 0.5-0.8MPa

FP800-LD801 Line type Automatic
Bucket/Jar/Bottle sealing machine
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Description

FP800-LD801 is an linear type big automatic continuous sealing machine,
Automatic rolling film, cutting, and sealing. Mould plate made by
customized, food grade stainless steel case, PLC control system,
temperature adjustable, eyemark tracking system, easy operation, high
speed, options: date printer. Possible connect with filling machine.
Application: tray, container, cup

What features of tray sealing machine ?

1. Special produced according to customer’s requirement.
2. All stainless steel construction.
3. Highly automate: auto bucket/bottle sealing.
4. Easy operation, high sealing precision.
5. Screen touch control panel.
6. Pneumatic and heating seal.
7. Install belt automatic transport loaded bucket/bottle,continuous sealing.
 
Operation:

1. Put bucket/bottle on belt by hand.
2. Sealing and cutting film: remove into seal automatic, film run a cycle
and cutting,sealing.
3. Take out: remove out sealed bucket/bottle automaticlly.
4. Sealing temperature and time adjusted available via control panel.
 

What applications of tray sealing machine ?

1. Suit for tray loaded product sealing package, such as plastic cup, glass
cup, paper cups and etc.
2. Widely use in food industries, beverage, pharmaceutical ,cosmetic.
 

Options:

1. Stainless steel can be 201,304,316.Standard is SS201.
2. Film type roll or pre-cutted.
3. Date printer available added.
4. Available operate with packing line.
 

Why choose us ?

1. We are Malaysia leading Packing Machines Manufacturer ,over
15years in this field.
2. Alibaba Assessed Gold Supplier.
3. 100% QC inspection before shipment.
4. Best Quality &Best Service with Competitve Price.
5. Fast delivery time. Good qulaity Delivery
Technical parameters
Technical Specifications

Model

FP800-LD801

Voltage(V)

AC110-220V/50-60Hz

Power(W)

500-1000W

Cup sealing sizw (mm)

50-250mm as customer's requested

Packing speed(cups/hour)

800-1800
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Sealing materials

PP,PE,PET,PS and etc.

Working temperture

0-300 ℃

Air pressure range

4-8kg/cm2

Gross Weight(kg)

220kg

Package Size(mm)

2500*1000*1500 mm

Brand Dyna-Stream
Price MYR 18,600.00
Working Volume (ml)

1 liter - 200 liter (depend on container size)
Motor Power(kW) 2.2kW 3 phase Normal or Ex-Proof
Operating Environment 0-175°C, 95% rel. humidity
Protection class IP55
Working Temperature and Pressure Range

Up to 160° C 15 bar
Seal type

Teflon/Brass Bush ,Lip Seal (150° C ) or Double Acting
Mechanical Seal (160° C and 15 bar)

Speed range (rpm) 1000-3000
Speed control type

220V/50-60Hz frequency inverter control : 0-6000 rpm
Sterilization Method: All
Standard Shaft Length ( mm) 750 - 1650
pH Range 2-13
Suitable for solvents & abrasive substances YES
Ultimate Fineness, Suspensions&Emulsion: (µm) 10-15 / 1-10
Max Viscosity (mPa) 100,000

BT200-03 3hp homogenizer c/w Electrical
Rope Hoist Trolley Stand

Description

BT200 Batch Homogenizer - is high-performance dispersing machine for
the production of emulsions and suspensions in batch operations c/w
powder suction capability. Using the rotor-stator principle, it is best suited
for applications that cannot be accomplished using conventional stirring
methods. The machine is capable of processing highly abrasive products
and media with a viscosity of up to 80.000 mPas. 

Features & Specification

Working Volume (ml)     100 – 5,000 l

Operating Environment   0-175°C, 95% rel. humidity

Motor Power(kW)     2.2 -37 - 3 phase Normal or Ex-Proof
    
Protection class       IP55

Voltage/ Frequency  220-240V / 380-450V / 50-60Hz
    
Certified standards    89/336EEC,72/023/EEC, EMC acc. IEC/EN 61000-
6-2 / 3, Safety acc. IEC/EN 61010-2-51

Working Temperature and Pressure Range    Up to 160° C  /  15 bar

Seal type    Lip Seal (150° C ) or Double Acting Mechanical Seal (160° C
and 15 bar)
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Speed range (rpm)   1,000 – 3,800
    

Warranty  1 years – spare part due to manufacturing defects

Speed control type   220V/50-60Hz

frequency inverter control : 0-6000 rpm
    
Sterilization Method:  All 

Lfting system (optional)   Motorized S/S 304 or Mild Steel epoxy coated
    
pH Range:   2-13

Standard Shaft Length ( mm)    750 - 1650
    
Suitable for solvents & abrasive substances: YES
 
Weight (kg)    450-700
    
Ultimate Fineness, Suspensions&Emulsion: (µm) Max Viscosity
(mPa)

Suspension: 10-15      Emulsion : 1-10 

Molecular/Colloidal Dissolving
Below is a list of some typical dissolving applications, and which Dyna-
Ken mixer provides the best solution for Dyes,Crystal
powders,Salts,Sugar,Detergents,Binding
agents,Hydrocolloids,Elastomers,Resins,Thixotropic agents

Powder-Liquid Incorporation
Incorporating powders into liquids offers many challenges to processors.
The powders may be difficult to wet out, and may produce fish-eyes if not
effectively dispersed into the liquid. The powders are often added to a
vessel by dumping bags into the top, creating a plume of dust and
creating a possible health hazard. Eductors, blenders, and other powder
addition equipment will often clog, or not perform as well as desired, or the
system is too complex to clean and maintain. dyna-Ken mixer provides the
best solution for :Xanthan gum,Starches,Fumed silica,Milk
solids,Carbopol,Carbomel,Sugar,Cellulose,Xanthan
Gum,Pigments,Pectin,Clays

Suspending -Wet Milling (Solid-Liquid)
Suspending is dispersing of solid particles in a liquid. It is often desirable
to reduce the particle size of the solids in conjunction with dispersing, and
this is often referred to as wet milling. With the use of our mixer and
sufficient energy input, the final product will become homogenized best
solution for Carbon black,Titanium Dioxide,Seeds,Polishing
agents,Clays,Graphite,Crystals,Catalytic agents,Sulfur,Slurries,Metal
Oxides

Emulsifying (Liquid-Liquid Systems)
Emulsifying is the process of dispersing one liquid in a second immiscible
liquid, such as oil dispersed in water. A colloidal suspension is a system
comprising particles dispersed in a liquid that do not settle out of solution
due to their extremely small size of less than one micrometer for
:Margarine,Ice cream,Proteins,Creams and Lotions,Salad dressings and
sauces,Micro-encapsulations,Paraffin,Cosmetics,Mineral oils,Pesticides
and herbicides,Waxes

Brand Dyna Pack
Price MYR 15,000.00
Material to fill

rice, popcorn, pea, sugar, grains,granule powder, seeds,
spice and salt etc

POWER SUPPLY(VOLTAGE)

FP800-20-2500 20-2500grams volumetric
cup measuring fill seal machine
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AC220V Single-phase 50HZ(can be customized)
Filling Type Bag/Bottle/Can
Machine Dimension Size 740*700*1700mm
Machine Weight (kgs) 170
Power(kW) 0.55
Filling capacity (times/min) 30-60
Filling precision +/-2%

Description

Volumetric Cup Filling Machine is ideal for packing sugar, granular coffee,
golde coffee, rice, salt, nuts, Lentils, bulgur, legumes, hazelnuts, peanut,
seeds, and other kinds of granular products. The volumetric machine is
extremely suitable for small granular and for free flowing products.
Turpack offers solutions for vertical filling machines in many required
sectors. We produce vertical volumetric filling machines which is an ideal
machine for small grain fluid products.

With our Vertical volumetric cup filling machine you can pack your rice,
sugar, coffee granules, sugar, beans, wheat, grain products, also small
granular products such as dried fruits, nuts can be packed smoothly and
quickly. The products volumetric weight is calculated by the cups. Weight
is extremely sensitive. Each cup provides the same amount of product.
The volumetric cups volume can be adjusted from product to product.
Thus, customers can pack their products in different weights required. This
provides flexibility filling for the customer. This machine is fast and rapid. It
is capable of packing up to 50 packets per minute.

Our volumetric cup filling machine can operate up to 50 bags/min, perfect
for packaging pasta, sugar and rice in bags that can be between 60mm –
250mm in width & with a length of 60mm to 350mm. Products like rice
and grains packed in perfect quad seal bags can be filled between 20gr
and 2.500gr packets. Regardless of what product you need to pack and
the bag style required TURPACK has the VFFS packaging machine to fit
your specifications.

Application:
The Volume Cup Filling machine good in measuring and filling free flow
granular ,like rice, nuts, dry fruits, plastic piece, etc. It also can be for free
flow powder, such as seasoning, fine salts, etc. It can connect with
Horizontal Packing machine and Vertical Packing machine (FFS). After
adding the Pedal button, it even can work for Pre-made bags / Perform
Pouch, Bottles, jars and else containers.
Features:
1. Single cup or 4/6 cups can be selected.
2. Machine frame can be Full stainless steel or Painted mild steel.
3. Cup(s) made by stainless steel or Nylon.
4. Cups filling ranges can be adjusted through hand wheel.
5. Regulation capacity of filling range is 1:2.

Filling speed  :   30-50times/min
Filling capable :    Min.diameter 1.5cm
Net weight    160kg
Voltage    : AC220V Single-phase 50HZ(can be customized)
Power    : 0.55kw
Measuring way  :  modify the cup height to control the volume
Dimension   :  700*600*1700mm
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Brand Dyna Mill
Price MYR 30,000.00
POWER (KW) 45
POWER SUPPLY(VOLTAGE) 3 phase 380-415V/50-60Hz
Speed (rpm) 0-1000rpm
lifting stroke 1400mm
polishing amount 500-2000L
fitness achieve 0.2mm
lifting type hydraulic

ML700-V60 500-2000liter 45kW basket mill
with 1.4kg zirconia bead(hydraulic lifting)

Description

ML700-V V series vacuum basket mill is a wet grinding machine designed
for small-scale dispersing and grinding production in Institutions and
research institutes. It is suitable for grinding liquid materials with mid and
low viscosity, a kind of a lab batch type grinding machine. The equipment
is with digital speed display (0-2880rpm), various speed control and can
extend running period, stable running and low noise. It integrates
dispersing and grinding into one machine, which reduces production
process, enhances the production efficiency significantly and also reduce
the materials waste. Comparing with other lab grinding machine, Lab
Basket Mill is characterized in high grinding efficiency, good grinding
fineness and easy to clean. It is suitable for grinding materials with many
varieties.

Vaccum basket mill integrates dispersing and grinding into one machine,
suitable for grinding liquid materials with mid and low viscosity. 

Product Advantages
 
-High grinding efficiency and excellent grinding result drive by the strong
kinetic energy, the zirconium pins drive the grinding medium inside the
basket to carry out irregular movement. The mediums crush, friction with
each other to grind the powder into smaller particle size within a short
period. 
 
-Convenient and safe operation
Adopt hydraulic tank as lifting actuator. Control the hydraulic up, stop,
down through the oil pump. With different forms of holding device, you can
quickly fix the grinding barrel to prevent displacement caused by security
incidents.
 
-With little temperature increase, stable finished product. The tank working
with the machine is with cooling jacket. Excellent cooling result can be
achieved by inputting cooling water into the jacket when Lachine is
running. 
 
-Customized options
The machine can be Exproof type. Grinding chamber can be made of
Zirconium.

Model     Power    Speed    Lifting    Lifting stroke    Grinding
media    Polishing amount    Ultimate fineness
ML700-V4     4kw    0-1500rpm    Hydraulic    700mm    1.2-1.4 Pure
zirconia    30-100L    0.2
ML700-7.5    7.5kw    0-1500 rpm    Hydraulic    701mm    1.2-1.4 Pure
zirconia    40-200L    0.2
ML700-11    11kw    0-1300 rpm    Hydraulic    900mm    1.2-1.4 Pure
zirconia    50-300L    0.2
ML700-15    15kw    0-1300 rpm    Hydraulic    900mm    1.2-1.4 Pure
zirconia    50-400L    0.2
ML700-18.5    18.5kw    0-1300 rpm    Hydraulic    900mm    1.2-1.4 Pure
zirconia    80-600L    0.2
ML700-22    22kw    0-1100 rpm    Hydraulic    1200mm    1.2-1.4 Pure
zirconia    150-800L    0.2
ML700-30    30kw    0-1100 rpm    Hydraulic    1200mm    1.2-1.4 Pure
zirconia    250-1200L    0.2
ML700-37    37kw    0-1100 rpm    Hydraulic    1200mm    1.2-1.4 Pure
zirconia    500-1500L    0.2
ML700-45    45kw    0-1000 rpm    Hydraulic    1400mm    1.2-1.4 Pure
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zirconia    500-2000L    0.2
ML700-75    75kw    0-900 rpm    Hydraulic    1500mm    1.2-1.4 Pure
zirconia    600-3000L    0.2

【Application Industry】:    Suitable for dispersing, grinding materials in
industries such as biology, pharmacy, cosmetic, food, paint, ink, color
paste, dyestuff, fertilizer etc..
【Applicable Materials】:    Materials shall be with viscosity less than
5000cps, with comparatively high requirements of final grinding result or
with many varieties such as emulsion paint, industrial paint, color paste,
water-borne ink, fertilizer suspension, enamel etc.

The rotating motor drives the pins and dispersing disc to rotate at high
speed, which makes the upper part of dispersing disc and inner grinding
chamber become vacuum. The slurry is inhaled into grinding chamber.
The grinding medium driven by the driving pin inside the chamber
produces force in all directions, which put materials under the action of
constant ollision and friction to smaller the particle size and narrow the
particle size range. The vortex flow generated by high speed rotation
dispersing disc absorbs materials out from the basket (grinding chamber),
and the milled materials are absorbed again, excellent dispersing and
grind result will be achieved.

Brand Dyna Pack
Price MYR 18,500.00

FQ900-B500 Capsule/Tablet Blister Pack
Cartoning Machine(Automatic)

Description

Products Description

Automatic Cartoning Machine is suitable for blister for capsule and tablets
into carton in a range.The machine finished running by a series of photo-
electro controller to make the machine stability and guarantee the packing
quality. It includes 1to 4folds leaflet automatic folding, cantons in suction
and open, products and leaflet put into, printing batch number, sealing or
option hot-glue device. The machine can be single used or linked with
Filling Machine, Blister Packing Machine, Shrink Machine, Three
Dimensional Packaging Machine, etc to form a production chain.

Feature

1.International famous brand of electrical component such as PLC touch
screen, frequency inverters, etc.

2.Adopt human-machine operation system.

3.Automatically displaying device for trouble, speed and finished products
counting.

4.Machine running without pressing if no products or incorrect position of
products. And stopping automatically if incorrect position of product into
carton after return or no cartons or out of leaflets continuous.

5.No products not suction leaflet, no leaflet not suction carton .

6.Automatic detection and rejection device for lacking blister goods and
leaflets.

7.Protecting automatically for overloading.

8.stable performance , operation is easy .

Main technical parameters

Encasing speed
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30-120 boxes/min

Box

Quality requirement

250-350g/m2

Dimension rangeL×W×H

(65-125)mm×(30-85)mm×(12-50)mm

Quality requirement

60-70g/m2

Leaflet

Unfolded leaflet specificationL×W

(80-250)mm×(90-170)mm

Fold range

(1-4) fold

Compressed air

Working pressure

≥0.6mpa

Air consumption

120-160L/min

Power

220V/50Hz

Motor power

0.75kw

Machine dimension(L×W×H)

2150mm×1140mm×1800mm

Machine weight

1100kg
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Brand DYNA-FILL
Price MYR 54,500.00

RFFS190 Rotary Automatic
Juice/Water/Paste Tray/Cup Filling and
Sealing Machine

Description

RFFS190-RFS300 model machine was made by customized, mould
made according to customer’s sample size and shape(Delivery time 20-25
days),it’s heating sealing film on top of tray/cup/tube etc.,
(square,rectangle,roud,polygon),special shape and size also can be
customized made.

Diameter:50-90mm, one time seal 4pcs.

Diameter:90-120mm,one time seal 2pcs.

Diameter:120-300mm,one time seal 1pcs.

【structure】Machine case adopt Food grade 304 stainless steel
,aluminum mould produce by CNC,PLC control system, screen touch
panel, sensor automatic tracking film, easy operation. Suit for sealing
PP/PET/PE/Aluminum foil/paper….

【Advantage】High speed, easy operation, stable function,possible
connect working with filling machine.

Brand DYNA-FILL
Price MYR 16,000.00
FILLING WEIGHT 5-50kgs
Filling Speed 120-250 bags/hr
Filling Error =+/-0.2%
POWER (kW) 3
Air source pressure 0.4-0.6Mpa
Packaging bag type

Aluminium foil bag/plastic bag/paper bag/bottle
Machine Weight(kgs) 600
Machine Size 220x80x260 cm
Lght of belt conveyor 220cm
Width of Belt conveyor 30cm

FP800-PF50 powder filling machine

Description

FP800-PF series powder quantitative packing machine adopts screw-
feeding type,it is mainly composed of host machine, weighing device, PLC
and hoist, etc. The whole machine can be made of carbon steel, stainless
steel or half stainless steel (only material contact part use stainless steel).
Packing machine spiral is designed by removable assembly; it is
convenient for cleaning up the equipment after work.

Application: This machine is suitable for packing fluidity Powdery product
like milk powder, albumen powder, solid drink, white sugar, dextrose,
coffee powder, rice powder, spice powder, fodder, pharmaceuticals,
agriculture pesticide, granular additive, dyestuff etc.FP800

Model: FP800-PF50
Weighing Range: 5kg-50kg
Packing Speed: 120-240 bags/hour
Precision: ±0.2%FS
Power:3KW
Electrical Power: AC380/220,50/60(V/Hz), 3/1 phase, made as per
requirement
Air Source Pressure: 0.4-0.6Mpa
Weight: 600kg
Dimension: 2200*800*2600mm
Length of belt conveyor: 2200mm
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Width of belt conveyor: 300mm

Brand DYNA-FILL
Price MYR 38,000.00
POWER (KW) 2.5-4
Filling Volume(ml)

50-100ml/100-300ml/300-1000ml/1000-5000ml (can chooice
Production capacity 30-70 b/min
Nozzle Number 2/4/6/8/1012(can chooice)
Voltage Supply 1-220V/50Hz
Quantitative error =<0/5%
Gas supply pressure required 0.55-0.8Mpa
Air consumption 0.8-1.8 m3/min

FP800-50-5000 50ml-5000ml "DYNA-FILL"
liquid/paste/honey/tomatosauce/edibleoil/
auto filling machine

Description

Automatic piston filling machine is a volume type liquid filling machine
which widely used in food industry . 
such as Olive oil , coconut oil , pepper oil , sunflower oil , and other
cooking oil, honey , mayonnaise,cream ,grease and so on .

Main characteristics
1. One year Guarantee.
2 .One year free spare parts will be shipped with the machine.
3 .We can help install the production line or machine , the customer need
to provide the room, board, round tickets and pay $60/day to our
technician.
4..These machines are easy to maintain and clean, no special tools are
required.
5 .Accuracy: ± 0.3%. (for 1000ml)
6 .Two servo motor control
7 .CE approved and production comply with GMP standard .

Features:
1. One year Guarantee , one year free spare parts
2. We will help install the production line or machine , the customer need
to provide the room, board, round tickets and pay $60/day to our
Technician.
3. These machines are easy to maintain and clean, no special tools are
required.
4. Accuracy: ± 0.3%. (for 1000ml). 
5. Two servo motor control.
6. Filling nozzles with suck function and other unique design of the main
machine to avoid leakage or spill out .
7. CE approved , and with 20 years for manufacturing and designing filling
machine .

Voltage

AC220V

Power

0.8KW

Filling range

50-100ml/100-300ml/300-1000ml/1000-5000ml (can select)

Production speed

30-60pcs/min

Air pressure

0.4-0.6mpa
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Suit bottleneck diameter

≥50mm

Filling heads

2 (2/4/6/8) can select

Machine size

1000*1500*2200mm

Brand Dyna Seal
Price MYR 4,500.00
Voltage(V) AC110-220V/50-60Hz
Power(W) 500-1000W
Cup sealing size (mm) 50-250mm as customer's requested
Packing speed(cups/hour) 500-700
Sealing materials PP,PE,PET,PS and etc.
Working temperture 0-300 ℃
Air pressure range 4-8kg/cm2
MACHINE WEIGHT 20kgs
Machine dimension 400*350*650mm

FP800-S300 Desktop manual type tray/PP
box sealing machine

Description

FP800-S200 Desktop tray sealing machine belong to automatic plastic
tray box sealing equipment, the whole machine is made of stainless steel
304. Simple and reasonable structure, sealing of high efficiency and easy
operation; Suitable for various sizes of plastic boxes, plastic trays and
special-shaped plastic containers thermal sealing, it widely used in
pharmaceutical, cosmetic and food industries.This is a manual pressure
tray sealing machine,electric driven only.We have machines in stock for
below sizes tray,these trays,and clear film also have in stock.

1.140x140x35mm, 140x140x50mm.

2.180x120x35mm,180x120x50mm.

3.200x140x35mm,200x140x50mm.

Technical Specifications

Model

FP800-S200

Voltage(V)

AC110-220V/50-60Hz

Power(W)

500-1000W

Cup sealing sizw (mm)

50-250mm as customer's requested

Packing speed(cups/hour)

500-700

Sealing materials

PP,PE,PET,PS and etc.

Working temperture
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0-300 ℃

Air pressure range

4-8kg/cm2

Gross Weight(kg)

19kg

Package Size(mm)

400*350*650mm

 

 Regardless of your location in a deli, a restaurant, or at a food
manufacturer, the process of sealing meals by hand in trays can be time
consuming. One of the most popular ways to increase efficiency is to use
a tray sealing machine as part of your business process.

Here are some of the benefits that you can achieve by using a tray sealer:
Tray sealers lower the cost of manufacturing: Over time, a food sealer
machine will pay for itself as the amount of time spent sealing each meal
will decrease. The learning curve for a typical tray sealing machine is
minutes- after which it isn't unusual for workers to turn out sealed meals in
a quarter of the time that it takes them to seal them manually. In fact one
model, the Rapida plus die cut sealer, reduces their involvement to
merely closing the tray drawer and then opening it to remove the sealed
meal.

A tray sealer is more sanitary: Meals sealed in a tray reduce the chance of
cross contamination both in the production area as well as on the shelf.
Sealed trays are tamper evident. Formalizing your sealing process by
using a tray sealing machine will allow you seal your trays efficiently and
professionally. You also end up avoiding problems like an imperfect seal
that can happen when a tray is sealed manually.

A compact food sealer machine saves space: If you are looking for a
solution that doesn't eat up a lot of space in your establishment, our
compact machines are designed to sit on a countertop and not take up
floor space at all. In addition, despite the compactness of their design,
many of our models are flexible enough to handle multiple sizes of tray.

Manual tray sealers can bring the perfect level of automation and
professionalism to your service: In many cases, as your business grows,
your production level may be better suited to a more automated system.
Our larger machines are very efficient, but are designed to be fully
automatic. By using a manual machine, you get the benefit of a perfectly
placed seal without having to sacrifice the individual nature of the meals
that you are creating for your clients.

manual tray sealer

Advantage:
1, the whole machine adopts 304 stainless steel and aluminum alloy
material, according to requirements of the GMP for food;
2, adopts pure electric drive without air supply, suitable for small
businesses, restaurant, hotel, shop supermarket and canteen
management place;
3, LCD display control the sealing temperature and sealing time,
photoelectric sensor film location tracking, after sealing design accuracy;;
4, automatic sealing process, saving manpower, improve the sealing
quality.
5, different material, different thickness of a thermal sealing material all
can use
6, optional code printer, timing roll of film and other functions;
7, can be used with a variety of equipment collocation, such as liquid
filling machine, paste filling machine, filling packing line etc.;
8, the size of the special specifications can be customized. 
Application:
Desktop tray sealer is suitable for tray loaded product sealing package,
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such as snack box, convenience foods, bean curd tray, biscuit boxes, food
tray, toy tray, beverages,nuts,tin can, cakes etc.

Brand Dyna Pack
Price MYR 100,000.00
Encasing speed 30-100 boxes/min
Box require Dimension range(L×W×H)

(65-180)mm×(35-85)mm×(15-50)mm
Box Quality requirement 60-70g/m2
Unfolded leaflet specification (L×W) (80-250)mm×(90-170)mm
leaflet Fold range 1-4
Compressed Air Working pressure >=0.6Mpa
Air consumption 120-160 liter/min
Power Requirement 1 X 220-240V / 50HZ
Motor Power 0.75kW
Machine dimension(L×W×H) 4300mm×1100mm×1550mm
Machine gross weight 1650kgs

FQ900-AP760 Multifunctional Automatic
Cartoning Machine for Bottle Manufacturer

Description

Products Description

Automatic cartoning machine is suitable for blister,bottle, pouchs and
injection,medicine,cosmetis,condom.food,tube,ointment,wrapped products
cartoning. The machine finished running by a series of photo-electro
controller to make the machine stability and guarantee the packing quality.
It includes 1 to 4 folds leaflet automatic folding, cantons in suction and
open, products and leaflet put into, printing batch number, sealing or
option hot-glue device. The machine can be single used or linked with
Filling Machine, Blister Packing Machine, Shrink Machine, Three
Dimensional Packaging Machine to form a production chain.

Feature

1.International famous brand of electrical component such as PLC touch
screen, frequency inverters, etc.

2.Adopt human-machine operation system.

3.Automatically displaying device for trouble, speed and finished products
counting.

4.Machine running without pressing if no products or incorrect position of
products. And stopping automatically if incorrect position of product into
carton after return or no cartons or out of leaflets continuous.

5.No products not suction leaflet, no leaflet not suction carton .

6.Automatic detection and rejection device for lacking blister goods and
leaflets.

7.Protecting automatically for overloading.

8.stable performance , operation is easy .

Main technical parameters

Encasing speed

30-100 boxes/min

Box

Quality requirement

250-350g/m2

Dimension rangeL×W×H
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(65-180)mm×(35-85)mm×(15-50)mm

Quality requirement

60-70g/m2

Leaflet

Unfolded leaflet specificationL×W

(80-250)mm×(90-170)mm

Fold range

(1-4) fold

Compressed air

Working pressure

≥0.6mpa

Air consumption

120-160L/min

Power

220V/50Hz

Motor power

0.75kw

Machine dimension(L×W×H)

4300mm×1100mm×1550mm

Machine weight

1600kg

Brand Dyna Pack
Price MYR 13,000.00
Power 1.5 kW
Max packing size 100*100*25 mm
Machine dimension 66*30*29 cm
Packaging material BOPP film and golden easy-tear film
Machine Weight 20kgs

FQ900-OW400 Semi-Auto Box Cellophane
Over Wrapping Packaging Machine

Description

BRAND:
DYNA-PACK

Model:     FQ900-OW400
Packaging Speed:     10-20 boxes/min
Packaging Material:   BOPP film and golden easy-tear film
Packaging Size:     L(50-300)*W(20-150)*H(10-90)mm
Machine Dimension:     66×30×29 cm
Machine Weight:    About 25kg
Total Power supply:     1.5kw
Voltage Supply:     220V/(50Hz) or 380V

DESCRIPTION
 
Semi-automatic Cosmetic Box Cellophane Wraping Machine or Manual
Cellophane Overwrapping Machine is for conveying, wraping and
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counting. Easy to change moulds for wraping products with different size.
This semi-automatic 3d packing machine is widely used for test paper,
cosmetics, medicines, food, health care supplies, audio and video
products, stationery, daily necessities, packing effect is the same to
cigarette packing.

Main features:
1. 3d packing has moisture-proof, dust-proof, prevent oil, security function.
2. Greatly improve the packaging yield and adornment effect, increase the
market competitive power of packaging products, can make the sales
soar, and improve the added value of products.
3. The price is low, stable operation, high reliability, almost without
maintenance,. Replace simple, quick and convenient
4. Strong adaptability, one machine may complete the dozens of
specifications of the packing box
5. The machine has compact structure, take up the space is small, the
weight is light
 

Brand Dyna Pack
Price MYR 70,000.00
Bag Size Width X Height(mm)

100 х 120 (min) 240х 320 (max)
Max Packing Volume(ml) 2000
Speed(bag/min) 30-40
Power(KW) 4
Air pressure(Mpa) 0.6
Air consumption (L/Min) 300
Dimensions(mm) 2500 (L) х1000 (W) х 1400 (H)
Weight(kg) 1200
Bag Type

Stand Up Pouch,Zipper bag,4 side seal,3 side seal,Doypack,

FP800-P10-1000 10-1000ml "DYNA-FILL"
Premade Stand up Pouch/flat Pouch with
Zipper Form Fill Seal Capping and Packing
Machine

Description

Premade stand up pouch/flat pouch with zipper packing machine ：
1. Pouch picking
2. Easy specification change
3. Needn't stop machine when supply pouches
4. Reduce filling time by half 
5. Improved filling accuracy
6. Can fill 2 products simultaneously
7. Ensure seal strength, no leakage
8. Even seal with good appearance
9. Higher adaptability of film material
10. Equipped with different metering device, it can realize packing different
material such as powder, liquid, granule, sauce etc.
11. Compact design , easy to operate and maintain.

Characteristics:
1) PLC control , English and man-machine interface, operating easy and
simple maintain . 
2) advanced control system , no bag no filling and no sealing, reduce bag
wasting. 
3) could fill powder, granule or liquid product by change filling device,
stand up bag or flat bag are multi functional . 
4) whole safe door to protect operator safety .
5) sanitary package for your product and perfect package appearance. 
6) Easy and fast adjustment of change over, smooth performance and low
noise Sensible safety device and no pollution during production to get
Friendly working environment

Safety and Hygiene standard:

1. No pouch/ incorrect pouch opening-no fill-no seal, the machine will
alarm.
2. The machine will alarm and stop when there is inadequate air pressure.
3. Safety guards with safety-switches, the machine will alarm and stop
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when the safety guards are opened. 
4. Hygienic construction, the product contact parts are adopted sus304
stainless steel.
5. Imported engineering plastic bearings, no need to oil, no contamination.

Brand Dyna Pack
Price MYR 108,000.00
Measuring Range(ml) 100-1000ml
measuring method servo pump filler
Control style PLC+ English touch screen
POWER (kW) 8
Bag Size available Height 110-250mm width90-180mm
Capacity(max)

30-50 bags/min depends on volume and bag length
Weight 2200
Dimensions(mm) 6600(L)×1110(W)×1500(H)
Bag Shape Stand up pouch with nozzle on top or corner

FP800-H100-1000 100-1000ml "DYNA-FILL"
Stand up/Doypack Spout Pouch Form Fill
Seal Capping and Packing Machine

Description

Stand up /doypack spout pouch form fill seal and packing machine

The machine can automatic finish bag forming doypack/stand up pouch
filling, sealing with top spout or slant spout , (can make flat pouch with
spout too )
easy tear notch making, print date, finished bag discharged. nitrogen
flushing, unique bag shape ,hole and Round corner punching are optional.

Characteristics:
1) PLC control , English and man-machine interface, operating easy and
simple maintain . 
2) Advanced photoelectric sensor tracking system and servo motor pull for
precise bag width and position of film. 
3) Versatile machine could make doy pack bag with zipper or spout ,
unique bag shape could be designed according to requirement . 
4) Independent digital temperature controller for vertical and horizontal
sealing, intuitive and accurate. 
5) Easy and fast adjustment of change over, the machine has strength
extensibility, could fill two or even more products into one bag by added
filling device .
6) Smooth performance and low noise, perfect package appearance,
Sensible safety device and no pollution during production to get Friendly
working environment.

 Applications:
It can be used to pack liquid product such as milk ,juice, ketchup ,paste,
shampoo, detergent etc. up to 1000ml. Besides, powder, granule, paste
and liquid products are also available. 
Function: 
The machine can automatic finish bag forming, filling, easy tear notch
making, finished bag discharged. Reclosable zipper, spout , nitrogen
flushing, unique bag shape ,print date,hole and Round corner punching
are optional. The filling device is adjustable according to the product, such
as auger filler for powder, piston filler for liquid and multi-head weigher for
solid.

FP800-H100-1000 100-1000ml "DYNA-FILL" Stand up/Doypack Spout
Pouch Form Fill Seal Capping and Packing Machine

Safety and Hygiene standard:

1. No pouch/ incorrect pouch opening-no fill-no seal, the machine will
alarm.
2. The machine will alarm and stop when there is inadequate air pressure.
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3. Safety guards with safety-switches, the machine will alarm and stop
when the safety guards are opened. 
4. Hygienic construction, the product contact parts are adopted sus304
stainless steel.
5. Imported engineering plastic bearings, no need to oil, no contamination.

Brand Dyna Ultra
Price MYR 5,000.00
Rated power(watt) 500-4000
Input Voltage(V)/Hz 110-240/50-60
Generator Protection mode

Built-in circuit;Over loading,over temperature,anti short-circuit
Suggested Handling capacity per hour ≤500L/H to 3600L/H
Transducer horn frequency 20KHz,28K,40KHz

UL750-100-300 100ml-300Literml Industrial
Scale Ultrasonic Homogenizer

Description

UL750 Industrial ultrasonic devices are powerful, efficient and reliable.
They are built to operate continuously at high load in industrial
environments. With up to 16kW per device, Success Technic is the
leading ultrasonics supplier for industrial liquid processes. Ultrasonic
liquid processing at industrial level requires industrial ultrasonic
equipment, because the power requirement rises with the volume or flow
to be processed. Laboratory devices – although capable of handling up to
one ton per day – are not sufficient for production processes. Success
Technic is the leading ultrasonics supplier for industrial liquid processing
applications, such as, the dispersing & milling of pigments in paints or
inks, formulation of high performance coatings with nanomaterials,
manufacturing of biodiesel or the pasteurization of food or beverage.

Technical Parameter and Order Code
Type    UL750-500    UL750-1000    UL750-1500    UL750-2000    UL750-
3000    UL750-3500
Analog generator picture    

ORDER
CODE    750500    7501000    7501500    7502000    7503000    7503500
Digital generator picture    /    /    /    
UL750-2000D
ORDER CODE:7502000D

    
UL750-3000D
ORDER CODE:7503000D
    
UL750-4000D
ORDER CODE:7504000

Rated power    500w    1000w    1500w    2000w    3000w    3500w
Input Voltage    110V-240V    110V-240V    110V-240V    110V-
240V    110V-240V    110V-240V
Input
power    50/60Hz    50/60Hz    50/60Hz    50/60Hz    50/60Hz    50/60Hz
Max power    500w    1000w    1500w    2000w    3000w    3500w
Export packing size for
generator(cm)    46*33*22    52*42*30    50*34*25    50*34*25    50*34*25    62*50*25
Generator size(mm)    360*225*113 (horizontal )    420*320*200
(vertical)    389*240*146 (horizontal )    389*240*146 (horizontal
)    389*240*146 (horizontal )    525*385*150 (horizontal )
Net weight(kg)    13    14    15    18    18    19
Transmit horn
size    customized    customized    customized    customized    customized    customized
Transducer horn
frequency    20KHz,28K,40KHz    20KHz,28K    20KHz,    20KHz    20KHz    20KHz
Operation board display    Current, Tune    Current, Tune    Tune, Current,
Frequency    Tune, Current,Frequency    Tune, Current,
Frequency    Tune, Current, Frequency
Generator Protection mode    Built-in circuit;Over loading,over
temperature,anti short-circuit    Built-in circuit;Over loading,over
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temperature,anti short-circuit    Built-in circuit;Over loading,over
temperature,anti short-circuit    Built-in circuit;Over loading,over
temperature,anti short-circuit    Built-in circuit;Over loading,over
temperature,anti short-circuit    Built-in circuit;Over loading,over
temperature,anti short-circuit
Cable length    3M or    3M or    3M or    3M or    3M or    3M or
    customized    customized    customized    customized    customized    customized
Suggested Handling capacity per
hour    ≤500L/H    ≤800L/H    ≤1100L/H    ≤1600L/H    ≤3200L/H    ≤3600L/H
Allowed max pressure    ≥5 Mpa    ≥5 Mpa    ≥5 Mpa    ≥5 Mpa    ≥5
Mpa    ≥5 Mpa
Max working    350°c    350°c    350°c    350°c    350°c    350°c
temperature                        

Application in coating formulation
Ultrasound in Coating Formulation Various components, such as
pigments, fillers, chemical additives, crosslinkers and rheology modifiers
go into coating and paint formulations. Ultrasound is an effective means
for the dispersion and emulsifying, deagglomeration and milling of such
components in coatings. 

Ultrasound is used in the formulation of coatings for: 

- emulsification of polymers in aqueous systems

 - dispersing and fine milling of pigments

- size reduction of nanomaterials in high-performance coatings.

Ultrasonic Processing of Cosmetic Liquids Skin care and decorative
cosmetic products have to fulfill highest quality standards. A reliable
processing technology is crucial in order to meet this objective. Power
ultrasound a is reliable homogenization and extraction technique, which
achieves unique results and allows to produce valuable, innovative
products. To keep pace with cosmetic research and development,
powerful and adaptable homogenizers are required. Our Ultrasonics
supplies you reliable ultrasonic equipment for each stage of processing –
from the development of new formulations in the research lab to the final
manufacturing of your commercialized product.

Brand DYNA-FILL
Price MYR 30,000.00
POWER (KW) 4.8
Dimension(mm) 1500 (L) X1600 (W) X1800 (H)
worktable size(mm) 1465mmx740mmx960mm
work presure 0 ~ 140kg/CM2 press machine

FP800-CP100 compact powder press
machine for blush cake

Description

Hotsale high speed eyeshadow powder pressing machine 

Product introduction:

Cosmetic powder design, applicable powdery cake, eye shadow, etc of
powder processing manufacturing. The machine with convenient, of die
accurate, raising loads mould efficiency. Equipped with an automatic roll
for inspecting, save molding time, increase production capacity. Make
aluminum dish pressure below, favorable powdery cake breathe freely,
improve the appearance quality of powdery cake. The pressure and
pressure powder times, when the pressure all can be adjusted according
to operation requirements. A left a right two start button and took the
design to ensure that users can start safety. Demould device.

Technical parameter:

The FP800 series of specifications below:

1. Appearance size:1485 MMx760MMx1670MM.
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2. The worktable size:1465mmx740mmx960mm

3. The materials: stainless steel (SUS304) body design.

4. Desktop height: 960MM.

5. Weight:480 kg.

6. Power: AC380V / 3 φ/frequency 50 Hz.

7. Work pressure: 0 ~ 140kg/CM2.

8. The highest pressure: 200kg/CM2.

9. According to the speed of operation procedure and operator first mold
takes about 10 to 15 seconds.

Brand Dyna Pack
Price MYR 18,900.00
Power supply 1p 110V/220V 50Hz/60Hz 400W
Sealing speed 20 meters/min
Carton size range to apply

L(200-500)×W(200-460)×H(130-480)mm
Tape size 48-72mm(Kraft or BOPP tape)
Machine size L(2020)×W(990)×H(1430)mm
Weight (kgs) 400
Optional device

①Extension roller table ②Feet wheel ③Guard ④Not
Stainless steel

FQ900-200 Case carton bottom erector and
top bottom sealing machine(semi suto)

Description

FQ900-200 is the case sealing systems are comprised of pressure
sensitive tape case sealing equipment and hot melt glue case sealing
equipment. The case sealing equipment is great for both top and/or
bottom case sealing. Fold bottom covers of carton and can be used as the
platform for packing products.

Video Demo : youtube.com/watch?v=BTInZeq-p3o

Features & Benefits

Heavy duty construction will process up to 200kgs cases
“T” rail pack table with case forming ski stabilizes the case during packing
Extended 2” side belt drives power the case through top and bottom flap
folding
Rotating flap plows ensure smooth bottom flap folding
Additional optional “T” rail tables available for narrower or wider cases
Twin 1⁄3 HP motors for 24/7 operation
Dual column for maximum processing stability
Slide & lock upper head simplifies case size set up
Selectable floating upper head processes mild overfills
Offset tapes heads process cases as low as 2” tall
Reversible controls for left or right handed operation
Power supply    1p 110V/220V 50Hz/60Hz 400W
Sealing speed    20 meters/min
Carton size    L(200-500)×W(200-460)×H(130-480)mm
Tape size    48-72mm(Kraft or BOPP tape)
Machine size    L(2020)×W(990)×H(1430)mm
Shipping size    L(2200)×W(1050)×H(1480)mm
G.W/N.W    400kg/350kg
Optional    ①Extension roller table ②Feet wheel ③Guard ④Not Stainless
steel

MX750-5-5000 V shape Powder Mixer- 5-
5000 kgs
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Brand Dyna-Mix
Price MYR 15,000.00
VOLUME (LITER) 5
Max filling capacity(liter) 2
Best Filling Capacity(liter) 1.5
POWER (kW) 0.55
Rotational Speed(rpm) 20
Dia inlet(mm) 76
Dia outlet(mm) 76
Dia barrel(mm) 133
Machine dimension(mm) 720*360*615

Description

This V-shape mixer is suitable for mixing dry powder material and granular
materials in pharmacy, chemical industry, food, fodder, pottery,
metallurgy, etc.

Main Features
1.This machine is composed of tow asymmetric cylinder, materials will do
vertical and horizontal direction flowing, the degree of homogeneity can
achieve above 99%. 
2.It adopts manual feeding materials and full-enclosed disc valve
materials discharge, which do not product powder. 
3.There is no mechanical compression and strong friction, so it can
maintain the intact of granular materials. 
4.The mixing barrel is made of stainless steel, which do not pollute the
materials. 
5.In addition, this machine is equipped with timing device that can control
the mixing time.
6.It can adapt manual or vacuum feeder machine for feeding, the
discharge adapts disk valves.

Brand Dyna Mill
Price MYR 13,800.00
POWER (KW) 1.1
RPM 1400
Capacity(kg/h) 15-40
Mesh 50-200
Dimension(cm) 48x23x35
Weight (kgs) 25

MX750-15 cosmestic/food/medicine powder
grinder/making machine

Description

 MX750-15 Commercial industrial Cosmestic powder
cake/chillilli/herb/coffee powder grinder machine 

1.This machine can produce a variety of pwder cake,food crops,such as
sesame seed ,walnut,rice,black rice beans,green
beans,beans,peanuts,lotus seed,corn ,sorghum
,barley,buckwheat,oats,ects.
2.It also can produce all kinds of dry medicine ,including almond
,tuckahoe,red jujube,euryale seed,medlar,mastic,dodder seed,angelica
and so on.
3.The machine can grind all kinds of food and medicines into 50~200
meshes.
4.Simple operation,non dust and fine powder.
5.No screen,and the thickness can be adjusted.
 

Grain Milling Machine/Cereal Milling Machine/Grain Grinding Machine we
manufactured widely used in cacao, walnut, soybean, in addition, it can
also be used in milling rice, oat, corn...etc.
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   XH-820 Commercial industrialchilli/herb/coffee powder grinder machine
prices

 

Model 

XH-820

XH-860

XH-920

Power

1.1kw 

2.2kw 

3kw

Voltage 

220v 

220v 

220v 

Rotary Speed 

1400r/min 

1420r/min 

1420r/min 

Capacity 

15-40kg/h 

30-50kg/h 

60kg/h 

Mesh 

50-200 mesh 

50-200 mesh 

50-200 mesh 

Material 

304 Stainless Steel 

304Stainless Steel 

304 Stainless Steel 

Dimension 

47*22*34cm 

55*28*41cm 

60*30*46cm 

Weight 
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27kgs 

40kgs 

48kgs 

Brand Dyna Mill
Price MYR 10,700.00
Model ML700-S80
Production capacity (l/h base on H2O) 300-1000
products fitness (um) 2-40
rotor diameter(mm) 80
Inlet diameter(mm) 48
outlet diameter(mm) 25
Power(kW) 3
Cooling pipe diameter(mm) 12
WEIGHT(KGS) 160
Dimensions (W x D x H) 700x570x930
Mill Type Split

ML700-S80 Colloid mill for paste products
(lab and industrial type)

Description

Working principle:
 
The working principle of the colloidal mill is that: Under the effect of
centrifugal force and being run by relatively high speed between the
rotating gear and the fixed gear, the liquid and the semi-liquid materials is
efficiently emulsified, homogenized, dispersed and mixed during the
course of being cut, milled and shocked with high frequency. After that you
can get the satisfied and processed material.
 
Application Scope:
 
The colloidal mill is widely applied in sorts of products of many fields by its
advantage such as foodstuffs industry, medicine industry, chemical
industry and everyday chemical industry etc.; the products including
soybean milk, fruit jam, peanut butter, artificial corn milk, cream,
perfumery compound, pigment, greasing oil, dyestuff, pant, fish live oil,
pollen, honey, tooth-paste and so on.

Model    ML700-60    ML700-80    ML700-S60    ML700-80    ML700-120   
ML700-130    ML700-150
Vertical    Vertical    Split-Body    Split-Body    Split-Body    Split-
Body    Split-Body
Power
Supply    220V/50Hz    380V/50Hz    220V/50Hz    380V/50Hz    380V/50Hz    380V/50Hz    380V/50Hz
Motor Power    1.5KW    4KW    2.2KW    4KW    7.5KW    11KW    15KW
Output    30-500kg/h    80-1500kg/h    30-500kg/hr    80-1500kg/h    100-
2000kg/h    200-4000kg/h    500-6000kg/h
Hopper    4.5L    8.5L    4.5L    8.5L    15L    15L    22L
Weight    43kg    86kg    58kg    140kg    210kg    295kg    330kg
Machine
size    27*27*70cm    32*31*87cm    50*25*52cm    66*28*86cm    75*40*100cm    88*38*111cm    88*40*124mm
Package
Size    36*36*80cm    42*42*87cm    55*32*54cm    72*39*78cm    82*46*86cm    95*48*100cm    96*48*112cm
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Brand Dyna-Mix
Price MYR 25,000.00
Electrical Power Supply 380-415V/50Hz
Total volume(L) 300
Loading capacity(L) 150
Cylinder rotating speed 12 rpm
Dimensions 1680*650*1600 mm
Weight (kgs) 320

MX750-300 300liter Powder Double Cone
Mixer

Description

General introduction MX750 series high efficiency mixer is a general
international dry powder, dry particulate material mixing machine. MX750
mixer has the characteristics of simple structure, easy operation,
convenient maintenance and cleaning, high speed, good mixing effect and
so on，Widely used in pharmaceutical, chemical, food, metallurgy,
plastics, construction of refractoriness etc. industry, is a kind of ideal, dry
powder mixing equipment.

Main applications
1. The length of the two cylinders is different，so during the rotation of the
mixing machine, the flow of the two cylinder material has a time
difference. Thus the mixing efficiency is improved.
2．The inner and the material contact parts of the cylinder are designed
to be smooth transition, no dead angle, easy to clean. This characteristic
can avoid drug cross contamination, and is suitable for pharmaceutical
companies.
3．Where and the drug is in contact with the parts, all the use of acid and
alkali resistant stainless steel（Icr18Ni9Ti），to ensure the purity of the
materials with different properties。
4．The machine is equipped with a vacuum suction pipe joint and a
suction joint, in order to vacuum automatic feeding, our factory has a
vacuum suction device and vacuum pump, for the user to choose from.
5．The machine has the automatic timing device, the user can according
to different mixing time requirements, set the mixing machine running
time, timed automatic shutdown. This
mixer has the characteristics of simple structure, easy operation,
convenient maintenance and cleaning, high speed, good mixing effect and
so on，Widely used in pharmaceutical, chemical, food, metallurgy,
plastics, construction of refractoriness etc. industry, is a kind of ideal, dry
powder mixing equipment.

Introduction

It is suitable for mixing the powder and grain state materials in pharmacy,
chemical, food, building materials and other industries. It is similar with the
V type mixer machine. This machine is suitable for mixing the powder and
granules that of good liquidity, it has great effective. And the mixing drum
is made of stainless steel, the inside and outside wall is polished, with
beautiful appearance. It is easily to operate.

 

Main Features

1.Through the vacuum feeder machine, transporting powder or grain state
materials into the double-cone container, or feeding the materials into the
container manually.

2.As the container rotates continuously, the materials move complexly in
the container so as to get the uniform mixing. 
3.It's energy saving, easy for operation, the labor density is low, and the
working efficiency is high.

 

Main Technical Parameters

Model
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MX300  MX500 MX1000 MX1500 MX4000 MX6000 MX8000

Total volume

300L 500L 1000L 1500L 4000L 6000L 8000L

Loading capacity

150L 250L 500L 750L 2000L 3000L 4000L

Cylinder rotating speed

12r/min 12r/min 12r/min 12r/min 9r/min 8r/min
6r/min

Power

1.1kW 1.5kW 3kW 4kW 7.5kW 11kW 15kW

Power Supply

380-415V/50Hz

Dimensions

1680*650*1600mm

2080*750*1900mm

2150*850*2100mm

2300*1600*3100mm

2980*1580*2800mm

3500*1800*3000mm

3980*2000*3200mm

Weight

310kg 550kg 800kg 950kg 1880kg 2350kg

2680kg

Brand DYNA-FILL
Price MYR 20,000.00

FP800-02-100000 2-100000ml
liquid/cream/paste gear pump filling
machine

Description

Digital-Filler model FP800-2-100000 gear pump liquid filling machine
small quantity 2ml to 10L PLC servor motor driving filling use a gear pump
concept as a metering device to fill correct amounts of gel or liquids into
containers
Filling volume, filling speed, interval time can be changed according to
filling requirement
Two filling speed levels, Fast filling at the beginning and slow filling at the
end to eliminate the bubbles
Human interface is achieved using a combined keypad and LCD display
configuration
20 Product preset and easy to edit and recall
Pump unit easily dismantled for cleaning
Installed with conveyor to be automatic filling machine
APPLICATION
Used in the pharmaceutical industry, food industry, cosmetics, agriculture
and other industries, such as fruit and vegetable drinks, soy milk, acetone,
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glutaraldehyde, shampoo, etc. 
SPECIFICATION of model FP800-2-100000 gear pump liquid filling
machine small quantity 2ml to 10L PLC servor motor driving filling :
Model No.: YX-I-A
Filling Volume:2ml-10,000ml/Time
Filling Speed: 100ml 24P/min.; 300ml 16P/min.; 1000ml 10P/min.
Accuracy : ±0.5-1.0%
Pump Type: Gear Pump
Pump Material: Stainless steel 316L
Power Source: AC220V; 50Hz; 1P; 400W
Dimension: 310x480x310mm
Net Weight: 18kg
Note: Digital Liquid Filling Machine can be custom made, Stepping motor
and photoelectric counting controlled liquid filling machine is suitable for
small doses and high-precision liquid filling. Minimum Filling Volume
2ml±0.1ml
F

Brand Dyna Mill
Price MYR 18,000.00
Electrical Details 220VAC, 50Hz, 0.25KW
Compatible Grinding Jar 100ml *4
Jar Rotational Speed(rpm) 800
Max Feeding Granularity(mm) 10
Discharging Granularity(um) down to 0.1
Min. sample quantity 10ml
Max. sample quantity 180ml
Materials of the grinding tools

SS/PA/PU/PTFE/Alumina/Agate/Zirconia/WC
Net Weight(kgs) 33
Dimension (L*W*H) 502*300*298 mm
Noise <60dB

MX750-0.4 0.4L Small Vertical Planetary Ball
mills for grinding dry powder

Description

MX750 Vertical Planetary Ball Mills serve many products including
adhesives, pharmaceuticals, foods, chemicals, electronics, plastics,
pigments, and battery compounds are manufactured in our ball mills. Our
Planetary Ball Mills are widely used in small batch high efficiency mixing.
They are used in research institutions, universities and even industrial
production for mixing, homogenization and dispersion up to 0.1µm. Our
customers are in the mining, agriculture, metallurgy, electrical, electronics,
materials, chemical, pharmaceutical, cosmetics and nuclear industries.

The planetary ball mill performs mixing by continually revolving the large
plate and rotating the containers concurrently. Both the plate revolution
(centrifugal) speed and container rotation (planetary) speed are
independently adjustable. This unique mixing capability allows the
operator to design precise solutions for mixing various systems. To further
improve the mixing efficiency, grinding media can be added into the
containers. Our machines are built in such a way that the strict weight
balancing is not required. Our machines run very quietly with noise = 70
(dB). Ball Mill Jars and Balls are sold separately.

4pcs 100ml SS304 jars 600g SS304 balls
4pcs 100ml SS316 jars 600g SS316 balls
4pcs 100ml PA6 nylon jars 400g zirconia balls
4pcs 100ml MC nylon jars 400g zirconia balls
4pcs 100ml PU jars 400g zirconia balls
4pcs 100ml PTFE jars 400g zirconia balls
4pcs 100ml alumina jars 400g alumina balls
4pcs 100ml A grade agate jars 400g agate balls
4pcs 100ml zirconia jars 400g zirconia balls
4pcs 100ml tungsten carbide jars 1.2kg 10mm polished WC balls

 Model Specifications

Models   

MX0.4L    MX2L    MX4L    MX12L   MX20L
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Capacity    

4x0.1 L   4x0.5 L   4x1.0 L  4x3.0 L  4x5.0 L

Centrifugal Speed (rpm)

0-300    0-285    0-260    0-232    0-187

Planetary Speed (rpm) 

0-600    0-575    0-525    0-440    0-280

Motor Power (kW)    

0.55    0.75    1.5    4    5.5

4pcs 100ml SS304 jars    600g SS304 balls
4pcs 100ml SS316 jars    600g SS316 balls
4pcs 100ml PA6 nylon jars    400g zirconia balls
4pcs 100ml MC nylon jars    400g zirconia balls
4pcs 100ml PU jars    400g zirconia balls
4pcs 100ml PTFE jars    400g zirconia balls
4pcs 100ml alumina jars    400g alumina balls
4pcs 100ml A grade agate jars    400g agate balls
4pcs 100ml zirconia jars    400g zirconia balls
4pcs 100ml tungsten carbide jars    1.2kg 10mm polished WC balls

Brand Dyna Pack
Price MYR 30,000.00
POWER SUPPLY 1-220-240V/50Hz
Packing Speed(bags/min) 55-60
Bag Length(mm) 80-200
Bag Width(mm) 50-150
Max width of roll film(mm) 320
Film thickness(mm) 0.04-0.09
Air consumption(bar) 8
MACHINE DIMENSION L1110*W800*H1130 mm
Gross Weight(kgs) 350

VFFS180-320 Vertical Small Packing
Machine

Description

Features:

SIEMENS PLC control system, more stable and accuracy output signal,
bag-making, measuring, filling, printing, cutting, finished in one operation;

Separate circuit boxes for pneumatic and power control. Low noise, and
more stable;

Film-pulling with servo motor for precision, pulling belt with cover to
protect moisture;

Lock door alarm and stop running ensure safety operation;

Film centering automatically is available (Optional) ;

Only control touch screen to adjust bag deviation. Simple operation;

Free production and EXP date printer

Customize function & design can be offered

Strong frame ensure running stable everyday
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Brand Dyna Pack
Price MYR 25,900.00
Packing Range(ml) 150-1200
Packing Speed(bags/min) 5-70
Bag Length(mm) 50-300
Bag Width(mm) 50-200
Max Width roll Film(mm) 420
Machine size(L x W x H) 1080x1300x1400
Electrical Power Required(kW) 2.2
Electrical Phase and voltage 1-220V/50Hz

VFFS180-430 Automatic 3 & 4 side seal for
Liquid & Paste Packing Machine

Description

Technical characteristics 

 

PLC.png

 

Application:

Suitable for many kinds of liquid ,such as: milk ,oil ,shampoo ,sauce ,jam
etc.

Brand Dyna Pack
Price MYR 15,800.00
Power Supply(Voltage) 1-220/50Hz Single Phase
Sealing Capacity(carton/hr) 1000
Width of adhesive tape OPP 38mm,48mm,60mm
Max Sealing Size(mm) 500x600
Min sealing Size(mm) 140x150
Machine size(L x W x H)-mm 1800x706x1400

FQ900-CS9605 Carton Sealer (semi-auto
bottom and up side tape seal)

Description

FQ900-CS9605 Carton Sealer (semi-auto bottom and up side tape seal)
carton sealing machine is mainly used in sealing and packing cartons,
which can be used either independently or as a necessary part of a
production line. The machine is widely used in the fields of electrical,
domestic, textiles, foodstuffs, general merchandise, medicine and
chemical industries.

It is a semi-automatic machine designed for the sealing of boxes of the
same dimensions. In fact, all the adjustments needed to use the machine
in a correct way are done manually.

This model is useful especially in the food & beverage and in the chemical
industries. Additionally, it is the solution for the use in environments with a
high rate of corrosion and dispersion of harsh chemicals.

Key Features
Adjustment on carton box width and height by handles
K11R (50 mm) taping unit
Top and bottom drive belts
Drive belts speed 20 m/min.
2 motors (0.13 kW)
Box Dimensions
Min. L 150 mm W 140/170* mm H 100 mm
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Max. L ∞ W 500 mm H 500 mm

Contact Us for more enquiry:

Phone: +603 89614628 | Fax: +603 89617048 | Cell Phone :+(6)017-
3576175 |Email: kenny.wong@thesuccesstechnic.com , Internet:
successtechnic.com, , thesuccesstechnic.com ,homogenizer.com.my,
carousell.com/homogenizer                            Youtube:
youtube.com/successte ,Facebook: facebook.com/Success-Technic-
Industries-243226099198557 ,Skype : ppgg26
Add :27, Jalan 6/2 , Tmn.Industri Selesa Jaya,Off Jalan Balakong,43300
Seri Kembangan,Selangor, Malaysia.
Legal Form: Private Limited - Success Technic Trade Register No. (
Malaysia ) : 614305-M | Company Directors: Wong Chor Kiat-- 

Please visit our minisite for more products details: 

lazada.com.my/dyna

11street.my/store/homogenizer

thesuccesstechnic.trustpass.alibaba.com

carousell.com/homogenizer

Brand Dyna Pack
Price MYR 18,000.00
Model FP800-3000 Round Labeling Machine
Description

Use to label self-adhesive label on non-incline & vertical
bottle.

Voltage / Power 110V/220V / 50/60HZ / 300W
Conveyor Speed 0~13 M/min
Conveyor Width

Standard：150mm (According to the demand of clients)
Product Size

Max ：φ30-100* H250mm (According to the demand of
clients)

Label Length Min：30mm Max：120mm
Label Width Min：30mm Max：120mm
Roll Paper ID /OD 76mm/280mm
Machine Size /w L：1200mm W：800mm H：700mm
Weight (kgs) 60
Air Compressor

40~80air compression (While Hot printer using.)

FP800-3000 Desktop Label Applicator(Lab
and Production Labelling Machine) for
round bottle

Description

Portable design
The FP800-R50 desktop labelling machine can be moved easily, so you
can set up exactly where you’d like. It can be positioned on a tabletop or
bench, or moved in-line for automatic or semi-automatic applications – a
convenience not found with heavier, more elaborate labeling machines.

Simple to use
With our advanced sensors, the FP800-R50 delivers optimal efficiency.
Hand wheels provide simple adjustments, enable quick set-up and easy
changeover.

Easy to maintain
In strict compliance with Good Manufacturing Practices (GMP) standards
the FP800-R50 is made of 304 stainless steel and anodized aluminum,
and carefully treated to guard against the effects of harsher environments.
Additionally, its simplistic design enables quick fixes and easy
adjustments. Given this durability and easy maintenance, the FP800-R50
affords you a solid choice in labeling machine longevity.

Max. Label Width - 187mm (7.5") * with modificationLabel 

Length - 10mm~425mm (1/2" ~ 17")
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Product Width - 10mm~150mm (1/2" ~ 6")

Reel Inner Diameter - 75mm (3") 

Reel Outer Diameter - 300mm (12")

Labeling Speed: To 40 pcs./min. 

*Machine Dimensions (L x W x H) 1400mm X 900mm X 480mm

Power Required - 110 or 220VAC, 50/60Hz, 1 PhasePower Consumption
- 2 Amp.

Brand DYNA-FILL
Price MYR 30,000.00
Model FP800-T200
Power supply AC220V 50/60HZ single phase
Power 2000W
Capacity 20-30tubes/min
Filling Range

A:3-30ml B: 6-60ml C: 10-120ml D: 25-250ml E: 250-500ml
(Custom made available)

Sealing Diameter 5-50mm
Max. Height 5-200mm
Dimension 1700*1370*1650mm
Weight 360kgs

FP800-T200 tube filling sealing
machine(Auto)

Description

Functions
1. Tube Loading
2. Tube Orientation
3. Filling
4. Sealing 
5. Data Printing 
6. Trimming
7. Tube Unload

Advantages
1.It adopts Ultrasonic sealing machine , good for difference products,
Such as food, medical, cosmetic products. It will not hurting the products.
2. Overload protection, phase separation protection, power-fail protection. 
3. Large Ultrasonic output power to ensure the sealing quality of various
tube size and material.
4. With tube end trimming 
5. Easy change working mold for difference tube diameter
6. Adjustable tube length
7. Machine include a gear pump filler( Good filling precision+- 1) 

 

Brand DYNA-FILL
Price MYR 18,600.00

FP800-MTS100 bench top tube sealing
machine (high quality ultrasonic sealing)

Description

The semi auto tube sealing machine is applicable to toothpaste, cosmetic,
pharmaceutical, food, industry product and other soft tube sealing.

The ultrasound output power is big enough to ensure the sealing quality of
different kinds material and specifications soft tubesIt's 

Extensional organization of the machine is made of aluminium alloy and
stainless steel.
About the product:

1.It's applicable to toothpaste, cosmetic, pharmaceutical, food, industry
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product and other soft tube sealing.

2.Extensional organization of the machine is made of aluminium alloy and
stainless steel.

3.The working platform is easily to operate that is independent man-
machine operating interface and can be two dimension direction
adjustment.

4.The ultrasound power supply adopts Taiwan movement circuitry,
ultrasound parts use famous brands.

5.It's with the function of overload protection, phase difference protection,
and power-fail protection

6.The ultrasound output power is big enough to ensure the sealing quality
of different kinds material and specifications soft tubes.

7.It's with the function of automatically cutting

Artificial feeding tubes → Auto sealing →Auto producing date printing →
Auto trimming → Auto tubes output 

Application: Plastic Tube , Aluminum Plastic Tube
             Composite tube

Mark sensor: Panasonic (Japan) 
PLC: Weinview 

Brand Dyna Pack
Price MYR 16,500.00
Torque Value 5-18kg-cm
Aplication Screw Cap or Duckbill Cap
Power Required 120W
Air Pressure(MPa) 0.8
POWER SUPPLY 1-220V 50Hz(SIngle Phase)
Machine Dimension 45×55×70cm

FP800-CA100 Semi auto Bench Top
Capping Machine(User Friendly)

Description

FP800-CA100 Semi Auto Capping Machine can be semi-automatically
operated on the table.

Applicable to products with pump cap, duek mouth cap and round cap.
Capping troque can be easily adjusted and accurately set.
It is small, light and durable, and can be easily operated.
Applicable to products of small size and big variety.
The air compressor is required.
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Brand Dyna-iPhar
Price MYR 30,000.00
Power for whole machine 2.3kW
Rotary speed of die roll 0-7rpm
Supplying Volume for flow single-pillar pistol 0-1ml
Difference among filling volume +/-2%
Pillar quantity 8
Main Body sizes 1250×900×1820
Weight of whole machine 620kgs

FP810-SG110 Soft Gelatin Encapsulation
Machine

Description

Application and Usage:
Soft gel encapsulation machine can quantificational inject the oil, mixing
suspension and pasty mass into the capsule to form all kinds of soft gel
encapsulation with different size, shape and color. Because of the merits
of high speed disintegration, easy to oral, hard to oxygenation, easy to
store and take, the soft gel encapsulation is welcomed by more and more
customers. Owing to the high productivity, charging exactly, quality
stabilization, high finished product rate, it is favored by more and more
manufacturers and used in the fields of medicine, health products,
cosmetic and game-color ball and so on.

Features
　　Strong product capacity, it can produce 4.5-9 million pieces per month
(100mg and 500mg oval shape, 10hours/day, and 30days/month).
　　Injecting medicine part adopts advanced linearity driving system, and
it makes sure that the precision of charging and filling is less than 2%.
　　Capsule package rate is up to 98%.
　　The gelatin ribbon is lubricated by fine oil supply technology in order
to lower the consumption of lubrication oil. The ribbon is lubricated by
vegetable oil, so the capsules produced is free of wash.
　　High quality capsule deferent equipment adopts food conveyer belt
authorized by American FDA, without poison and adhibition and easy to
clean.
　　Optimized designed mould is made of high quality aviation alloy
material by high precision numerical control process to insure the mould's
service life.
　　Advanced process and assembly techniques make the complete
appliance quality stabilization, high working rate, and good shape pill.

　　Adopt automatic system project of supplying capsule and material to
reduce workers' labor intensity and improve the working environment,
which accords with the requirement of GMP.
　　The liquid level in the gelatin box is fixed automatically in the constant
position and the centigrade mater display the thickness of rubber, which is
easy and accurate in adjustment.
　　The power of main motor is 1.5KW, which can avoid the phenomenon
of insufficient driving power when the content is rather thick ( take 185
model for example).
　　Adopt the nonpoisonous materials to human body or now dropping
matters into medicine liquid in this machine and medicine liquid, and the
touching parts for gelatin.

Brand Dyna Pack
Price MYR 30,000.00
Carton Size L:150~400 W:200-450 H:100-350mm(mm)
Speed 8-12 carton/min
Table height(mm) Min:600 Max:720
Dimension 2000×1900×1450mm
Cellophane Tape Size 48/60/72mm
Compress Air source Required 5-6kg/cm3
Power Supply 1-3 220/415V 50/60Hz
WEIGHT (KGS) 550

FQ900-C100 Automatic Carton Erector &
Bottom Sealer

Description
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Brief introduction:
This machine can open the flat carton and seal the bottom automatically. it
could be used individually or combined with the carton packaging
machine. It is widely used in food, chemistry and daily products industries
etc. 

Features: 
1.PLd+Touch screen control, easy operation, reduce the packaging cost
2.Easy installation
3.Machine stops and alarm when error occurs or lack of carton
4.Different size of carton is applicable with machine range
5.Smooth and fine performance of taping

Brand Dyna-iPhar
Price MYR 22,500.00
Size of Applicable object

Tablet:￠5~25mm,Capsule:000#-5#,soft capsule,sugar
coated tablet,shape tablet

Size of Bottles 20-300ml
Power(kW) 0.35
Power Supply 1-220V 50Hz
Machine Dimensions 900×600×650(mm)

FP810-TC1000 Desktop Electronic Tablet
and Capsule Counting Machine

Description

Introduction
This desktop counting machine is suitable for counting and filling a small
batch of medicine in pharmaceutical, food and chemical industries and
medical units.

Main Features
1.The pill counting machine adopts PLC controls to ensure high
resolution, fast response speed and accurate counting. 
2.If the kind or filling quantity of medicine is changed, you only need to do
simple setup on the touch screen. 
3.It is with to discharge feeding mouth.

4. Simple to set up and operate, compact and easy to clean.
5. Very smooth feeding and gentle scrolling of products.
6. Stabilzed light beam and photocell system are not affected by voltage
fluctuating or ambient light.
7. Direct read-out digital counter (counting from 1 to 9,999)
8. Standard dust-extraction outlet.

Brand DYNA-FILL
Price MYR 29,800.00
Power Supply 220V,50/60Hz,2.2kW
Packing Film Width(mm) 130-320
Packing Film Thickness(mm) 0.04-0.08
Packing Film Material

OP/CPP,OPP/PE,BOPP/VMPET/PE etc..
Packing Film Roll Diameter(mm) 300 Max 300mm
Bag Length(mm) 30-200
Bag Length(mm) 30-200
Bag Width(mm) 50-150
Packing Speed 6-88bag/min.
Machine Size(cm) 110x70x169
Machine Size(kgs) 390

FP800-VFFS80 POWDER FILL SEAL
MACHINE
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Description

Product description:
FP800-VFFS80P is the powder automatic packing machine
Optional equipment:
1, the ribbon type printing device
2, the package to cut off the device
3, rotating cutter device
The scope of application: applicable to food, medicine, chemical powder
automatic packing products, such as medicine, milk powder, flour, health
food, seasoning, mask powder, animals, etc

Price MYR 18,900.00
Speed(rpm) 50-1400
Load Capacity(L) 0.35
Material Feed Size(mm) >5mm
Output granulality(um) <1
POWER(kW) 0.37
POWER SUPPLY(VOLTAGE) 1-220V/50Hz

ML700-B01 Ball Mill 1 liter working volume
(pneumatic lifting)

Description

Feature
1.High utilization rate of energy, saving energy.
2.Granularity is adjustable by adjusting grinding time.
3.Less vibration, low noise.
4.Simple structure, easy operation.
5.Meet requirements of various processes, realize continuous or
intermittent production.
6.Jar with jacket, easy to control the grinding temperature .
7.Customized service is available. Special functions such as timing, speed
adjusting, recycling, temperature controlling can be selected and ordered.
8.A variety of grinding jars in different materials is available for customer’s
option such as stainless steel, corundum ceramic, polyurethane, zirconia
and so on.

Application Cases of Planetary Ball Mill

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

Basket Mill/Sand Mill/Bead Mill/Ball Mill 1- 4 liter working volume
(pneumatic lifting) lab mill for sale

Product Introduction
Basket Mill (Pneumatic Lift) integrates dispersing and grinding into one
machine, suitable for grinding liquid materials with mid and low viscosity. 
Materials Viscosity: <=5000cps Production Capacity:30-300L Application
Industry: Suitable for dispersing, grinding materials in industries such as
biology, pharmacy, cosmetic, food, paint, ink, color paste, dyestuff,
fertilizer etc. Applicable Materials: Materials shall be with viscosity less
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than 5000cps, with comparatively high requirements of final grinding
result or with many varieties such as emulsion paint, industrial paint, color
paste, water-borne ink, fertilizer suspension, enamel etc.

Feature 
Main shaft and grinding basket
A SS 304 shaft duly machined and balanced is provided. The shaft is
installed in a bearing housing provided with taper roller bearings.
Lubrication points are provided on the housing. The grinding basket is
made from special steel to withstand high wear and tear. The double
jacket cooling grinding basket is optional. The excellent grinding basket
design makes good milling result, easy to clean and convenient to
maintain the machine.
Lifting and lowering
The entire drive head and shaft is lifted and lowered by pneumatic lifting
control system. The lift distance is based on the batch capacity.
Variable Speed Control
An AC Frequency inverter installed in a panel controls the RPM from 0-
1750.depend on the viscosity. The inverter is provided with settings for
monitoring torque, amperage, voltage, power factor etc.
Electric Motor
TEFC motor, drives a set of pulleys and V belts. The Motor is provided
with a belt tensioning device. The motor details are 380 V / 50 Cycles / 3
Phases, RPM1500 
Electric Control Panel (None and Ex proof)
A remote control panel is provided with the following ex proof controls.
Main motors on off, ammeters, voltmeter, emergency stop, inverter trip,
indicating lamps, speed control switch, RPM indicator. All internal wiring is
per international codes of practice. The inverter is installed in a separate
panel and is to be installed in a safe Non-Ex proof zone.
Beads and Screen
0.8mm separated basket screen is supplied which makes to be used
above 1.6-1.8mm ceramic zirconium beads in order to get good fineness
result.
Vessel Locking Device 
A vessel locking device consisting of locking arms, cantering device, and
manually operated locking screw is provided.
Cover for the tank
The cover is attached with the shafts and lifted up and down together by
hydraulic system
Vessel (Optional)
The vessel is fabricated from SS plates and is provided with 3 nos castor
wheels, SS bottom discharge ball valve and towing handles. All SS parts
are duly polished inside and outside.

Price MYR 13,800.00
POWER (KW) 4.5
POWER SUPPLY(VOLTAGE) 1-220-240V/50Hz
Capacity(pcs./hr) 450-650
Max. seal Size(LxW) 400x400mm
Film Material POF,PVC
Machine size(L x W x H) 115x76x140 cm
Machine Weight(kgs) 170

FP800-480 2 in 1 heat shrink wrap packager

Description

FP800-480 is the 2 in 1 L shape sealer and heater shrinkage machines
can pack the products with a layer of plastic film, which makes the
packaging more beautiful and firm

Features:

-The machine adopts heating and stickiness free seal knife, which
ensures the machine running well and without smoke.
-The time, transferring the products to the tunnel after sealing and cutting,
is adjustable.
-Working with shrink tunnel, high efficiency, more convenient.
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Brand Dyna Mill
Price MYR 18,900.00
POWER (KW) 0.75
Speed Range (rpm) 0-4000
Bead Size(mm) 1-2
Lifitng Stroke(mm) 100
Working volume tank volume(L) 5
Mixing Chamber volume(ml) 300

ML700-01 Lab Basket Bead Mill

Description

Product Introduction
Laboratory manual lift basket mill using manual mode, can extend running
period, stable running and low noise. it integrates dispersion and grinding
into one machine. It's suitable for small batch materials grinding and
milling.
Material viscosity:<=5,000 cps
Production Capacity]: 1L-40L
Applications Fields: Suitable for dispersing, mixing materials in industries
such as biology, pharmacy, food, paint, ink, adhesives, pigment, fertilizer
etc.
[Applied materials]: Materials shall be with viscosity less than 5000cps,
with comparatively high requirements of final grinding result such as
emulsion paint, industrial paint, color paste, water-borne ink, fertilizer
suspension etc.

Working principle
The rotating motor drives the pins and dispersing disc to rotate at high
speed, which makes the upper part of dispersing disc and inner grinding
chamber become negative pressure. The slurry is inhaled into grinding
chamber. Which put material under the action of constant collision and
friction to smaller the particle size, fineness reduced.

Main Feature
Full stainless steel frame machine body
Frequency speed control from 0-3000rpm
Portable cooling jacket tank included
Stable Silence electric lift up and down 
NSK bearing and Siemens motor as standard
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Application Area

-TiO2

-Quality Automobile Paint

-Carbon Black

-Carpentry Paint

-Printing Inks

-Electrophoretic Coating

-Pigment/Dyes/Color paste

-industry Paint

Brand Dyna Ultra
Price MYR 16,000.00
Power(W) 1000
Input Voltage(V)/Hz 220-240V / 50-60Hz
Sonotrode Working Frequency(kHz) 20kHz
Sonotrode Length (mm) 50-180
Sonotrode diameter (mm) 3-20
Treatment capacity of liquid (L/hr) =<200
Treatment capacity of liquid (Breaker type) 500-5000

UL750-05-1000 ml Lab Scale Ultrasonic
Homogenizer

Description

Product Description:

The generator produce ultrasonic mechanical energy to the horn to make
more than 20000 times vibration per seconds,
These energy can not only stimulate or promote many chemical reactions,
to speed up chemical reaction, can even change the direction of some
chemical reaction, generate some unexpected effects and miracles.
Generally considered the stems mainly from the phenomena of ultrasonic
mechanical and cavitation effect, is that they change the result of the
reaction conditions and the environment.
20 KHZ frequency of ultrasonic industry application, already been proved
that it is the most efficient, and has large-scale application.Ultrasound in
liquid medium, by mechanical action, cavitation effect and heat effect,
produce mechanical, thermal, optical, electrical, and chemical and so on a
series of effects. Especially high power ultrasonic, can produce strong
cavitation, and thus formed in the local instantaneous high temperature,
high pressure, vacuum and micro jet.

Ultrasonic sonochemistry reactor advantage and features:

1.Needn't change customer's existing production equipment and
technological process.
2.It can be upgraded to a general equipment by using a simple installation
.
3.It have less investment on a new technology, production and efficiency
are improved obviously.
4.It has no moving parts, no electromagnetic radiation, fixed installation is
very simple.
5.suitable for the high pressure high temperature, toxic, explosive
dangerous environment application.
6. Low power consumption, adaptation of wide,equipment almost don't
have to do any modification.

Ultrasonic Working Situation Features
Mechanical mixing——Introducing ultrasonic chemical reaction system,
the ultrasonic can give substance to be forced to exercise, produce one
way energy accelerated the transfer and diffusion of material, can replace
mechanical agitation, can make the material from the surface, so that the
interface updates.
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Cavitation effect——Acoustic cavitation is refers to under the effect of
sound waves, exists in the tiny air bubbles in the liquid (hole) in a series of
dynamic process: oscillation, expand, shrink and collapse. In the event of
a cavitation, a great difference to local state of liquid, extreme high
temperature and high pressure is produced. As in the general conditions
difficult or impossible chemical reaction provides a new very special
physical and chemical environment

Catalytic chemical reaction——
①    High temperature and high pressure conditions conducive to the
reactants cracking into free radicals and bivalent carbon, forming a more
lively reaction species；
②Shock waves and micro jet on the solid surface, such as catalyst have
desorption and cleaning effect, can remove the surface reaction product
or intermediate and catalyst surface passivation layer；
③The shock wave may destroy the structure of reactants；
④Dispersion of reactants；
⑤Ultrasonic cavitation erosion surface, shock waves cause the formation
of metal lattice deformation and internal strain area, improve the activity of
the chemical reaction of the metal；
⑥Make solvent into the solid interior, produce so-called mixed reaction；
⑦Improve the catalyst dispersion.

Working mode:
High-power ultrasonic focusing probe chemical processing system can
have two kinds of working.
One is insert the probe into the reaction tank directly. Ultrasonic launch
head inserted into the liquid, the ultrasound. By processing flow of liquid in
the container, at the same time were the strong ultrasonic role. Reaction
container size or temperature.
Another one is with our company special ultrasonic reaction kettle,
constitute a complete chemical reactor. Treated liquid flow from one end
of the reaction kettle, after the effect of ultrasonic, again from the other
end. This way the minimal changes to the original chemical system,
immediate effect.

Main configuration:
1*pcsoscillator(transducer,booster barbell probe head),
1*pcs Aluminum alloy out shell,
1*pcs digital generator (drive power supply)

The range of application of sonochemistry reactor: 
• Dispersion
• Cell disruption
• Pharmacy sample prep
• Homogenization
• Emulsification
• Nanoparticle dispersion
• Atomization
• Graphene dispersion
• Biodiesel making;
• Liquidation,
• Crystallization,
• Extraction,
• Wastewater treatment,
• Accelerated reaction,
• kill microbes(cell disruption),
• Degradation of toxic organic pollutants
• antiscaling descaling in sewage treatment field
The following sonochemical effects can be observed in chemical reactions
and processes:
•increase in reaction speed
•increase in reaction output
•more efficient energy usage
•sonochemical methods for switching of reaction pathway
•performance improvement of phase transfer catalysts
•avoidance of phase transfer catalysts
•use of crude or technical reagents
•activation of metals and solids
•increase in the reactivity of reagents or catalysts 
•improvement of particle synthesis
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•coating of nanoparticles

Brand Dyna Mill
Price MYR 29,800.00
Material viscosity <=50,000 cps
Production Capacity 0.5-5 Liters

ML700-03 Horizontal Disk Bead Mill
300ml(Zirconia Beads)

Description

Product Introduction
Lab horizontal bead mill is an advanced wet process bead grinding
machine for milling and dispersing to reduce particle size for paints, inks,
pigment dispersion and other chemicals. It realizes high milling efficiency
and fine milling effect.
Material viscosity: <=50,000 cps 
Production Capacity: 0.5-5 Liters
Application Fields: Suitable for dispersing, grinding materials in a variety
of applications such as biology, pharmacy, cosmetic, food, paint, ink, color
paste, dyestuff, fertilizer etc.

Working Principle
Motor-driven feeding device internal high-speed rotation, a negative
pressure, through self-absorption effect, placed above the feed tank
material inhaled and sent to the grinding chamber. The discs drive the
grinding medium inside the grinding chamber to do irregular movements in
all direction to put the materials under the action of constant collision and
friction. At same time, the materials are separated from the grinding
medium by the sieve and keep circulation from the tank to the grinding
chamber to obtain smaller particle size, narrower particle size range.

Main Feature
Integrated double mechanical seal
Double wall cooling milling chamber 
Double mechanical sealing
Quick dismantle clean easy

Application Scope
-Material viscosity: <=50,000 cps
-Production Capacity: 0.5-5L
-Applications Fields: Suitable for dispersing, mixing materials in industries
such as biology, pharmacy, food, paint, ink, adhesives, pigment, fertilizer
etc.

Machine Features
-Integrated double mechanical seal
-Double wall cooling milling chamber 
-Double mechanical sealing
-Quick dismantle clean easy

Brand Dyna-iPhar
Price MYR 30,000.00

FP810-200C Automatic Capsule Filling
Machine/capsule making machine

Description

FP810-200C Automatic Capsule Filling Machine For Powder, automatic
capsule filling machine is suitable for filling the capsule of powdery and
granular drugs. Automatic capsule machine is used to fill powder in the
form of slug in hard gelatin capsules. These are high speed, a high
performance machine that incorporates latest international design and is
built with precision using most appropriate material and up to date
manufacturing systems. Different models are available for various output
requirements. empty capsule filler is designed to cater various
formulations with option to fill powder, granules and pellets. 
Automatic Pill Capsule Filling Machine Its automatic filling demands very
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high accuracy besides high productivity, ease of operation and minimum
maintenance. This capsule filling kit has been specifically designed to
meet all these requirements. We offer automatic capsule filling machine
with good prices.
 
Product Description
 
 
Introduction
This machine is suitable for filling various types of capsules, It is an ideal
equipment with smartness accuracy for dosage,novel structure,good-
looking,ease of operation,for filling capsule medicine in pharmaceutical
industry.
 
Main Features
1.Joint electricity and gas control, It can automatically finish the action of
location,separation,filling, locking etc for capsule.
2.The speed of machine is controlled by the knob of control board, and
with the meter display speed.
3.Equipped with a vacuum pump.
 
Specifications type
FP810-200C
Output
12000Capsules/hour
Machine weight
600Kg
Machine Dimensions
700*800*1700mm
Power Supply
380/220V 50Hz
Motor power
3kw
No.of segment bores
2
Vacuum
20m3/h-0.04-0.08Mpa
Dust
17.6Kpa 180m3/h
Noise
<80DB(A)
Making rate
Empty capsule99.9%Full capsule over99.5%
Suitable for Capsule
00,0,1,2,3,4,5#
Filling error
±3%-±4%
 Remarks
Well design structure, easy to maintain and clean.
All parts are easy to exchange, including PC boards of control system.
All product contact parts are made of SUS 316.
Smooth rotary system with computerized counter make high accuracy.
Infrared recognize system can recognize the transparent soft gel capsule.
Even though after the long time running, It still can penetrates the dust
built by the naked tablet.
One conveyor for bottles transmission with speed variation.
Contact Us for more enquiry:

Phone: +603 89614628 | Fax: +603 89617048 | Cell Phone :+(6)017-
3576175 |, Internet: successtechnic.com, , thesuccesstechnic.com
,homogenizer.com.my, successte.lelong.my Youtube:
youtube.com/successte ,Facebook: facebook.com/Success-Technic-
Industries-243226099198557 ,Skype : ppgg26
Add :27, Jalan 6/2 , Tmn.Industri Selesa Jaya,Off Jalan Balakong,43300
Seri Kembangan,Selangor, Malaysia.
Legal Form: Private Limited - Success Technic Trade Register No. (
Malaysia ) : 614305-M | Company Directors: Wong Chor Kiat-- 

Please visit our Alibaba minisite for more products details: 

lazada.com/dyna

11street.my/store/homogenizer.
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thesuccesstechnic.trustpass.alibaba.com

Brand Dyna-iPhar
Price MYR 30,000.00
Die No.(SETS) 9
Max Pressure(kN) 40
Max.Dia.Tablet(mm) 12
Max.Thickness of Tablet(mm) 6
Max.Depth of Filling(mm) 15
Max. Production Capacity (pcs./hr) 17800
Diz. of Turret(mm) 200
Motor Power(kW) 1.5
Power Supply 1-220V/50Hz
Machine Dimension(mm) 450x636x1180
Weight (kgs) 200

FP810-9P rotary tablet press/pill press
machine/pill making machine(AUT0MATIC)

Description

DESCRIPTION

FP810-9P rotary tablet press machine, used for pressing different kinds of
materials into tablets, can be widely used in pharmacy, chemical, food,
hospitals, scientific research units, lab trial production and small batch
production. It is suitable for small batch production of tablet making. The
single-punch tablet press is a pressing machine can be driven by motor or
hand. 
This machine has top-of-the-line performance record. It is sturdy, operator
friendly, easy to maintain, compact and filling depth, tablet thickness,
punch pressure are all adjustable. 

This unit is designed for pressing tablets from a variety of materials for
research & development and for small-scale production of Nutraceutical,
Herbal, and other products. This is a bench-top unit, semi-portable, that is
motor-driven but can also be hand-driven for adjustment and testing
purposes. One punch & die set is included. Fill depth, tablet thickness,
and punch pressure are all adjustable.
 
Main Features 1.This machine conforms to GMP standard. Its tablet
pressing chamber is completely separated from the driving mechanism.
2.The parts contacting with the drug are made of stainless steel or their
surfaces are given the special treatment. Moreover, it is featured with non-
toxicity and corrosion prevention. 3.The tablet pressing chamber is
enclosed by the transparent organic glass to prevent pollution. Every
surface is smooth, easy for treatment.
 
Contact Us for more enquiry:

Phone: +603 89614628 | Fax: +603 89617048 | Cell Phone :+(6)017-
3576175 |, Internet: successtechnic.com, , thesuccesstechnic.com
,homogenizer.com.my, successte.lelong.my Youtube:
youtube.com/successte ,Facebook: facebook.com/Success-Technic-
Industries-243226099198557 ,Skype : ppgg26
Add :27, Jalan 6/2 , Tmn.Industri Selesa Jaya,Off Jalan Balakong,43300
Seri Kembangan,Selangor, Malaysia.
Legal Form: Private Limited - Success Technic Trade Register No. (
Malaysia ) : 614305-M | Company Directors: Wong Chor Kiat-- 

Please visit our Alibaba minisite for more products details: 

lazada.com/dyna

11street.my/store/homogenizer.

thesuccesstechnic.trustpass.alibaba.com

BT200-03 3hp top entry top and bottom
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Brand Dyna-Stream
Price MYR 19,800.00
MODEL BT200
POWER SUPPLY(VOLTAGE)

1 X 220-240V / 50HZ OR 3 X 380 – 420 V / 50 HZ
BLADE TYPE

DOUBLE VORTEX STATOR ROTOR FOR HIGH
VISCOSITY PRODUCTS

IMMERSE SHAFT LENGTH (MM) 700
MAX WORKING VOLUME 200Liter(Base on Water)
LIFTING MECHANISM ELECTRICAL WITH GEAR
SEALING TYPE TEFLON/BRASS BUSH
MAX. ADMISSIBLE TEMPERATURE ( DEGREE CELCIUS)

230
MACHINE DIMENSION 800X800X2500(OPTIONAL)

suction homogenizer

Description

BT200-03 2.2kW/3hp Top Entry Top and Bottom Suction Batch
Homogenizer - is high-performance dispersing machine for the production
of emulsions and suspensions in batch operations capability. Using the
rotor-stator principle, it is best suited for applications that cannot be
accomplished using conventional stirring methods. The machine is
capable of processing highly abrasive products and media with a viscosity
of up to 80.000 mPas. 

Serving Industry : Dressings and Sauce, Flavors, Fruit
Juices,Concentrates, Pulps, and Soft Drinks, Seeds and Mustards,Ice
Cream, Cheese Spreads, Sugar, Hydrocolloids, Milk Solids,Salts, Edible
Oils, Fumed Silica, Inks and Lacquers,Carbon Black, Titanium Dioxide,
Clays, Pesticides and Herbicides,Detergents, Resins, Pigments and Dyes,
Catalytic Agents, Waxes and Polishes, Sulfur, Pharmaceutical &
Biological Crystalline Solids, Tablet Coatings, Protein Extraction, Personal
Care & Toiletry, Toothpaste, Carbopol, Creams, Ointments, and Lotions

Main Features 
1. Lump free solutions with complete distribution of shear energy
throughout the content of vessel.

2. Less raw material needed due to better wetting and dispersion.

3. complete de-agglomeration and suspension

4. complete circulation of products to avoid local heating of products.

Click for more information and video : 

youtube.com/watch?v=nqEB7yjgBqk-homogenize with water and powder
with manual lifting safety pin support

youtube.com/watch?v=d-TOQtYc29E-BT200 strong suction with stator
rotor effect generate high shearing power with manual lifting safety pin
support

youtube.com/watch?v=AT9vFJfAwAE-BT200 homogenizer with thick
mayoinanse

youtube.com/watch?v=_tSXoSixTQs-BT200 homogenize with vanilla
powder

Contact Us for more enquiry:

Phone: +603 89614628 | Fax: +603 89617048 | Cell Phone :+(6)017-
3576175 |Email: kenny.wong@thesuccesstechnic.com , Internet:
successtechnic.com, , thesuccesstechnic.com ,homogenizer.com.my,
successte.lelong.my Youtube: youtube.com/successte ,Facebook:
facebook.com/Success-Technic-Industries-243226099198557 ,Skype :
ppgg26
Add :27, Jalan 6/2 , Tmn.Industri Selesa Jaya,Off Jalan Balakong,43300
Seri Kembangan,Selangor, Malaysia.
Legal Form: Private Limited - Success Technic Trade Register No. (
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Malaysia ) : 614305-M | Company Directors: Wong Chor Kiat-- 

Please visit our Alibaba minisite for more products details:
thesuccesstechnic.trustpass.alibaba.com 

Brand Dyna-Stream
Price MYR 15,000.00
BRAND DYNA-STREAM
MOTOR POWER (KW) 0.75
SPEED RANGE (RPM) 0-6000
BLADE TYPE STATOR ROTOR / DISPERSER
IMMERSE SHAFT LENGTH (MM) 500
MIN / MAX WORKING VOLUME(LITER) 100ml-50liter
POWER SUPPLY

1 X 220-240V / 50HZ OR 3 X 380 – 420 V / 50 HZ
DIMENSIONS (W X D X H)MM 500x500x1000
SEALING TYPE TEFLON SUPPORT BUSH
MAX VISCOSITY (CPS) 100,000
MAX. ADMISSIBLE TEMPERATURE ( DEGREE CELCIUS)

200

BT200-0.75 1hp BENCH TOP TOP ENTRY
HOMOGENIZER

Description

BT200-0.75 Batch Homogenizer with turn wheel lifting - is high-
performance dispersing machine for the production of emulsions and
suspensions in batch operations capability. Using the rotor-stator
principle, it is best suited for applications that cannot be accomplished
using conventional stirring methods. The machine is capable of
processing highly abrasive products and media with a viscosity of up to
80.000 mPas. 

Serving Industry : Dressings and Sauce, Flavors, Fruit
Juices,Concentrates, Pulps, and Soft Drinks, Seeds and Mustards,Ice
Cream, Cheese Spreads, Sugar, Hydrocolloids, Milk Solids,Salts, Edible
Oils, Fumed Silica, Inks and Lacquers,Carbon Black, Titanium Dioxide,
Clays, Pesticides and Herbicides,Detergents, Resins, Pigments and Dyes,
Catalytic Agents, Waxes and Polishes, Sulfur, Pharmaceutical &
Biological Crystalline Solids, Tablet Coatings, Protein Extraction, Personal
Care & Toiletry, Toothpaste, Carbopol, Creams, Ointments, and Lotions

Main Features 
1. Lump free solutions with complete distribution of shear energy
throughout the content of vessel.

2. Less raw material needed due to better wetting and dispersion.

3. complete de-agglomeration and suspension

4. complete circulation of products to avoid local heating of products.

Click for more information and video : 

youtube.com/watch?v=XPGdr6D-MVM with water and xantham gum
powder with spring lifting support stand

Contact Us for more enquiry:

Phone: +603 89614628 | Fax: +603 89617048 | Cell Phone :+(6)017-
3576175 |Email: kenny.wong@thesuccesstechnic.com , Internet:
successtechnic.com, , thesuccesstechnic.com ,homogenizer.com.my,
successte.lelong.my Youtube: youtube.com/successte ,Facebook:
facebook.com/Success-Technic-Industries-243226099198557 ,Skype :
ppgg26
Add :27, Jalan 6/2 , Tmn.Industri Selesa Jaya,Off Jalan Balakong,43300
Seri Kembangan,Selangor, Malaysia.
Legal Form: Private Limited - Success Technic Trade Register No. (
Malaysia ) : 614305-M | Company Directors: Wong Chor Kiat-- 
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Please visit our Alibaba minisite for more products details:
thesuccesstechnic.trustpass.alibaba.com

Brand DYNA-FILL
Price MYR 30,000.00
Brand Dyna Fill
PACKING SPEED 25-55BEGS/MIN
PACKING BEG SIZE RANGE W:70-200mm L:100-300mm
FILLING RANGE 20-1000g
WEIGHTING ACCURACY ≤±1g
DRIVE POWER 3-PHASE 5-WIRE SYSTEM 380-415V 50Hz
Bag types

Stand-up bags, Portable bags, Zipper bags, 4-side sealing
bags, 3-side sealing bags, paper bags, M type bags and

compound bags,etc
MACHINE WEIGHT 1000kgs
working station 8
AIR CONSUMPTION

≥0.2m³/min(compressed air provided by the user)
MACHINE DIMENSION

190x177x175(with conveyor and elevator

FP800-B200 liquid detergent/shampoo
pouch/beg packing machine

Description

Material range:
 It can be used for fruit juice,tomato sauce,chilli sauce,peanut
butter,soap,detergent,etc.

 YOutube video link:

Rotary Machine with Paste Filling Sealing

youtube.com/edit?o=U&video_id=z7BjxgwWiq4

Rotary Machine with Granular Filling Sealing

youtube.com/edit?o=U&video_id=f_hnEW1veOc
Main Features:
1. A wide range of bags: stand-up bags,handbags,zipper bags,4-side
sealing bags,M type bags,etc.
2. Easy to operate: PLC controller, mate with touch screen and electric
control system .
3. Easy to adjust: you can change different pouches in a few minutes.
4. Frequency control: speed can be adjusted by frequency conversion
within the range. 
5. High Automation: no need people in weighing and packing process, the
machine will alarm automatically when fails.
 
Safety and Hygiene standard:
1. No pouch/ incorrect pouch opening-no fill-no seal, the machine will
alarm.
2. The machine will alarm and stop when there is inadequate air pressure.
3. Safety guards with safety-switches, the machine will alarm and stop
when the safety guards are opened. 
4. Hygienic construction, the product contact parts are adopted sus304
stainless steel.
5. Imported engineering plastic bearings, no need to oil, no contamination.
 
Main technical parameter:
 
 
 
Production Line
Liquid Weigh-Fill-Seal Production Line
Bag types
Stand-up bags, Portable bags, Zipper bags, 4-side sealing bags, 3-side
sealing bags, paper bags, M type bags and compound bags,etc.
working station 
 eight-working station
Bag sizes
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W:70-200mm L:100-300mm
Filling range
20-1000g
Packing speed
25-55bags/min (depended on the product and filling weight)
Auxiliary Equipment
 pickles measurement weigher,Bucket Conveyor, Working Platform
Package accuracy
Error≤ ±1%
Host power
4kw
Air displacement
≥0.4m³/min

WORK PROCESS 
1、FEED BAG 
2、OPEN BAG 
3、FILL MATERIAL 
4、CLEANING BAG 
5、SEALING ONE TIME 
6、SEALING TWO TIME 

Brand DYNA-FILL
Price MYR 30,000.00

VFFS180-10 Screw Metering Automatic
Packaging System

Description

VFFS180-10 is the automatic powder/granular packaging machine and
the main structure and performance characteristicsas follow:
-the screw metering device for SS304 material color, open daily cleaning.
Easy maintenance.
-high precision servo control measurement system. Measurement is fast,
low noise advantages. 
-the machine from the bag making, measuring, filling, sealing, code to
cutting automatically finish the bags. Scope of application: apply to dry,
soy milk powder, coffee powder, starch, flour and other products
packaging.

Brand Dyna-Stream
Price MYR 16,700.00
BRAND DYNA-STREAM
MODEL BT200B-200
MIXING TANK VOLUME(L) 100-300L
POWER SUPPLY 220-240V 50/60HZ
WEIGHT(KGS) 50

BT200B-200 200 liter tank bottom mount
homogenizer

Description
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FP800B-200 bottom homogenizers is a machine is widely used for  allow
you to prepare any homogenized solutions, emulsions, mixtures or pastes
in the tank itself, when high output and mixing efficiency is required.
Bottom homogenizers work effectively with containers of any capacity.
This is the only type of homogenizer that allows for efficient processing of
products where the primary mixture contains settling particles that are
difficult to process with an immersion homogenizer or an inline
homogenizer.
The highest possible efficiency in terms of power versus production
capacity.
-There is no need for a piping.
-You don’t have to pump the product around.
-There is no need for a recirculation loop
-The intensive flow created by the homogenizer allows for even
homogenizing of the entire product irrespective of the tank capacity.
-Seals are cooled effectively by the product.
 
Bottom homogenizers work independently and effectively when
processing products with low viscosity and when dissolving powder
components. When working with viscous products, the homogenizer is
used with a low-speed agitator or scrapers.
 
The product is sucked with great intensity into the central part of the
working body and is radially ejected with high shearing force, passing
through the rotor/stator. A high degree of homogenization and blending is
achieved after only a few passes through this loop.
 
bottom homogenizers work effectively with tanks at atmospheric pressure,
with vacuum tanks, or with high pressure.
 
The bottom homogenizer may have only one or two stages of
homogenization, or it have also have ultra high shear version depending
on the desired application.

Brand Dyna-Stream
Price MYR 13,000.00

BT200-01 SLOW SPEED GATE
STIRRING/MIXER(NO FOAM/BUBBLE
AFTER MIXING)

Description

BT200-03 2.2kW Batch Stirrer - is high-performance mixing machine for
the production of high viscosity like mask , cream , gel suspensions in
batch operations capability. Using the propeller generate vortex rotation
principle, it is best suited for applications that cannot be accomplished
using conventional stirring methods. The machine is capable of
processing highly abrasive products and media with a viscosity of up to
200.000 mPas. 

Serving Industry : Dressings and Sauce, Flavors, Fruit
Juices,Concentrates, Pulps, and Soft Drinks, Seeds and Mustards,Ice
Cream, Cheese Spreads, Sugar, Hydrocolloids, Milk Solids,Salts, Edible
Oils, Fumed Silica, Inks and Lacquers,Carbon Black, Titanium Dioxide,
Clays, Pesticides and Herbicides,Detergents, Resins, Pigments and Dyes,
Catalytic Agents, Waxes and Polishes, Sulfur, Pharmaceutical &
Biological Crystalline Solids, Tablet Coatings, Protein Extraction, Personal
Care & Toiletry, Toothpaste, Carbopol, Creams, Ointments, and Lotions

Main Features 
1. Lump free solutions with complete distribution of shear energy
throughout the content of vessel.

2. Less raw material needed due to better wetting and dispersion.

3. complete de-agglomeration and suspension
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4. complete circulation of products to avoid local heating of products.

Brand Dyna-iPhar
Price MYR 30,000.00
Capacity(pcs./hr) 13000
Filling type 00#0#1#2#3#4# hard capsule
Power(kW) 2.2
Dimension 1350*700*1600mm
WEIGHT (KGS) 300

FP810-PS01 Capsules Pill Filling
Machine(Semi Auto)

Description

FP810-CF13000 is the machine is suitable for filling various types of
capsules, It is an ideal equipment with smartness accuracy for
dosage,novel structure,good-looking,ease of operation,for filling capsule
medicine in pharmaceutical industry.

1.Joint electricity and gas control, It can automatically finish the action of
location,separation,filling, locking etc for capsule.
2.The speed of machine is controlled by the knob of control board, and
with the meter display speed. 
3.Equipped with a vacuum pump.

Brand Dyna-Stream
Price MYR 16,800.00
BRAND DYNA STREAM
MODEL BT200-03D
POWER SUPPLY(VOLTAGE)

1 X 220-240V / 50HZ OR 3 X 380 – 420 V / 50 HZ
MOTOR POWER (KW) 2.2/3hP
SPEED RANGE (RPM) 0-3800
BLADE TYPE

DOUBLE VORTEX STATOR ROTOR / DISPERSER
IMMERSE SHAFT LENGTH (MM) 800(OPTIONAL)
MIN / MAX WORKING VOLUME(LITER)

30-500(DEPEND ON MATERIAL)
LIFTING MECHANISM

ELECTRICAL ROPE HOIST SYSTEM
SEALING TYPE TEFLON/CARBIDE BUSH
MAX VISCOSITY (CPS) 100,000
DIMENSIONS (W X D X H)MM 800X800X2500(OPTIONAL)
MAX. ADMISSIBLE TEMPERATURE ( DEGREE CELCIUS)

200
WEIGHT (KGS 80

BT200-03D 2.2KW/3HP DOUBLE VORTEX
(UP AND DOWN SUCTION WITH SIDE
SHEAR OUT) TOP ENTRY HOMOGENIZER

Description

BT200-03 2.2kW/3hp Batch Homogenizer - is high-performance
dispersing machine for the production of emulsions and suspensions in
batch operations capability. Using the rotor-stator principle, it is best suited
for applications that cannot be accomplished using conventional stirring
methods. The machine is capable of processing highly abrasive products
and media with a viscosity of up to 80.000 mPas. 

Serving Industry : Dressings and Sauce, Flavors, Fruit
Juices,Concentrates, Pulps, and Soft Drinks, Seeds and Mustards,Ice
Cream, Cheese Spreads, Sugar, Hydrocolloids, Milk Solids,Salts, Edible
Oils, Fumed Silica, Inks and Lacquers,Carbon Black, Titanium Dioxide,
Clays, Pesticides and Herbicides,Detergents, Resins, Pigments and Dyes,
Catalytic Agents, Waxes and Polishes, Sulfur, Pharmaceutical &
Biological Crystalline Solids, Tablet Coatings, Protein Extraction, Personal
Care & Toiletry, Toothpaste, Carbopol, Creams, Ointments, and Lotions

Main Features 
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1. Lump free solutions with complete distribution of shear energy
throughout the content of vessel.

2. Less raw material needed due to better wetting and dispersion.

3. complete de-agglomeration and suspension

4. complete circulation of products to avoid local heating of products.

Click for more information and video : 

youtube.com/watch?v=nqEB7yjgBqk-homogenize with water and powder
with manual lifting safety pin support

youtube.com/watch?v=d-TOQtYc29E-BT200 strong suction with stator
rotor effect generate high shearing power with manual lifting safety pin
support

youtube.com/watch?v=AT9vFJfAwAE-BT200 homogenizer with thick
mayoinanse

youtube.com/watch?v=_tSXoSixTQs-BT200 homogenize with vanilla
powder

Contact Us for more enquiry:

Phone: +603 89614628 | Fax: +603 89617048 | Cell Phone :+(6)017-
3576175 |Email: kenny.wong@thesuccesstechnic.com , Internet:
successtechnic.com, , thesuccesstechnic.com ,homogenizer.com.my,
successte.lelong.my Youtube: youtube.com/successte ,Facebook:
facebook.com/Success-Technic-Industries-243226099198557 ,Skype :
ppgg26
Add :27, Jalan 6/2 , Tmn.Industri Selesa Jaya,Off Jalan Balakong,43300
Seri Kembangan,Selangor, Malaysia.
Legal Form: Private Limited - Success Technic Trade Register No. (
Malaysia ) : 614305-M | Company Directors: Wong Chor Kiat-- 

Please visit our Alibaba minisite for more products details:
thesuccesstechnic.trustpass.alibaba.com 

Brand Dyna-iPhar
Price MYR 19,000.00
Model FP810-SBM15
Mixing tank volume(L) 25
Maximum loading volume(L) 20
Maximum charge weight(kgs) 15
Spindle speed(rpm) 0-12
Power(kW) 0.55
Power Supply 380-415V 50/60Hz
Dimensions(mm) 960x720x860
WEIGHT(KGS) 120

FP800-15 Three Dimensional Movement
Pharmaceutical 3D Powder Gyro Mixer

Description

FP810-SGM15 is a machine is widely used for mixing dry powder in
pharmacy, chemical industry, food industry, etc., as well as for the quickly
and evenly mixing several kinds of materials that with different proportion
and different size.
During running, as the mixing vat is able to make multi-directional actions
of motion, which speeds up the flowing and diffusing effect of material in
mixing process, meanwhile it also avoid phenomenon of segregation and
accumulation caused by centrifugal effect in ordinary mixer, and it has no
dead corner, therefore, it can guarantee the best quality of mixed raw
materials.

1.As the mixing vat is able to make multi-directional motion, it makes raw
materials inside the vat has many cross-mixing points, therefore the
mixing effect is good. Its degree of uniformity can achieve above 99.9%,
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the max. loading efficiency can be 0.9(The loading efficiency of ordinary
mixer is 0.4-0.6). The mixing time is short and efficiency is high.
2. With unique design of mixing vat, inner wall of vat is polished finely. Its
advantages are no dead corner, no pollution, convenient in discharge,
easy in clean and so on.
3. The materials are mixed under sealed; it would not pollute the
environment.

Brand Dyna Cosmo
Price MYR 30,000.00
Working volume(liter) 100
Vacuum Pressure(Mpa) -0.098
Heater Degree Celcius 0-100

DVH900-100 vacuum heater emulsifier
mixer homogenizer/lotion cosmetic
mixer/homogenizer mixer(fix type)

Description

DVH900-100 100Liter vacuum homogeneous emulsifying machine is an
ideal option to produce high-grade skin care products, pharmacy ointment,
and many other kinds of creams which need to be very soft and smooth. It
has the functions of heating, mixing, scraping, rotating at different speeds
and vacuum supply. It has a very wide application from cosmetics (skin
cream, hair gel, lotion ect) and food (jam, chocolate, sauces ect) to
pharmacy (ointment, syrup, paste) and chemicals(painting, adhesives,
detergents).

Material of wet part: SUS316 stainless steel; 300U polished

Structure of main pot: 3 layers (product contact layer, heating layer,
insulating layer); top and bottom sealed.
Homogenizer speed: 0-3300rpm 
Slow mixer speed: 0-63rpm
Level: GMP

DVH900 Vacuum Heater Homogenizer Technical Parameter
Model    Capacity    Homogenizer Motor    Stir Motor    Dimension    Total
Power(KW)    limit
vacuum(Mpa)
        KW    r/min    KW    r/min    Length(mm)    Width(mm)    Height
(mm)    Steam
heating    Electric
heating    
DVH900-5    5L    0.37    0-3000    0.18    0-
63    1260    540    1600/1850    2    5    -0.09
DVH900-10    10L    0.75    0-3000    0.37    0-
63    1300    580    1600/1950    3    6    -0.09
DVH900-50    50L    3-5.5    0-3000    1.1    0-
63    2600    2250    1950/2700    9    18    -0.09
DVH900-100    100L    4-7.5    0-3000    1.5    0-
63    2750    2380    2100/2950    13    32    -0.09
DVH900-200    200L    5.5-11    0-3000    2.2    0-
63    2750    2750    2350/3350    15    45    -0.09
DVH900-300    300L    7.5-11    0-3000    2.2    0-
63    2900    2850    2450/3500    18    49    -0.085
DVH900-500    500L    11    0-3000    4    0-
63    3650    3300    2850/4000    24    63    -0.08
DVH900-1000    1000L    15    0-3000    5.5    0-
63    4200    3650    3300/4800    30    90    -0.08
DVH900-2000    2000L    15    0-3000    7.5    0-
63    4850    4300    3800/5400    40    -    -0.08

Brand DYNA-FILL

2-100g Powder/Granular/ Weighing & Filing
Computerised Intelligent Packing Machine
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Price MYR 6,800.00
Working voltage 220V/50Hz
Working Power(W) 200
Filling Volume(Gram) 2-100g
Precision(+/-) 1g
Speed(beg/min) 5-15
Discharging Way High-tech induction barrier discharging
Machine Size(mm) 230*380*580

Description

FP800-P2-100 is the automatic weighing and measuring the repackaging,
muti-function change packing, suitable for goods sort is more, stainless
steel shell, well-presented and high-end.All intelligent design, simple
operation, infrared-red induction switch induction block feeding,
quantitative precision sensor, 3 levels vibration cutting, adjustable,
microcomputer motherboard is more durable and energy saving, quick
speed, small error, high performance, filling, bag, a minute about 10-20
package depending on different items, quantitative, 10 g - 100 - g grams
close between people according to their own needs in the computer board
set above regulation.1 years warranty, life-long maintenance.

Suitable for items:

Fine powder;Flour, milk powder, plaster, chemical powder, powder, coffee
powder, powder, coarse powder, granule, tieguanyin, medicinal herbs,
seeds, food, sesame seeds, grain crops, Chinese wolfberry, rice, gourmet
powder, salt, spices, beans, chemical components, electronic
components, hardware components

Contact Us for more enquiry:

Phone: +603 89614628 | Fax: +603 89617048 | Cell Phone :+(6)017-
3576175 |, Internet: successtechnic.com, , thesuccesstechnic.com
,homogenizer.com.my, successte.lelong.my Youtube:
youtube.com/successte

Brand Dyna Cosmo
Price MYR 30,000.00
Power(W) 1.1-4500
Max Loading(Liter) 5-2000

DVH900 vacuum mixer homogneizer/lotion
cosmetic mixer/homogenizer mixer

Description

DVH900-1000 "Dyna Cosmo" 1000L Fix Types Vacuum emulsifier
machine is mainly composed of water relative to the pot, the pot of oil
phase emulsified Lord stir the pot, vacuum system,electrical control
system (optional PLC), operating platforms and other components.

Service Industry

The product is mainly used cosmetic care products, bio-
pharmaceuticals,food industry, paint and ink, nano-materials,
petrochemical, textile auxiliaries, paper industry, pesticides and fertilizers,
plastics and rubber, power electronics, other fine chemicals, especially for
matrix viscosity, a relatively high solids content of the emulsion material
configuration more effect.

Performance and Features

1.The company produces vacuum emulsifying species species diversity,
which under homogeneous homogeneous homogeneous system of the
inner and outer loop homogenizing, mixing system of one-way and two-
way mixing stirring, spiral mixer; according to customer requirements of
various meets the demand for high-quality products;
2 Triple stir imported inverter, to meet the different needs of the process of
production; 
3 homogeneous structure of German technology, using imported double
mechanical seal effect, maximum speed up to 4200 rpm emulsification /
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min, the maximum shear fine of up to 0.2-5um;
4 vacuum degassing to make things sterile requirements, and the use of
vacuum suction,
especially for powder materials using vacuum suction to avoid dust
emissions;
5 Main pot lid lifting device can be used for easy cleaning, cleaning effect
is more pronounced, the pot can be used dump the material;
6 pot using imported stainless steel plate welded composed of three
layers, tanks and pipelines for the mirror-polished, full compliance with
GMP requirements;
7 according to process requirements, the tank can be heated and cooled
material,heating the two main methods of heating steam and electricity;
♦ To ensure a more stable set of machine control, 
electrical imported configuration, fully meet international standards.

Contact Us for more enquiry:

Phone: +603 89614628 | Fax: +603 89617048 | Cell Phone :+(6)017-
3576175 |, Internet: successtechnic.com, , thesuccesstechnic.com
,homogenizer.com.my, successte.lelong.my Youtube:
youtube.com/successte

Brand DYNA-FILL
Price MYR 6,500.00
POWER SUPPLY 220V/50Hz
Motor Power(W) 250
Sealing Power (W) 300x2
Sealing Speed (m/min) 0-10
Sealing Width (mm) 10
Temperature Range (C) 300

FP800-CBS900 CONTINUOUS BAND
SEALER

Description

FP800-CBS900 continuous band sealer can seal all kinds of heat-
sealable materials. 

This continuous film sealing machines finish continuous carrying, sealing
and printing in one operation. The machine can be made horizontally,
vertically or with stand feet. It adopts electronic constant temperature
mechanism and stepless speed regulating transmission motor. It can seal
plastic film in various kinds of materials.

Brand Dyna-Mix
Price MYR 30,000.00
PLANETARY MIXER POWER(KW) 0.75
SCATTERED POWER(KW) 1.1
MAX. LOADING CAPACITY(LITER) 5

MX380 Double Planetary Mixer

Description

MX380 Dual Planetary Mixer is a new mixing machine with high
performance, high efficiency, easy to clean and to maintain, which is
innovated and improved based on the introduced oversea advanced
technology. The Dual agitators of this equipment rotate and at the same
time revolve around the axle, the agitators are divided by the viscosity and
characteristics of the material, usually include paddle type, twist type, claw
type, frame type etc., have good mixing, reacting, kneading, dissolving
effect. The mixer is equipped with a separate set of scraper to scrape the
sides of the barrel and the mixing paddle can be added a scraper as well,
so that it can scrape the bottom of the barrel and avoid dead corner to
ensure the stability of the product. Dual Planetary Mixer adopts planetary
gear wheel drive, there is a large output torque, suitable for high
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temperature, high solids, high viscosity, and other difficult working
conditions; this equipment is closed design, can be used with a vacuum
system to realize vacuum mixing, mixing bucket can be designed with a
heating jacket, matching mold temperature controller, to realize
thermostatic mixing function, it’s the first choice of mixing equipment for
the high-viscosity materials.

 This machine is specially used for mixing middle&high viscous material.
It is designated for the industries whose production process involve two or
more liquids,solids with liquids.
It can be applied to a wide range of viscosity up to 5M cP.
Design Highlights
• Mixing workheads and the holding vessel are made of stainless steel
which is easily clean.
• The vessel can select with jacket for heating or cooling process.
• This mixer includes two groups: the laboratory models (2L~15L) and
industrial models (50L~1000L).
• Particular feature of this planetary mixer is the combination of 3 style
movements: 
• Trapeziform blades run along with their own shafts. 

 • Inks • Paints • Dye stuffs • Adhesive • Cosmetic • Silicone coatings •
Paper coatings • Lithium battery materials • Pigments 
• Plaster • Lubricant • Electronic chemicals • Enamel • Putty • Sealant 

Brand Dyna-iPhar
Price MYR 15,800.00
Main Motor Power(W) 250
Blower Power(W) 180
Speed of Pot(rpm) 50
Diameter Pot(mm) 200
Power Supply 220V-240V-50Hz
Machine size(L x W x H)-mm 350x400x690
Machine Weight(kgs) 60

FP810-TC200 Tablet Coating Machine

Description

FP810-TC machine is used to carry out sugar coating and film coating to
the core of Chinese traditional and Western medicine tablets. It integrates
strong power, weak power,hydraulic and pneumatic. It is new type
equipment that improved on the basic of original common type sugar
coating machine.

It is composed of the mainframe (original sugar coating machine ),
controllable normal temperature hot air system,automatic liquid supply
and air supply spraying system,etc. The motor adopts frequency
converter, using high atomization gun sprays the coating accessories to
tablets surface by the method of automatic electrical control. Meanwhile ,
the tablets will make continuous and complex track movement in the
coating pan; let the coating solution cover the tablet core evenly. The
controllable normal-temperature hot air system in the pan will dry the
tablets as the same time;let the tablets rapidly form a firm, fine, complete
and smooth surface film.

"Automatic liquid supply vehicle is used for heating and insulation rock
wool,even the heating temperature achieves 80-90℃,but the outer wall of
barrel still keeps normal temperature. The liquid supply vehicle is
equipped with peristaltic pump and three-way magnetic valve,which can
make the two spray gun work at the same time. It is also equipped with
pneumatic stirring motor that can continually stir coating solution, and the
speed of stirring is adjustable. there use also wheel installed at the bottom
of vehicle so that users move it randomly. This machine has advantages
of simplified operation, smooth,fine and bright surface,saving accessories
and convenient maintenance. It is the ideal equipment for tablet film
coating.
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Brand Dyna-iPhar
Price MYR 12,900.00
Capacity(kg/h) 20-30
Cycle Times( time/min) 50
Feed Port(mm) 209*212
Motor Power(kW) 0.55
Dia. Of Barrel(mm) 60
Machine Dimensions(mm) 460x550x570
Rang of Wave ＞360°

FP810-DG Granules Making Machine
(Swaying Vibrating Type)

Description

FP810-DG Granules Making Machine (Swaying Vibrating Type) is the
machine can make granules from wet power materials or break down the
dry lumpish material,which is widely used by the industries of
pharmacy,chemical and foodstuff.

The machine adopt the rotary motion of the rotary drum to grind powder
pieces into granules.

A range of  different size of mesh sieve can be used to produce different
size of granules.

Brand Dyna-Mix
Price MYR 48,000.00
Planetary Mixer Power(kW) 0.75 to 45
Scattered Power(kW) 1.1 to 55
Max. Loading Capacity(Liter) 1000
Planetary Mixer Speed(RPM) 0 to 65
Scattered Speed(RPM) 0-2000
Voltage(V) 220V/450V
Working Volume(Liter) 2-1000
Container Volume(Liter) 3-1300

MX380 Planetary Mixer

Description

DPM920 Dual Planetary Mixer is a new mixing machine with high
performance, high efficiency, easy to clean and to maintain, which is
innovated and improved based on the introduced oversea advanced
technology. The Dual agitators of this equipment rotate and at the same
time revolve around the axle, the agitators are divided by the viscosity and
characteristics of the material, usually include paddle type, twist type, claw
type, frame type etc., have good mixing, reacting, kneading, dissolving
effect. The mixer is equipped with a separate set of scraper to scrape the
sides of the barrel and the mixing paddle can be added a scraper as well,
so that it can scrape the bottom of the barrel and avoid dead corner to
ensure the stability of the product. Dual Planetary Mixer adopts planetary
gear wheel drive, there is a large output torque, suitable for high
temperature, high solids, high viscosity, and other difficult working
conditions; this equipment is closed design, can be used with a vacuum
system to realize vacuum mixing, mixing bucket can be designed with a
heating jacket, matching mold temperature controller, to realize
thermostatic mixing function, it’s the first choice of mixing equipment for
the high-viscosity materials.

 This machine is specially used for mixing middle&high viscous material.
It is designated for the industries whose production process involve two or
more liquids,solids with liquids.
It can be applied to a wide range of viscosity up to 5M cP.
Design Highlights
• Mixing workheads and the holding vessel are made of stainless steel
which is easily clean.
• The vessel can select with jacket for heating or cooling process.
• This mixer includes two groups: the laboratory models (2L~15L) and
industrial models (50L~1000L).
• Particular feature of this planetary mixer is the combination of 3 style
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movements: 
• Trapeziform blades run along with their own shafts. 

 • Inks • Paints • Dye stuffs • Adhesive • Cosmetic • Silicone coatings •
Paper coatings • Lithium battery materials • Pigments 
• Plaster • Lubricant • Electronic chemicals • Enamel • Putty • Sealant 

Brand Dyna Cosmo
Price MYR 28,500.00
Rated Power(W) 750/1hp
Rotor Rod Speed(rpm) 0-1400
Wall Scrapper Speed(rpm) 10-110
Lifting

Electric motor ( no compress are pump required any more )
Cooling water

16 L/min water flow required to cool mixing tank Cooling
water 1/4'' Inlet and outlet on the back of the mixing tank (with

build-in cooling jacket) (water chiller is not included)
Vacuum Pump

Double Step Rotary Vane Vacuum Pump, included Vacuum
gauge is built in with minimum vacuum level -0.1 MPa

Vaccum Pressure(MPa) -0.1
Container Size 270mm O.D. x 210mm I.D. x 230mm H
Machine Dimensions 580mm(L) x 320mm(W) x 1340mm(H)
Voltage

110-240V AC single Phase, 50/60Hz (build-in frequency
converter to ensure the mixer can be used under 50 or 60

Hz)

DVH900-05 5L Lab Vacuum Mixer Emulsifier

Description

 DVH900-05 5L Lab Vacuum Mixer Emulsifier is designed for making large
batch of chemical compound (5 liters) via blending and mixng in single
container under vacuum driven by electricity only. It is programmable in
speed, time, and rotating direction, and water cold stainless steel tank
promise high efficient in mixing.  It is excellent for preparing LiCoO3,
LiFePO4, Phosphors and ceramic slurry without gas bubble. And the
processed material results in the better dispersion and uniformity.

-5 liter 304 stainless steel container with double layer water cooling jacket.
-Advanced T type sealing to keep vacuum pressure up to 12 hours.
-Double Step Rotary Vane Vacuum Pump, is included for immediate
operation
-Container is opened or closed by electric motor (no air pump is required
any more)
-Programmable controller to set time, speed, rotation direction.

Contact Us for more enquiry:

Phone: +603 89614628 | Fax: +603 89617048 | Cell Phone :+(6)017-
3576175 |Email: kenny.wong@thesuccesstechnic.com , Internet:
successtechnic.com, , thesuccesstechnic.com ,homogenizer.com.my,
successte.lelong.my Youtube: youtube.com/successte ,Facebook:
facebook.com/Success-Technic-Industries-243226099198557 ,Skype :
ppgg26, Wechat : dynaken 

Add :27, Jalan 6/2 , Tmn.Industri Selesa Jaya,Off Jalan Balakong,43300
Seri Kembangan,Selangor, Malaysia.

Legal Form: Private Limited - Success Technic Trade Register No. (
Malaysia ) : 614305-M | Company Directors: Wong Chor Kiat-- 

Please visit our minisite for more products details: 

lazada.com.my/dyna

11street.my/store/homogenizer

thesuccesstechnic.trustpass.alibaba.com 
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successte.lelong.my

Brand Dyna-iPhar
Price MYR 12,800.00
Main motor power (kW) 0.25
Mixing cycle(min/cycle) 5-20
Mixing arm speed(rpm) 25

RB600-10 10liter horizontal ribbon blender
for powder

Description

RB series trough mixer is designed thoroughly for mixing powders and
damp materials, which can make main and supplementary materials
mixed uniformly. It can be divided into five models: RB10, 20 ,RB50,
RB100, RB150 and RB200.
This pharmaceutical mixing machine is designed with the employment of
stainless steel. Besides, both sides of mixer shaft are installed with a
sealing device to prevent materials from leaking. Currently, trough mixer
is very popular among pharmacy, chemical, and food industries.It is a
horizontal trough mixer with single stirring arm. The arm is removable,
thus easy to clean.
Such machine is anti-corrosive with the adoption of stainless steel, which
meets GMP requirements.
The configuration of mixing machine employs stainless steel, thereby easy
to maintain.
Its mixing tank can turn materials freely and the mixing time can be
automatically controlled.
Mixing box of trough mixer should be turned to the appropriate location
when pouring materials. As worm and worm gear have self-locking
function, thus mixing box is able to pour materials in any angle.

Contact Us for more enquiry:

Phone: +603 89614628 | Fax: +603 89617048 | Cell Phone :+(6)017-
3576175 |Email: kenny.wong@thesuccesstechnic.com , Internet:
successtechnic.com, , thesuccesstechnic.com ,homogenizer.com.my,
successte.lelong.my Youtube: youtube.com/successte ,Facebook:
facebook.com/Success-Technic-Industries-243226099198557 ,Skype :
ppgg26, Wechat : dynaken 

Add :27, Jalan 6/2 , Tmn.Industri Selesa Jaya,Off Jalan Balakong,43300
Seri Kembangan,Selangor, Malaysia.

Legal Form: Private Limited - Success Technic Trade Register No. (
Malaysia ) : 614305-M | Company Directors: Wong Chor Kiat-- 

Please visit our minisite for more products details: 

lazada.com.my/dyna

11street.my/store/homogenizer

thesuccesstechnic.trustpass.alibaba.com 

successte.lelong.my
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Brand Dyna-iPhar
Price MYR 680.00
Capacity 20pcs/time
Configuration 6 parts
Raw Material Arcrylic and SS316
Pill Size To Choose 00,0,1,2,4,5

FP810-M20 Manual Mini Homemade
Capsule Filler

Description

The advantage of our capsule filling machine.
Raw material is imported acrylic which is healthy, good transparency,
durable, low weight.
The screws & pins are made of stainless steel and meet the hygiene
requirement GMP standards.
The cap sheet adopt one-layer design and polished angles to prevent
bleeding.
The middle sheet adopt special flute design of high precision, which can
avoid the breakage of capsules when joining them.
The body sheet adopt the specially-dealt screws and springs, which can
make no noise when pressing downwards. The detachable and
undetachable body sheet is optional.
The encapsulation sheet adopt special design, which can incerease the
speed of capsules collection.
The tamping tool is design to one-layer ,angles and pins being polished.
The powder guard with a U-design powder guard to avoid loss of
powders.

Contact Us for more enquiry:

Phone: +603 89614628 | Fax: +603 89617048 | Cell Phone :+(6)017-
3576175 |Email: kenny.wong@thesuccesstechnic.com , Internet:
successtechnic.com, , thesuccesstechnic.com ,homogenizer.com.my,
successte.lelong.my Youtube: youtube.com/successte ,Facebook:
facebook.com/Success-Technic-Industries-243226099198557 ,Skype :
ppgg26, Wechat : dynaken 

Add :27, Jalan 6/2 , Tmn.Industri Selesa Jaya,Off Jalan Balakong,43300
Seri Kembangan,Selangor, Malaysia.

Legal Form: Private Limited - Success Technic Trade Register No. (
Malaysia ) : 614305-M | Company Directors: Wong Chor Kiat-- 

Please visit our minisite for more products details: 

lazada.com.my/dyna

11street.my/store/homogenizer

thesuccesstechnic.trustpass.alibaba.com 

successte.lelong.my

Brand Dyna-iPhar
Price MYR 550.00

FP810-M10 Manual Mini Homemade
Capsule filler for 10 capsule per batch

Description

Manual Mini homemade capsule filler capsule filler machine FP-10,with 10
holes,fully sizes(000#,00#,0#,1#,2#,3#,4#,5#), easier to operate and can
avoid the breakage of capsule because of special flute design and high
precision.

Contact Us for more enquiry:

Phone: +603 89614628 | Fax: +603 89617048 | Cell Phone :+(6)017-
3576175 |Email: kenny.wong@thesuccesstechnic.com , Internet:
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successtechnic.com, , thesuccesstechnic.com ,homogenizer.com.my,
successte.lelong.my Youtube: youtube.com/successte ,Facebook:
facebook.com/Success-Technic-Industries-243226099198557 ,Skype :
ppgg26, Wechat : dynaken 

Add :27, Jalan 6/2 , Tmn.Industri Selesa Jaya,Off Jalan Balakong,43300
Seri Kembangan,Selangor, Malaysia.

Legal Form: Private Limited - Success Technic Trade Register No. (
Malaysia ) : 614305-M | Company Directors: Wong Chor Kiat-- 

Please visit our minisite for more products details: 

lazada.com.my/dyna

11street.my/store/homogenizer

thesuccesstechnic.trustpass.alibaba.com 

successte.lelong.my

Brand Dyna Volver
Price MYR 32,000.00
Capacity(L/H) 30
Rated pressure(Mpa) 40
Max working pressure(Mpa) 32
Electricity voltage 220V, 60Hz, 3 phase
Motor Power(KW) 3
Piston quantity 1
Piston Chrome coated stainless steel Φ16x245mm
Diameter of cooling water inlet(mm) 8
Diameter of cooling water outlet(mm) 14
Machine Dimension(mm) 950X750X1200
Gross weight(kg) 350

VT320-30 High Pressure Homogenizer
Code:43431000

Description

The VT320 series medium style high pressure homogeneous pump has a
luxury and delicate exterior, it uses seperated pump, which can reduce
inner force, it is hard to be splited while it is convenient to maintain and
repair. Gear and Gear spindle are processed with grinding, in which case
reduce noise and work stably.

Application of high pressure homogenizer

High pressure homogenizer is a kind of versatile equipment which can
make liquid substance into high-pressing spray or homogeneous thinning.

(1)Liquid solidification(powder) homogeneous substance into steady
dispersed liquid(homogeneous fluid),which is applicable to drink&food
industry ,such as ice cream ,dairy products ,tomato sauce,jam,
cocoa,coffee, juice tea, vegetable proteins drink,soft drinks, chocolate
milk, natural food color and essence soy milk powder.
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(2)Apply for cosmetic, facial washing milk, lipstick, skin cream, hair-tonic,
perfume, shampoo, hair permanent water and so on.

(3)To smash the biology cells or new products, and the emulsification
made from liquid-liquid homogeneous oli or water applying for the
biotechnology : barm and other fungoids or apply for smashing alga
cellulars and so on.

(4)Apply for the mainline liquid of pharmacy, oral liquid, ointment, tablet,
fat milk and so on.

(5)Apply for chemical lines, pesticide, coating, antisepsis emulsion dye,
resin,rubber latex, film showing color liquid, viscidity additive,and grease,
lithium grease, silicone polymer latex and silicone dying liquid.

Transmission
This kind of pump is standing disposal. It works as motor→trap
wheel→haft of wheel box→gearwheel, and makes the crank shaft run with
the slider-crack of pole driving the plunger reciprocate, all of the gears and
tooth shafts have been processed by grinding machine. Low noise and
compact structure makes transmission run calm.

Mechanical Principles
The materials are processed in homogeneous valve, and the grains
entered into the gap of valve under high pressure expanding to implode
losing the pressure with cutting and high speed bump and other
integration effects. They are crushed into grains and oil dripping in the
liquid into minisize as diameter of 0.1 micron to 0.2 micron and the
average diameter is not bigger than 1 micron producting the good
dispersed liquid. We have designed all kinds of homogeneous valves in
order to meet customer requirement about quality, furthermore it is
inexpensive and efficient..

Contact Us for more enquiry:

Phone: +603 89614628 | Fax: +603 89617048 | Cell Phone :+(6)017-
3576175 |Email: kenny.wong@thesuccesstechnic.com , Internet:
successtechnic.com, , thesuccesstechnic.com ,homogenizer.com.my,
successte.lelong.my Youtube: youtube.com/successte ,Facebook:
facebook.com/Success-Technic-Industries-243226099198557 ,Skype :
ppgg26, Wechat : dynaken 

Add :27, Jalan 6/2 , Tmn.Industri Selesa Jaya,Off Jalan Balakong,43300
Seri Kembangan,Selangor, Malaysia.

Legal Form: Private Limited - Success Technic Trade Register No. (
Malaysia ) : 614305-M | Company Directors: Wong Chor Kiat-- 

Please visit our minisite for more products details: 

lazada.com.my/dyna

11street.my/store/homogenizer

thesuccesstechnic.trustpass.alibaba.com 

successte.lelong.my

Brand Dyna-Flyers
Price MYR 52,800.00
POWER (KW) 11
SPEED (RPM) 0-3000
STATOR LAYERS 3
ROTOR TYPE

VT300-15PW 15hp/11kW horizontal inline
homogenizer complete with powder suction
function
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CENTRIFUGAL PUMP STYLE FOR POWDER SUCTION
POWDER INLET (INCH) 1.5
POWDER SUCTION CAPACITY (TONNE/HR) 4
FLOW RATE(liter/hr) 80,000
WATER INLET (INCH) 2.5
PRODUCTS OUTLET(INCH) 2
FUNNEL VOLUME(LITER) 25
MIXING INGREDIENTS

SUGAR,FLOUR,XANTHAM GUM,SPICES,SALTS

Description

VT300-15PW 15hp horizontal inline homogenizer with powder/gel suction
function 

VT300 Self Pump Powder Liquid Inline Homogenizer - is high-
performance dispersing machine for the production of emulsions and
suspensions in self pump complete circulation operations. Using the rotor-
statorand vacuum self generation principle, it is best suited for
applications that cannot be accomplished using conventional stirring
methods. The machine is capable of processing highly abrasive products
and media with a viscosity of up to 80.000 mPas.

MAIN FEATURES

-The combination of processing steps in one machine results in an
enormous potential for process rationalizing – production times are
minimized, partial processing steps are completely eliminated, cost of
production is reduced

-Clean process due to and dust- and loss-free powder induction, even for
difficult to wet, sticky or dusty powders

-Induction and dispersing of powders directly from silo (with intermediate
buffer), BigBag, hopper, bag, barrel, etc.

-No adhesion in the vessel and installed components

-Fast and reproducible adjustment of the products due to an immediate
and complete incorporation of the raw materials

-No induction of false air – powder transportation under vacuum in the
dense stream

VIDEO DEMO WITH DIFFERENT PRODUCTS

youtube.com/watch?v=lSy2-DNainM

- the equipment works in manner of quickly suck in xantham gum,sugar
from the funnel while open tank water for circulation

Contact Us for more enquiry:

Phone: +603 89614628 | Fax: +603 89617048 | Cell Phone :+(6)017-
3576175 |Email: kenny.wong@thesuccesstechnic.com , Internet:
successtechnic.com, , thesuccesstechnic.com ,homogenizer.com.my,
successte.lelong.my Youtube: youtube.com/successte ,Facebook:
facebook.com/Success-Technic-Industries-243226099198557 ,Skype :
ppgg26, Wechat : dynaken 

Add :27, Jalan 6/2 , Tmn.Industri Selesa Jaya,Off Jalan Balakong,43300
Seri Kembangan,Selangor, Malaysia.

Legal Form: Private Limited - Success Technic Trade Register No. (
Malaysia ) : 614305-M | Company Directors: Wong Chor Kiat-- 

Please visit our minisite for more products details: 

lazada.com.my/dyna

11street.my/store/homogenizer

thesuccesstechnic.trustpass.alibaba.com 
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successte.lelong.my

Brand Dyna Spinner
Price MYR 6,500.00
POWER SUPPLY 1-220-240V/50Hz
Max Head(m) 20
Pipe Connection Suction G 1-1/4"
Pipe Connection Discharge G 1
Max Flow Rate (liter / min) 120

DLGP810 1hp Centrifugal transfer pump
with speed controller

Description

Dyna-Spinner" Sanitary (hygienic )centrifugal pump is one type of
centrifugal pump which mainly used for pharmaceutical,food industry,
dairy industry,winery, turnkey project .

The pumps are made of Stainless steel 316L or SS 304 ,which with a
surface polished ,can

be used to the above industry for sanitary purpose.

Details of sanitary pump (centrifugal pump):

1.SS 316 L or SS 304

2.Mechanical seal

3.Standard: DIN, ISO ,SMS

Contact Us for more enquiry:

Phone: +603 89614628 | Fax: +603 89617048 | Cell Phone :+(6)017-
3576175 |Email: kenny.wong@thesuccesstechnic.com , Internet:
successtechnic.com, , thesuccesstechnic.com ,homogenizer.com.my,
successte.lelong.my Youtube: youtube.com/successte ,Facebook:
facebook.com/Success-Technic-Industries-243226099198557 ,Skype :
ppgg26
Add :27, Jalan 6/2 , Tmn.Industri Selesa Jaya,Off Jalan Balakong,43300
Seri Kembangan,Selangor, Malaysia.
Legal Form: Private Limited - Success Technic Trade Register No. (
Malaysia ) : 614305-M | Company Directors: Wong Chor Kiat-- 

Please visit our minisite for more products details:

lazada.com.my/dyna

11street.my/store/homogenizer 

thesuccesstechnic.trustpass.alibaba.com

Brand DYNA ROTATE
Price MYR 15,600.00
TANK VOLUME (LITER) 150
OUTER TANK BODY HEIGHT(MM) 600
INNER TANK DIAMETER(MM) 500
HEATER ELEMENT(KW 9x 2 PCS
POWER SUPPLY 3X380-415/50HZ 60AMP

MVHT-500 150Liter "DYNA-ROTATE"
JACKETED HEATER VESSEL(TANK)

Description
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"Dyna-Rotate" is our very own manufactured wide variety of vessels and
reactors, from jacketed ASME tanks to single shell units all fabricated to
customer specifications and processes.Our modern production facility,
fabricating process, experienced craftsmen, design engineers and
applications engineering team provide the resources to collectively
produce the highest quality crafted tanks in the world.

Our Manufactured Tank Type: 
Pharmaceutical tanks
Bioreactors
Heavy Duty processing tanks
Hold tanks
Vaccine tanks
WFI tanks
Storage tanks
Mixing tanks
Food processing tanks
Chemical blending tanks
Vacuum/pressure tanks

Tank Features :
1.Effective volume: 20 - 20,000L (can be customized according to users’
requirement)
2.Contacting parts’ material : SUS304/SUS316L stainless steel
3.Heating/cooling methods: circulating heat oil / steam / hot water /
heating / cold water
4.Insulation material: cotton insulation / vesicant
5.Installation Type: lug support / landing leg
6.Structure: upper and lower sealed head / flat type/ Opening / Fully
sealed
7.Accessories: with quick opening manhole, valve and outlet, cleaning
hole etc.
8.We provide non-standard design, our R & D center can process multiple
reactors for the production line according to your technics’ demand

Configuration of tank:Quick open manhole.Various types of CIP
cleaners.Fly and insect resistant sanitary breathing cover.Adjustable
triangular bracket.Dismountable materials input pipe
assemblyThermometer (According to customer requirements ).Ladder
(According to customer requirements).Paddle blender.Liquid level meter
and lever controller.

Contact Us for more enquiry:

Phone: +603 89614628 | Fax: +603 89617048 | Cell Phone :+(6)017-
3576175 |Email: kenny.wong@thesuccesstechnic.com , Internet:
successtechnic.com, , thesuccesstechnic.com ,homogenizer.com.my,
successte.lelong.my Youtube: youtube.com/successte ,Facebook:
facebook.com/Success-Technic-Industries-243226099198557 ,Skype :
ppgg26, Wechat : dynaken 

Add :27, Jalan 6/2 , Tmn.Industri Selesa Jaya,Off Jalan Balakong,43300
Seri Kembangan,Selangor, Malaysia.

Legal Form: Private Limited - Success Technic Trade Register No. (
Malaysia ) : 614305-M | Company Directors: Wong Chor Kiat-- 

Please visit our minisite for more products details: 

http://lazada.com.my/dyna

http://11street.my/store/homogenizer

http://thesuccesstechnic.trustpass.alibaba.com 

successte.lelong.my
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Brand DYNA-FILL
Price MYR 13,650.00
Filing Volume(gram) 1-50
Filling Accuracy ±0.2-0.5g
Machine Size(cm) 60*40*86
Filling Speed (Pouch / hr) 1500-2500
Machine Body Powder Coat
Electrical Suply 220-240V-50Hz

FP820-02 Auger Semi-Automatic Powder
Filler

Description

FP820-02 Auger filler is Semi-Automatic Small Volume Powder Filling
Machine
Also known as semi automatic powder filler which is used to fill accurate
weight size of powder in bottles, pouches.
Auger filler is powder filling equipment which can be set to fill various
types of powder.
Auger filler is also available in weighing & filling of powder.
Powder filling machine is majorely used for filling free flowing powders and
non free flowing powders.
Powder filling machine also known as auger filler and powder dozing
machine which is suitable to fill 1gm to 5000gm of any powder in bottles,
cans, jars, tubs.
Powder filling is automatic filling machine runs of volumetric filling
principle.
Weighing & filling of powders is optional feature of powder filler.
Powder filling machine is widely used for milk powder filling, bottle
filling,jar filling,container filling,cosmetic powder filling,chemical powder
filling, talcum filling, juice powder filling, salt filling, sugar filling, nutrition
powder filling, can filling, food powder filling.

Auger filling equipments are used in chemical powder filling, milk powder
filling, cocoa milk powder filling.
Face powder filling is ideal use of powder filler and auger filler.

Filling by powder filler or auger filler is completely drip free and accurate
in weight.
Powder filling machines are mostly used in pharmaceutical filling & food
filling as a filler or dispenser

Auger filler is also available in servo motor based filler.

Desired speed can be achieved by powder filling machine by adding filling
heads
Major auger fillers are available in single or double heads
Powder Filling machine can produce 30-50 bottles per minute by adding
maultiple heads to filler head

What Makes Our Machines Your Right Choice?

Factory Direct Price

Max Speed 180 Bags/Min 

Lifetime Free Online Support

Touch Screen Operation With PID Control

One Year Warranty

Contact Us for more enquiry:

Phone: +603 89614628 | Fax: +603 89617048 | Cell Phone :+(6)017-
3576175 |Email: kenny.wong@thesuccesstechnic.com , Internet:
successtechnic.com, , thesuccesstechnic.com ,homogenizer.com.my,
successte.lelong.my Youtube: youtube.com/successte ,Facebook:
facebook.com/Success-Technic-Industries-243226099198557 ,Skype :
ppgg26
Add :27, Jalan 6/2 , Tmn.Industri Selesa Jaya,Off Jalan Balakong,43300
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Seri Kembangan,Selangor, Malaysia.
Legal Form: Private Limited - Success Technic Trade Register No. (
Malaysia ) : 614305-M | Company Directors: Wong Chor Kiat--

Brand Dyna Spinner
Connection type ferrule clamp, flange, SMS thread
Contact material SS304,SS316
Seal Oring type

Viton,silicon rubber, fluorine rubber, EPDM, PTFE rubber,
nitrile rubber

Mechanical seal
single face with silicon carbide/ tungsten carbide hard alloy

faces standard
Material Viscosity(cps) 10,000 - 100,000

DLGP-810 0.55-22kW Sanitary Lobe Pump

Description

DLGP-810 Series Rotary tri-Lobe Pump is widely used to transfer various
special material, stiff material, mixture with different specific gravity,
corrosive material and material with large powder, such as yogurt,
cheese, fruit jam, shampoo, cosmetics, syrup, paint etc.

Pump's construction:
1. Driving system step-less variator +motor. The speed regulator changes
the speed by manual adjustment, which is safe, reliable and infinitive flow
adjustment. But the non-automatic adjustment is also troublesome. Speed
regulating should be done in operation not in shut-off state.
Gear reducer + motor: the driving is easy with constant rotary speed of the
rotor,which also leads to nonadjustablity of flow.
Frequency transformed motor + transducer: it realizes both automatic
adjusting and infinitive adjustment of flow. It is highly automatic and has
large torque in low speed.

2. Connection type: clamp, flange, thread.

3. Contact material: SS304, SS316, 316L.

4. Seal: silicon rubber, fluorine rubber, EPDM, PTFE rubber, nitrile rubber
etc.

5. Mechanical seal: single face with silicon carbide/ hard alloy faces
standard. 

Technical Specification 

MODEL    Liter (L)    Adjustable Speed (prm)    Flow rate(L/H)    Motor
Power(KW)    Connection Dimension    L    H    H1    W    W1
DLGP810-3    3L    200-500    300-
800    0.55    25X1.5    710    290    150    150    240
DLGP810-6    6L    200-500    650-
1600    0.75    25X1.5    780    390    170    190    240
DLGP810-8    8L    200-500    850-
2160    1.5    32X1.5    850    400    170    190    280
DLGP810-12    12L    200-500    1300-
3200    2.2    38X1.5    980    450    185    220    330
DLGP810-20    20L    200-500    2100-
5400    3    8X1.5    1000    450    190    250    330
DLGP810-30    30L    200-400    3200-
6400    4    2X1.5    1050    480    220    270    350
DLGP810-36    36L    200-400    3800-
7600    4    50.8X1.5    1100    490    220    270    360
DLGP810-52    52L    200-400    5600-
11000    5.5    63.5X1.5    1250    580    260    270    480
DLGP810-66    66L    200-400    7100-
14000    7.5    63.5X1.5    1350    600    260    270    480
DLGP810-78    78L    200-400    9000-
18000    7.5    76X2    1260    600    295    370    480
DLGP810-100    100L    200-400    11000-
22000    11    76X2    1320    670    295    370    480
DLGP810-135    125L    200-400    15000-
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30000    15    89X2    1500    670    295    370    480
DLGP810-160    160L    200-400    17000-
34000    18.45    102X2    1500    720    320    420    560
DLGP810-200    200L    200-400    21600-
43000    22    102X2    1500    720    320    420    560

Contact Us for more enquiry:

Phone: +603 89614628 | Fax: +603 89617048 | Cell Phone :+(6)017-
3576175 |Email: kenny.wong@thesuccesstechnic.com , Internet:
successtechnic.com, , thesuccesstechnic.com ,homogenizer.com.my,
successte.lelong.my Youtube: youtube.com/successte ,Facebook:
facebook.com/Success-Technic-Industries-243226099198557 ,Skype :
ppgg26
Add :27, Jalan 6/2 , Tmn.Industri Selesa Jaya,Off Jalan Balakong,43300
Seri Kembangan,Selangor, Malaysia.
Legal Form: Private Limited - Success Technic Trade Register No. (
Malaysia ) : 614305-M | Company Directors: Wong Chor Kiat-- 

Please visit our minisite for more products details:

lazada.com.my/dyna

11street.my/store/homogenizer 

thesuccesstechnic.trustpass.alibaba.com

Brand DYNA-FILL
Production Speed 25-30 pouches/min.
Film Width 280mm
Film Thickness 60-80 micron
Pouch Width Up to 125mm
Pouch Length Up to 200 mm
Film Material All
Power Consumption 1 KW / Hour.
Power Requirement Single phase, 220 V, 50Hz
Pouch Counter Included
Photocell Included
Batch Coding Optional

FP800-03 VerticalForm Fill Sealing for
Granules Packaging Machine

Description

FP800-03 Vertical Form Fill & Seal Machine is specifically developed and
engineered to fulfill the packaging requirements of several industries such
as agriculture and food. It is capable of packing granular products like
pesticide seeds, pulses, namkeen, sugar, salt and vegetable seeds.
Comes in two models, fully automatic and mechanically operated, this is a
vertical pouch form fill and seal machine.

This machine can operate on any laminated film with minimal wastage.
Integrated with an automatic volumetric cup filling system, this machine
carried out the sealing efficiently with its continuous sealer heating
system. Pouch counter and photo cell in inclusive with this machine.It is
specifically developed and engineered to fulfill the packaging
requirements of several industries such as agriculture and food. It is
capable of packing granular products like pesticide seeds, pulses,
namkeen, sugar, salt and vegetable seeds. Comes in two models, fully
automatic and mechanically operated, this is a vertical pouch form fill and
seal machine.

This machine can operate on any laminated film with minimal wastage.
Integrated with an automatic volumetric cup filling system, this machine
carried out the sealing efficiently with its continuous sealer heating
system. Pouch counter and photo cell in inclusive with this machine.

What Makes CHLB VFFS Machines Your Right Choice?

Factory Direct Price

Max Speed 180 Bags/Min 
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Lifetime Free Online Support

Touch Screen Operation With PID Control

One Year Warranty

Contact Us for more enquiry:

Phone: +603 89614628 | Fax: +603 89617048 | Cell Phone :+(6)017-
3576175 |Email: kenny.wong@thesuccesstechnic.com , Internet:
successtechnic.com, , thesuccesstechnic.com ,homogenizer.com.my,
successte.lelong.my Youtube: youtube.com/successte ,Facebook:
facebook.com/Success-Technic-Industries-243226099198557 ,Skype :
ppgg26
Add :27, Jalan 6/2 , Tmn.Industri Selesa Jaya,Off Jalan Balakong,43300
Seri Kembangan,Selangor, Malaysia.
Legal Form: Private Limited - Success Technic Trade Register No. (
Malaysia ) : 614305-M | Company Directors: Wong Chor Kiat-- 

Please visit our minisite for more products details: 

lazada.com.my/dyna

11street.my/store/homogenizer

thesuccesstechnic.trustpass.alibaba.com

Brand DYNA-FILL
Price MYR 39,800.00
FILLING CAPACITY 45 – 50 POUCHES,CAN,BOTTLE / MIN
MACHINE SIZE(MM) 1000X650X1900
Packing range 50gms-200gms

FP800-01 POWDER AUGER FILLER ( SEMI
AUTO) 2-5000Gram

Description

FP820-01 Auger filler is Semi-Automatic Powder Filling Machine
Also known as semi automatic powder filler which is used to fill accurate
weight size of powder in bottles, pouches.
Auger filler is powder filling equipment which can be set to fill various
types of powder.
Auger filler is also available in weighing & filling of powder.
Powder filling machine is majorely used for filling free flowing powders and
non free flowing powders.
Powder filling machine also known as auger filler and powder dozing
machine which is suitable to fill 1gm to 5000gm of any powder in bottles,
cans, jars, tubs.
Powder filling is automatic filling machine runs of volumetric filling
principle.
Weighing & filling of powders is optional feature of powder filler.
Powder filling machine is widely used for milk powder filling, bottle
filling,jar filling,container filling,cosmetic powder filling,chemical powder
filling, talcum filling, juice powder filling, salt filling, sugar filling, nutrition
powder filling, can filling, food powder filling.

Auger filling equipments are used in chemical powder filling, milk powder
filling, cocoa milk powder filling.
Face powder filling is ideal use of powder filler and auger filler.

Filling by powder filler or auger filler is completely drip free and accurate
in weight.
Powder filling machines are mostly used in pharmaceutical filling & food
filling as a filler or dispenser

Auger filler is also available in servo motor based filler.

Desired speed can be achieved by powder filling machine by adding filling
heads
Major auger fillers are available in single or double heads
Powder Filling machine can produce 30-50 bottles per minute by adding
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maultiple heads to filler head

What Makes Our Machines Your Right Choice?

Factory Direct Price

Max Speed 180 Bags/Min 

Lifetime Free Online Support

Touch Screen Operation With PID Control

One Year Warranty

Contact Us for more enquiry:

Phone: +603 89614628 | Fax: +603 89617048 | Cell Phone :+(6)017-
3576175 |Email: kenny.wong@thesuccesstechnic.com , Internet:
successtechnic.com, , thesuccesstechnic.com ,homogenizer.com.my,
successte.lelong.my Youtube: youtube.com/successte ,Facebook:
facebook.com/Success-Technic-Industries-243226099198557 ,Skype :
ppgg26
Add :27, Jalan 6/2 , Tmn.Industri Selesa Jaya,Off Jalan Balakong,43300
Seri Kembangan,Selangor, Malaysia.
Legal Form: Private Limited - Success Technic Trade Register No. (
Malaysia ) : 614305-M | Company Directors: Wong Chor Kiat--

Brand DYNA-FILL
Price MYR 30,000.00
POWER SUPPLY 1X220-240 13AMPERE
FILLING NOZZLE 2
PLUGGING HEAD 1
CAPPING HEAD 1

FP800-05-50 "DYNA-FILL" liquid
filling,plugging,capping,labelling,inkjet
marking packaging machine

Description

Our FP800-05-50 machine is mainly used for automatic bottle
unscrambling, liquid filling, adding plug and capping and labeling
electronic cigarette liquid, eye drop, nail polish, eye shadow, essential oil,
etc.

MACHINE VIDEO DEMO

youtube.com/edit?o=U&video_id=_Ncyot54r50
-Round glass bottle 30ml with dropper and labelling, inkjet serial number
youtube.com/edit?o=U&video_id=cvOuARI3D5s
- Special designed 40ml plastic bottle for vape oil
youtube.com/edit?o=U&video_id=-BnFGdBuZWs
-Sticker labelling demo
youtube.com/watch?v=f-266xpV87c
-juice filling and capping for bottle 850ml volume

Machine features:
This machine adopts constant torque screw caps, equipped with
automatic sliding device, to prevent the cap damage.Peristaltic pump
filling, measuring precision, convenient manipulation.Filling system has
function of suck back, avoid liquid leak through.Color touch screen
display, PLC control system, .Adding plug device can choose fixed mold or
mechanical vacuum mold. Machine body is made by 304 stainless steel,
easy to dismantle and clean, full compliance with GMP requirements.

Contact Us for more enquiry:

Phone: +603 89614628 | Fax: +603 89617048 | Cell Phone :+(6)017-
3576175 |Email: kenny.wong@thesuccesstechnic.com , Internet:
successtechnic.com, , thesuccesstechnic.com ,homogenizer.com.my,
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successte.lelong.my Youtube: youtube.com/successte ,Facebook:
facebook.com/Success-Technic-Industries-243226099198557 ,Skype :
ppgg26
Add :27, Jalan 6/2 , Tmn.Industri Selesa Jaya,Off Jalan Balakong,43300
Seri Kembangan,Selangor, Malaysia.
Legal Form: Private Limited - Success Technic Trade Register No. (
Malaysia ) : 614305-M | Company Directors: Wong Chor Kiat-- 

Please visit our Alibaba minisite for more products details:
thesuccesstechnic.trustpass.alibaba.com 

Brand DYNA-FILL
AIR PRESSURE SUPPLY(MPA) 0.4-0.6
FILLING SPEED(BOTTLE/MIN) 10-40
PACKING SIZE(MM) 1035 X 350 X 400
WARRANTY 1 YEAR
volume range for chosen

10-100ml, 20-300ml, 30-500ml, 50-1000ml

FP800-G02 2-12ML LIQUID FILLER(SEMI-
AUTO ELECTRICAL PNEUMATIC)

Description

Semi-auto Liquid Filling Machine: Applied for filling small volume (2-12ml) 

Two-Head Liquid Dosing Machine (2-12ml)

Two-head liquid filling machine is on the basis of our pneumatic filling
machine series. Transform and create the product on the reference of
foreign advanced filling machine technology.

Application Range:
Applied in medical, chemistry, foodstuff, pesticides and special industries.
It is an ideal equipment for filling liquid. As the machine is working without
the electricity, it is very safe and the personal design better meets the
demands of moden enterprises.
This machine is semiautomatic piston paste filling machine, without
electricity, more safer to operate it.

Products Video Demo

youtube.com/watch?v=HVG3QGl1Y4c

Advantages:
1.Reasonable design, compact shape, simple operation, partly adopt the
German FESTO and Taiwan AirTac pneumatic components.
2. The contact part with the material is all made of 316L stainless steel,
meet the GMPs requirements. 
3. Filling capacity, filling speed can be adjusted, filling accuracy is high.
4. Adopt the device like leak-proof, Anti-drawing and lifting of filling.

Contact Us for more enquiry:

Phone: +603 89614628 | Fax: +603 89617048 | Cell Phone :+(6)017-
3576175 |Email: kenny.wong@thesuccesstechnic.com , Internet:
successtechnic.com, , thesuccesstechnic.com ,homogenizer.com.my,
successte.lelong.my Youtube: youtube.com/successte ,Facebook:
facebook.com/Success-Technic-Industries-243226099198557 ,Skype :
ppgg26
Add :27, Jalan 6/2 , Tmn.Industri Selesa Jaya,Off Jalan Balakong,43300
Seri Kembangan,Selangor, Malaysia.
Legal Form: Private Limited - Success Technic Trade Register No. (
Malaysia ) : 614305-M | Company Directors: Wong Chor Kiat-- 

Please visit our minisite for more products details:

lazada.com.my/dyna

11street.my/store/homogenizer 
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thesuccesstechnic.trustpass.alibaba.com

Brand DYNA-FILL
Price MYR 28,980.00
PRODUCTION CAPACITY 30-80 BAGS/MIN
FILM WIDTH MAXIMUM 160
MAKING BAG SIZE 1-80
SEALING TYPE 3/4 SIDES SEAL, PILLOW/BACK SEAL
PACKING ACCURACY ≤±1%
TOTAL POWER AC220V, 1.6KW, 50/60HZ
NET/GROSS WEIGHT 250/300KG
MACHINE DIMENSION 600*790*1800MM
SIZE OF PACKAGING WOODEN BOX 1200*1000*1860MM

FP800-L02 LIQUID SACHET PACKING
MACHINE(AUTOMATIC)

Description

DESCRIPTION

Usage:
This series of machine are designed for the automatic package of liquid
material: water, juice, perfume,
vinegar, wine, soap liquid, chemical liquid, etc.

Features: 1. All the work can be done automatically: piston pump
measuring, bag making, coding (option), material filling, sealing, counting.
2. Computer control, photoelectric tracking system, which improve the
control precision, reliability and intelligence at the maximum limit.
3. All machine body and touching parts are made of stainless steel.

Suitable packaging materials：
PET/AL/PE, PET/PP, BOPP/PE, Nylon compound film and other
compound materials that can be heat sealed by automatic packing
machine.

PRODUCTS VIDEO DEMO

youtube.com/watch?v=vFbc5RWN98g

-Filling liquid paste for 20ml volume 3 side seal plastic sachet

Contact Us for more enquiry:

Phone: +603 89614628 | Fax: +603 89617048 | Cell Phone :+(6)017-
3576175 |Email: kenny.wong@thesuccesstechnic.com , Internet:
successtechnic.com, , thesuccesstechnic.com ,homogenizer.com.my,
successte.lelong.my Youtube: youtube.com/successte ,Facebook:
facebook.com/Success-Technic-Industries-243226099198557 ,Skype :
ppgg26
Add :27, Jalan 6/2 , Tmn.Industri Selesa Jaya,Off Jalan Balakong,43300
Seri Kembangan,Selangor, Malaysia.
Legal Form: Private Limited - Success Technic Trade Register No. (
Malaysia ) : 614305-M | Company Directors: Wong Chor Kiat--

Please visit our minisite for more products details:

lazada.com.my/dyna

11street.my/store/homogenizer 

thesuccesstechnic.trustpass.alibaba.com

Brand Dyna-Stream
Motor power (kW) 0.37
Speed Range (rpm) 0-6300
Blade Type Stator Rotor / Disperser
Immerse Shaft Length (mm) 300

BT200-0.37 "DYNA-STREAM" Bench Top
Batch Homogenizer
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Min / Max Working Volume(liter) 0.1 / 20
POWER SUPPLY

1 x 220-240V / 50Hz or 3 X 380 – 420 V / 50 HZ
DIMENSIONS (W X D X H)mm 300x300x1000
SEALING TYPE Teflon Support Bush
MAX VISCOSITY (CPS) 80,000
MAX. ADMISSIBLE TEMPERATURE ( DEGREE CELCIUS)

180

Description

BT200-0.37 Batch Homogenizer - is high-performance dispersing
machine for the production of emulsions and suspensions in batch
operations capability. Using the rotor-stator principle, it is best suited for
applications that cannot be accomplished using conventional stirring
methods. The machine is capable of processing highly abrasive products
and media with a viscosity of up to 80.000 mPas.

Serving Industry : Dressings and Sauce, Flavors, Fruit
Juices,Concentrates, Pulps, and Soft Drinks, Seeds and Mustards,Ice
Cream, Cheese Spreads, Sugar, Hydrocolloids, Milk Solids,Salts, Edible
Oils, Fumed Silica, Inks and Lacquers,Carbon Black, Titanium Dioxide,
Clays, Pesticides and Herbicides,Detergents, Resins, Pigments and Dyes,
Catalytic Agents, Waxes and Polishes, Sulfur, Pharmaceutical &
Biological Crystalline Solids, Tablet Coatings, Protein Extraction, Personal
Care & Toiletry, Toothpaste, Carbopol, Creams, Ointments, and Lotions

Main Features 
1. Lump free solutions with complete distribution of shear energy
throughout the content of vessel.

2. Less raw material needed due to better wetting and dispersion.

3. complete de-agglomeration and suspension

4. complete circulation of products to avoid local heating of products.

Click for more information and video :

youtube.com/watch?v=XPGdr6D-MVM with water and xantham gum
powder with spring lifting support stand

Contact Us for more enquiry:

Phone: +603 89614628 | Fax: +603 89617048 | Cell Phone :+(6)017-
3576175 |Email: kenny.wong@thesuccesstechnic.com , Internet:
successtechnic.com, , thesuccesstechnic.com ,homogenizer.com.my,
successte.lelong.my Youtube: youtube.com/successte ,Facebook:
facebook.com/Success-Technic-Industries-243226099198557 ,Skype :
ppgg26
Add :27, Jalan 6/2 , Tmn.Industri Selesa Jaya,Off Jalan Balakong,43300
Seri Kembangan,Selangor, Malaysia.
Legal Form: Private Limited - Success Technic Trade Register No. (
Malaysia ) : 614305-M | Company Directors: Wong Chor Kiat--

Please visit our Alibaba minisite for more products details:
thesuccesstechnic.trustpass.alibaba.com

Brand DYNA-FILL
Air Pressure Supply(MPa) 0.4-0.6
Filling Speed(bottle/min) 10-40
Packing Size(mm) 1035 X 350 X 400
Warranty 1 year
Other Volume Range

10-100ml, 20-300ml, 30-500ml, 50-1000ml

FP800-G02 2-12ml Liquid Filler(Semi-Auto
Electrical Pneumatic)

Description

Semi-auto Liquid Filling Machine: Applied for filling small volume (2-12ml)
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Two-Head Liquid Dosing Machine (2-12ml)

Two-head liquid filling machine is on the basis of our pneumatic filling
machine series. Transform and create the product on the reference of
foreign advanced filling machine technology.

Application Range:
Applied in medical, chemistry, foodstuff, pesticides and special industries.
It is an ideal equipment for filling liquid. As the machine is working without
the electricity, it is very safe and the personal design better meets the
demands of moden enterprises.
This machine is semiautomatic piston paste filling machine, without
electricity, more safer to operate it.

volume range for chosen: 10-100ml, 20-300ml, 30-500ml, 50-1000ml

Products Video Demo

youtube.com/watch?v=HVG3QGl1Y4c

Advantages:
1.Reasonable design, compact shape, simple operation, partly adopt the
German FESTO and Taiwan AirTac pneumatic components.
2. The contact part with the material is all made of 316L stainless steel,
meet the GMPs requirements.
3. Filling capacity, filling speed can be adjusted, filling accuracy is high.
4. Adopt the device like leak-proof, Anti-drawing and lifting of filling.

Contact Us for more enquiry:

Phone: +603 89614628 | Fax: +603 89617048 | Cell Phone :+(6)017-
3576175 |Email: kenny.wong@thesuccesstechnic.com , Internet:
successtechnic.com, , thesuccesstechnic.com ,homogenizer.com.my,
successte.lelong.my Youtube: youtube.com/successte ,Facebook:
facebook.com/Success-Technic-Industries-243226099198557 ,Skype :
ppgg26
Add :27, Jalan 6/2 , Tmn.Industri Selesa Jaya,Off Jalan Balakong,43300
Seri Kembangan,Selangor, Malaysia.
Legal Form: Private Limited - Success Technic Trade Register No. (
Malaysia ) : 614305-M | Company Directors: Wong Chor Kiat--

Please visit our minisite for more products details:

lazada.com.my/dyna

11street.my/store/homogenizer 

thesuccesstechnic.trustpass.alibaba.com

Brand DYNA-FILL
Price MYR 30.00
Air Pressure(Mpa) 0.4-0.8
Filling Speed 10-20 Bottles/ Min
Filling Accuracy ±1%
Machine Packing Size 1135 X 600 X 440 (mm)

FP800-CL03 Cream Lotion Filling Machine(2
Filling Nozzle Semi Auto)

Description

FP800-CL03 is a semi auto electrical and pneumatic operated filling
machine

Specifications
Double-head Butter Filling Machine: Siutable for Ointment of
pharmaceutics, daily chemicals, foodstuffs, cosmetics, pesticide

Name: Pneumatic Cream Filling Machine (gel filling machine, cream filling
machine, ointment filler, paste filling machine)
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Brief Introduction:

Cream Filling machine series is upgraded and created on the reference of
foreign advanced filling machine technology.

Applied in medical, chemistry, foodstuff, pesticides and special industries.
It is an ideal equipment for filling the high viscous fluid. As the machine is
working with air, it is very safe and the personal design better meets the
demands of modern enterprises.

Advantages:

1.Reasonable design, compact shape, simple operation, partly adopt the
German FESTO and Taiwan AirTac pneumatic components.
2. The contact part with the material is all made of 304 or 316 stainless
steel, meet the GMP requirements and Food Degree.
3. Filling capacity, filling speed can be adjusted, filling accuracy is high.
4. Adopt the device like leak-proof, Anti-drawing and lifting of filling.

Operation:

- The 2 filling heads can work at the same time, or work separately.

- There's a switch for manual and auto, you can set the interval time to let
it fill automatically or use the pedal swtich to control each filling time

Brand DYNA-FILL
Price MYR 5.00
Production capacity 30-80 bags/min
Film width Maximum 160
Making bag size L: 50-150mm, W: 15-130mm
Filling volume(ml) 1-80
Sealing type 3/4 sides seal, pillow/back seal
Packing accuracy ≤±1%
Total Power AC220V, 1.6KW, 50/60Hz
Net/gross weight 250/300kg
Machine dimension 600*790*1800mm
Size of packaging wooden box 1200*1000*1860mm

FP800-L02 Liquid Sachet Packing
Machine(Automatic)

Description

Usage:
This series of machine are designed for the automatic package of liquid
material: water, juice, perfume,
vinegar, wine, soap liquid, chemical liquid, etc.
Features: 1. All the work can be done automatically: piston pump
measuring, bag making, coding (option), material filling, sealing, counting.
2. Computer control, photoelectric tracking system, which improve the
control precision, reliability and intelligence at the maximum limit.
3. All machine body and touching parts are made of stainless steel.

Suitable packaging materials：
PET/AL/PE, PET/PP, BOPP/PE, Nylon compound film and other
compound materials that can be heat sealed by automatic packing
machine.

Brand DYNA-FILL
Price MYR 9,800.00
Power Source 1x220-240V 50/60Hz
Motor Power 0.5KW-1.5KW (adjustable)
Conveying speed 0-10m/min
Sealing Diameter Φ20-110mm
Bottle Height

30-250mm (over 250mm should customize support)

FP800-IS01 Diameter 20-110mm Induction
Sealing Machine (Semi Auto)
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Max Environment Temperature 45°C (113°F)
Relative humidity (RH) ≤80%
Shell Protection Level lP21
Machine Package Size 840X 440 X 400 (mm)
Machine Gross Weight 40

Description

1.Application Range
FP800-IS01 series induction sealing machine uses the electromagnetic
induction principle to seal bottles or cups made of plastic or glass. This
machine is not allowed to use for metal containers. For flammable or
explosive products, this machine is forbidden to be used.

This induction sealing technology was invented in the middle of 1960s
which was developed from electron tube to the modern integrated circuit
controlled by microcomputer. This untouched sealing technology is very
advanced and popular widely used in medicines, chemistry, food,
beverage, oil and cosmetics, etc.

This induction heat sealing technology can improve products level, anti-
humid, prolong use time, anti-counterfeiting. And the sealing speed and
sealing quality is also improved.

2 Working Principle
The induction sealing technology which was thought to be very mysterious
is actually not very hard to understand. Induction power passes the
electric energy to the aluminium foil inside of the cap by induction current.
The electric energy translates into thermal energy which melts the
polymer pasted on aluminium foil. 
So induction sealing is an untouched heat treatment process. The sealing
is after filling and capping work. 
The FDA considers the induction sealing can effectively keep the trace of
opening.

3 Machine Components
The continuous induction sealing machine is composed of 3 parts:
induction power, induction sealing head and conveyor. 
Power is running in high frequency as a generator, providing electric
current for the induction sealing head. There's induction coil inside the
induction sealing head and a stable magnetic field will from around the
sealing head after turning on the machine. The conveyor carries the
bottles to the magnetic field under the sealing head to form a whirlpool on
the aluminium foil which translates the electric energy to heat. 

4 Technical Parameter
Power Source: 220V 50HZ
Power: 0.5KW-1.5KW (adjustable)
Conveying speed: 0-10m/min
Working Frequency: 50-60HZ
Sealing Diameter: 
FP800-IS01 A: Φ20-70mm
FP800-IS01 B: Φ40-Φ110mm
FP800-IS01 C: Φ20-110mm
Bottle Height: 30-250mm (over 250mm should customize support)
Max Environment Temperature: 45°C (113°F)
Relative humidity (RH): ≤80%
Shell Protection Level: lp21
Machine Package Size: 840X 440 X 400 (mm)
Machine Gross Weight: 35KG

5 Characteristics
1. Convenient and simple conveying construction. Easy to place and
operate the machine.
2. Intensified cooling system effectively protect machine's performance.
3. Reasonable construction design. Can work independently in line
production.
4. Automatic overheat, overpressure and overcurrent production function.
5. Power and conveying speed can be adjusted to achieve the best
sealing effect.
6. Product performance stable, use time is long.
7. The height adjusting range is wide which is suitable for various height
of bottles.
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Brand Dyna-Flyers
Price MYR 30,000.00
POWER (KW) 7.5 UP TO 11KW (BASED ON REQUEST)
SPEED (RPM) 0-3800
STATOR LAYERS 3
ROTOR TYPE PUMP STYLE FOR POWDER SUCTION with
POWDER INLET (INCH) 2.5
POWDER SUCTION CAPACITY (TONNE/HR) 2
WATER INLET (INCH) 1.5
PRODUCTS OUTLET(INCH) 2

VT300-10PW DYNA FLYERS INLINE
HOMOGENIZER

Description

VT300 Self Pump Powder Liquid Inline Homogenizer - is high-
performance dispersing machine for the production of emulsions and
suspensions in self pump complete circulation operations. Using the rotor-
statorand vacuum self generation principle, it is best suited for
applications that cannot be accomplished using conventional stirring
methods. The machine is capable of processing highly abrasive products
and media with a viscosity of up to 80.000 mPas.

MAIN FEATURES

-The combination of processing steps in one machine results in an
enormous potential for process rationalizing – production times are
minimized, partial processing steps are completely eliminated, cost of
production is reduced
-Clean process due to and dust- and loss-free powder induction, even for
difficult to wet, sticky or dusty powders
-Induction and dispersing of powders directly from silo (with intermediate
buffer), BigBag, hopper, bag, barrel, etc.
-No adhesion in the vessel and installed components
-Fast and reproducible adjustment of the products due to an immediate
and complete incorporation of the raw materials
-No induction of false air – powder transportation under vacuum in the
dense stream

VIDEO DEMO WITH DIFFERENT PRODUCTS

youtube.com/watch?v=VbUeHXIC4ug
- the equipment works in manner of quickly suct in xantham gum,sugar
from the funnel while open tank water for circulation

youtube.com/watch?v=XgEIAP44ZTE
- VT300-10PW horizontal Inline Homogenizer for.potato products

youtube.com/watch?v=Ir5EW79FjuQ
- VT30-10 Dyna Flyers for gel viscosity: 50000cps suck into tank
circulation with water

youtube.com/watch?v=3ZaMVcBNFwk
- VT300-10 Dyna Flyers for CMC powder suck into tank circulation water

Contact Us for more enquiry:

Phone: +603 89614628 | Fax: +603 89617048 | Cell Phone :+(6)017-
3576175 |Email: kenny.wong@thesuccesstechnic.com , Internet:
successtechnic.com, , thesuccesstechnic.com ,homogenizer.com.my,
successte.lelong.my Youtube: youtube.com/successte ,Facebook:
facebook.com/Success-Technic-Industries-243226099198557 ,Skype :
ppgg26
Add: 27, Jalan 6/2 , Tmn.Industri Selesa Jaya, Off Jalan Balakong, 43300
Seri Kembangan, Selangor, Malaysia.
Legal Form: Private Limited - Success Technic Trade Register No.
(Malaysia) : 614305-M | Company Directors: Wong Chor Kiat

Please visit our Alibaba minisite for more products details:
thesuccesstechnic.trustpass.alibaba.com
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Brand Dyna-iPhar
Price MYR 12,500.00
Max. Heating Area(mm) 110*120
Overall Dimensions(mm) 250*200*235
Power(W) 500
Capacity(pcs/min) 5-20
Voltage Supply 220/50Hz

FP810-PS01 Capsules Pill Tablet Blister
Sealing Machine(Manual)

Description

This DYNA-PACK PS01 pill blister manual machine is designed for small
pharm factory, healthcare plant, food plants and preparation rooms,can be
used to pack solid drugs like capsule, tablet, gelatin pearl, suppository,
milk tablet, candy and hardware. The whole set is of compact design,
beautiful appearance, smooth operation and low noise. Use internal
heating method to ensure the PVC is evenly heated. There is no bubble in
the aluminum foil while heating and hence no waste will occur.

The DYNA-PACK PS01 is designed to seal pre-formed blisters (pre-
formed blisters can be purchased) with the lidding material already
attached to the blister shell. It can seal blister packages filled with either
tablets or tablets.

The machine seals and codes preformed and filled blisters.

- The sealing machine DYNA-PACK PS01 can seal 1 blister for stroke
among our standard moulds

- The sealing operation is manual and then the blister seal depends on the
pressure applied by the operator.

- The blister formed, sealed on a side and cut with rounded corners, after
being filled with the product and sealed. The result is a perfectly centered
aluminum lidding foil on PVC blister shell with a perfect seal, therefore
producing an industrial quality blister.

Our machine comes with a set of blister mold freely. If you need to
customize other blister mold, you could send us your design picture.
Read the instructions carefully when set the machine up for the first time,
or when use the machine for the first time.
The operation of machine is easy.

Contact Us for more enquiry:

Phone: +603 89614628 | Fax: +603 89617048 | Cell Phone :+(6)017-
3576175 |Email: kenny.wong@thesuccesstechnic.com , Internet:
successtechnic.com, , thesuccesstechnic.com ,homogenizer.com.my,
successte.lelong.my Youtube: youtube.com/successte ,Facebook:
facebook.com/Success-Technic-Industries-243226099198557 ,Skype :
ppgg26
Add :27, Jalan 6/2 , Tmn.Industri Selesa Jaya,Off Jalan Balakong,43300
Seri Kembangan,Selangor, Malaysia.
Legal Form: Private Limited - Success Technic Trade Register No. (
Malaysia ) : 614305-M | Company Directors: Wong Chor Kiat-- 

Please visit our Alibaba minisite for more products details:
thesuccesstechnic.trustpass.alibaba.com 
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Brand DYNA-FILL
Price MYR 6,700.00
Labeling speed

20-50pcs/min (depends on products and labels size)
Label size (W)8-200mm/(L)unlimited
Products diameter Φ20-100mm
Label reel Inner diameter 75mm/Outer diameter 275mm
Accuracy ±0.5mm(depends on product and label size)
Voltage Supply 220V 50HZ/110V 60HZ
Packing Machine size(L x W x H) 62cm x 34cm x 17cm

FP800-RL02 Round Bottle Labeling
Machine(Manual)

Description

The machine is a manual table type with hand wheel driven by hand,
which can be suitable for matching with the vertical filling packing machine
and used for printing the date of production and batch in the industries of
food, beverage, medicine etc. 

Wide application: Any packing materials can be imprinted by it, including
PP, PE, OPP, CPP film, aluminum foil, and paper.

PRODUCTS ADVANTAGES

-High accuracy and high speed, dispensing & labeling automatically
printing date on the bottle at the same time
-Suitable for labeling round bottle in different sizes
-Composed by main body, sending paper, receiving paper, bottle
orientation etc parts
-all metal are made of 304 stainless steel with surface finishing and
special treatment, which we can guarantee you very good quality
-Putting the bottle to orientation part by manual and fix the bottle
-Small size labeling machine, very easy to operate
This is standard configuration, if you need longer than this, contact us
firstly, It will be customized

Contact Us for more enquiry:

Phone: +603 89614628 | Fax: +603 89617048 | Cell Phone :+(6)017-
3576175 |Email: kenny.wong@thesuccesstechnic.com , Internet:
successtechnic.com, , thesuccesstechnic.com ,homogenizer.com.my,
successte.lelong.my Youtube: youtube.com/successte ,Facebook:
facebook.com/Success-Technic-Industries-243226099198557 ,Skype :
ppgg26
Add :27, Jalan 6/2 , Tmn.Industri Selesa Jaya,Off Jalan Balakong,43300
Seri Kembangan,Selangor, Malaysia.
Legal Form: Private Limited - Success Technic Trade Register No. (
Malaysia ) : 614305-M | Company Directors: Wong Chor Kiat-- 

Please visit our Alibaba minisite for more products details:
thesuccesstechnic.trustpass.alibaba.com 

Brand DYNA-FILL
Price MYR 9,800.00
Labeling speed

25-50pcs/min (depends on products and labels size)
Label size (W)8-150mm/(L)15-315mm
Products diameter Φ10-150mm
Label reel Inner diameter 75mm/Outer diameter 250mm
Voltage 220V 50HZ/110V 60HZ
Machine size(L x W x H) 650*340*450mm

FP800-RL01 Simple Round Bottle Labeling
Machine(Semi Auto)

Description

The FP800-RL01 machine is a table type semi-automatic machine with
motor and touching control by limit switch and with small volume, which
can be suitable for matching with the vertical filling packing machine in the
industries of food, beverage, medicine etc. 
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Suitable for different size of adhesive label or adhesive film on all kinds of
round bottle,round tank,round barrel to self-adhesive labeling,High
accuracy and high speed.
It is used in PET bottle,plastic bottle,glass bottle,Metal bottle and son
round bottle etc.

Contact Us for more enquiry:

Phone: +603 89614628 | Fax: +603 89617048 | Cell Phone :+(6)017-
3576175 |Email: kenny.wong@thesuccesstechnic.com , Internet:
successtechnic.com, , thesuccesstechnic.com ,homogenizer.com.my,
successte.lelong.my Youtube: youtube.com/successte ,Facebook:
facebook.com/Success-Technic-Industries-243226099198557 ,Skype :
ppgg26
Add :27, Jalan 6/2 , Tmn.Industri Selesa Jaya,Off Jalan Balakong,43300
Seri Kembangan,Selangor, Malaysia.
Legal Form: Private Limited - Success Technic Trade Register No. (
Malaysia ) : 614305-M | Company Directors: Wong Chor Kiat-- 

Please visit our Alibaba minisite for more products details:
thesuccesstechnic.trustpass.alibaba.com 

Brand DYNA-FILL
Price MYR 10.00
Output 50pcs/min
Precision ± 1mm
Applicable bottles size Height: 180mm
Label roll External diameter: 300mm; inner diameter: 75mm
Label size 10mm -120mm
Power(W) 120
Voltage 220V 50Hz/110V 60Hz
Packing Machine size(mm) 650(L)× 450(W)× 700(H)mm

FP800-SF01 Semi Automatic Flat Labeling
Machine

Description

Semi automatic adhesive sticker labeling machine for plane surface is for
various kinds of products labeling , there is a large adjustable range for
the bottle and lid.
Suitable for all kinds of products which are flat.
After you putting the objects on the instructed position, the machine will
finish the labeling process.

ADVANTAGES

-Fixed labeling speed: No need to adjust labeling speed.
-Simpler to operate: No need to set up the system.
-No need to adjust the positions for stopping the labels.
-Ready for operating right after switching on.
-High flexibility with compact dimensions.
-Labeling height is adjustable.
-Suitable for various self-adhesive labels.

Contact Us for more enquiry:

Phone: +603 89614628 | Fax: +603 89617048 | Cell Phone :+(6)017-
3576175 |Email: kenny.wong@thesuccesstechnic.com , Internet:
successtechnic.com, , thesuccesstechnic.com ,homogenizer.com.my,
successte.lelong.my Youtube: youtube.com/successte ,Facebook:
facebook.com/Success-Technic-Industries-243226099198557 ,Skype :
ppgg26
Add :27, Jalan 6/2 , Tmn.Industri Selesa Jaya,Off Jalan Balakong,43300
Seri Kembangan,Selangor, Malaysia.
Legal Form: Private Limited - Success Technic Trade Register No. (
Malaysia ) : 614305-M | Company Directors: Wong Chor Kiat-- 

Please visit our Alibaba minisite for more products details:
thesuccesstechnic.trustpass.alibaba.com 
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Brand Dyna-iPhar
Price MYR 10.00
Max. Pressure (KN) 15
Max. Dia. of Tablet(mm) 12
Max. Thickness of Tablet(mm) 6
Max. Depth of Filling(mm) 12
Capacity (tablets/h) 5200
Power(hp) 0.5
Rotational Speed (r/min) 1440
Net Weight(kg) 55
Packing Dimensions (mm) 570*380*630

FP810-SP01 Single Press Punch Pill,Tablet
Making Machine(Aut0matic)

Description

FP810-SP01 single punch tablet press machine, used for pressing
different kinds of materials into tablets, can be widely used in pharmacy,
chemical, food, hospitals, scientific research units, lab trial production and
small batch production. It is suitable for small batch production of tablet
making. The single-punch tablet press is a pressing machine can be
driven by motor or hand. 
This machine has top-of-the-line performance record. It is sturdy, operator
friendly, easy to maintain, compact and filling depth, tablet thickness,
punch pressure are all adjustable. 

This unit is designed for pressing tablets from a variety of materials for
research & development and for small-scale production of Nutraceutical,
Herbal, and other products. This is a bench-top unit, semi-portable, that is
motor-driven but can also be hand-driven for adjustment and testing
purposes. One punch & die set is included. Fill depth, tablet thickness,
and punch pressure are all adjustable.

Specifications
Model                         SP01    SP01.5    SP05    SP06
Max. Pressure (KN)      15           15            50        60
Max. Dia. of Tablet(mm)12           12           20        25
Max. Thickness of Tablet(mm)6    6              6          6
Max. Depth of Filling(mm)12        12           16        16
Capacity (tablets/h)    2400         5000    4500    3000
Power(w)                                      370    750    750
Rotational Speed (r/min)             1400    1400    1400
Net Weight(kg)                       22    50    120    165
Dimensions (mm)                  
 300*190*480    570*380*630    650*440*650    750*380*695

Contact Us for more enquiry:

Phone: +603 89614628 | Fax: +603 89617048 | Cell Phone :+(6)017-
3576175 |Email: kenny.wong@thesuccesstechnic.com , Internet:
successtechnic.com, , thesuccesstechnic.com ,homogenizer.com.my,
successte.lelong.my Youtube: youtube.com/successte ,Facebook:
facebook.com/Success-Technic-Industries-243226099198557 ,Skype :
ppgg26
Add :27, Jalan 6/2 , Tmn.Industri Selesa Jaya,Off Jalan Balakong,43300
Seri Kembangan,Selangor, Malaysia.
Legal Form: Private Limited - Success Technic Trade Register No. (
Malaysia ) : 614305-M | Company Directors: Wong Chor Kiat-- 

Please visit our Alibaba minisite for more products details: 

lazada.com/dyna

11street.my/store/homogenizer.

http://thesuccesstechnic.trustpass.alibaba.com 
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Brand Dyna-Stream
Price MYR 10.00

BT200-01 1HP DYNA STREAM E-LIQUD
BATCH HOMOGENIZER

Description

BT200-01 0.75kW Batch Homogenizer - is high-performance dispersing
machine for the production of emulsions and suspensions in batch
operations capability. Using the rotor-stator principle, it is best suited for
applications that cannot be accomplished using conventional stirring
methods. The machine is capable of processing highly abrasive products
and media with a viscosity of up to 80.000 mPas. 

Serving Industry : Dressings and Sauce, Flavors, Fruit
Juices,Concentrates, Pulps, and Soft Drinks, Seeds and Mustards,Ice
Cream, Cheese Spreads, Sugar, Hydrocolloids, Milk Solids,Salts, Edible
Oils, Fumed Silica, Inks and Lacquers,Carbon Black, Titanium Dioxide,
Clays, Pesticides and Herbicides,Detergents, Resins, Pigments and Dyes,
Catalytic Agents, Waxes and Polishes, Sulfur, Pharmaceutical &
Biological Crystalline Solids, Tablet Coatings, Protein Extraction, Personal
Care & Toiletry, Toothpaste, Carbopol, Creams, Ointments, and Lotions

Main Features 
1. Lump free solutions with complete distribution of shear energy
throughout the content of vessel.

2. Less raw material needed due to better wetting and dispersion.

3. complete de-agglomeration and suspension

4. complete circulation of products to avoid local heating of products.

Click for more information and video : 

youtube.com/watch?v=nqEB7yjgBqk-homogenize with water and powder
with manual lifting safety pin support

youtube.com/watch?v=d-TOQtYc29E-BT200 strong suction with stator
rotor effect generate high shearing power with manual lifting safety pin
support

youtube.com/watch?v=AT9vFJfAwAE-BT200 homogenizer with thick
mayoinanse

youtube.com/watch?v=_tSXoSixTQs-BT200 homogenize with vanilla
powder

Contact Us for more enquiry:

Phone: +603 89614628 | Fax: +603 89617048 | Cell Phone :+(6)017-
3576175 |Email: kenny.wong@thesuccesstechnic.com , Internet:
successtechnic.com, , thesuccesstechnic.com ,homogenizer.com.my,
successte.lelong.my Youtube: youtube.com/successte ,Facebook:
facebook.com/Success-Technic-Industries-243226099198557 ,Skype :
ppgg26
Add :27, Jalan 6/2 , Tmn.Industri Selesa Jaya,Off Jalan Balakong,43300
Seri Kembangan,Selangor, Malaysia.
Legal Form: Private Limited - Success Technic Trade Register No. (
Malaysia ) : 614305-M | Company Directors: Wong Chor Kiat-- 

Please visit our Alibaba minisite for more products details:
thesuccesstechnic.trustpass.alibaba.com

Brand DYNA-FILL

FP800-G02 2-12ml Liquid Filler(Semi-Auto
Electrical Pneumatic)
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Air Pressure Supply(MPa) 0.4-0.6
Filling Speed(bottle/min) 10-40
Packing Size(mm) 1035 X 350 X 400
Warranty 1 year

Description

Semi-auto Liquid Filling Machine: Applied for filling small volume (2-12ml) 

Two-Head Liquid Dosing Machine (2-12ml)

Two-head liquid filling machine is on the basis of our pneumatic filling
machine series. Transform and create the product on the reference of
foreign advanced filling machine technology.

Application Range:
Applied in medical, chemistry, foodstuff, pesticides and special industries.
It is an ideal equipment for filling liquid. As the machine is working without
the electricity, it is very safe and the personal design better meets the
demands of moden enterprises.
This machine is semiautomatic piston paste filling machine, without
electricity, more safer to operate it.

Products Video Demo

youtube.com/watch?v=HVG3QGl1Y4c

Advantages:
1.Reasonable design, compact shape, simple operation, partly adopt the
German FESTO and Taiwan AirTac pneumatic components.
2. The contact part with the material is all made of 316L stainless steel,
meet the GMPs requirements. 
3. Filling capacity, filling speed can be adjusted, filling accuracy is high.
4. Adopt the device like leak-proof, Anti-drawing and lifting of filling.

Contact Us for more enquiry:

Phone: +603 89614628 | Fax: +603 89617048 | Cell Phone :+(6)017-
3576175 |Email: kenny.wong@thesuccesstechnic.com , Internet:
successtechnic.com, , thesuccesstechnic.com ,homogenizer.com.my,
successte.lelong.my Youtube: youtube.com/successte ,Facebook:
facebook.com/Success-Technic-Industries-243226099198557 ,Skype :
ppgg26
Add :27, Jalan 6/2 , Tmn.Industri Selesa Jaya,Off Jalan Balakong,43300
Seri Kembangan,Selangor, Malaysia.
Legal Form: Private Limited - Success Technic Trade Register No. (
Malaysia ) : 614305-M | Company Directors: Wong Chor Kiat-- 

Please visit our Alibaba minisite for more products details:
thesuccesstechnic.trustpass.alibaba.com
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Brand DYNA-FILL

FP800-G01 pneumatic grease lubricant filler
with heating stirrer system machine

Description

FP810-C01 One Head Gel Filling Machine with stirrer / heater (Paste
filling machine, bottle filling machine, One-head filling machine)
Semi-automatic piston ointment filling machine owns the function of
explosion prevention. Apply to medicine, daily chemical, food, pesticides
and special industries;

- it is ideal filling equipment for high-viscosity liquid. Since the machine is
working under the uncharged state, it is more security; humanized design
fits for modern enterprises requirements, Small and exquisite in model, the
pneumatic part adopts the pneumatic components of Germany FESTO
and Taiwan AirTac.

- The part contacting materials is made of 316L stainless steel. Both filling
volume and filling speed can be adjusted at will, filling accuracy is high.
Filling head adopts anti-leakage and lifting filling device.

Item : pneumatic grease filler with heater and mixer

- Filling Range : 5-50ml, 10-100ml, 20-300ml, 30-500ml, 50-1000ml, 200-
2500ml, 500-5000ml

- Fillling speed : can be adjusted, about 15 bottles per minute.

- Filling Interval Duration : can set the interval time to let it filll
automatically or use the foot pedal

- Temperature can be adjusted from 0-100℃

Contact Us for more enquiry:
Phone: +603 89614628 | Fax: +603 89617048 | Cell Phone :+(6)017-
3576175 |Email: kenny.wong@thesuccesstechnic.com , Internet:
successtechnic.com, , thesuccesstechnic.com ,homogenizer.com.my,
successte.lelong.my Youtube: youtube.com/successte ,Facebook:
facebook.com/Success-Technic-Industries-243226099198557 ,Skype :
ppgg26
Add :27, Jalan 6/2 , Tmn.Industri Selesa Jaya,Off Jalan Balakong,43300
Seri Kembangan,Selangor, Malaysia.

Visit our Minisite for more detail:

lazada.com.my/dyna

successtechnic.com

11street.my/store/homogenizer

Brand Dyna-Flyers
POWER (KW) 4 UP TO 22KW (BASED ON REQUEST)
SPEED (RPM) 0-3800
STATOR LAYERS 3
ROTOR STYLE PUMP STYLE FOR POWDER SUCTION
FUNNEL VOLUME(LITER) 15
POWER SUPPLY(VOLTAGE) 3PHASE 415/50HZ

VT300-10PW DYNA FLYERS COCONUT
MILK INLINE HOMOGENIZER

Description

VT300 Self Pump Powder Liquid Inline Homogenizer - is high-
performance dispersing machine for the production of emulsions and
suspensions in self pump complete circulation operations. Using the rotor-
statorand vacuum self generation principle, it is best suited for
applications that cannot be accomplished using conventional stirring
methods. The machine is capable of processing highly abrasive products
and media with a viscosity of up to 80.000 mPas.
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MAIN FEATURES

-The combination of processing steps in one machine results in an
enormous potential for process rationalizing – production times are
minimized, partial processing steps are completely eliminated, cost of
production is reduced
-Clean process due to and dust- and loss-free powder induction, even for
difficult to wet, sticky or dusty powders
-Induction and dispersing of powders directly from silo (with intermediate
buffer), BigBag, hopper, bag, barrel, etc.
-No adhesion in the vessel and installed components
-Fast and reproducible adjustment of the products due to an immediate
and complete incorporation of the raw materials
-No induction of false air – powder transportation under vacuum in the
dense stream

VIDEO DEMO WITH DIFFERENT PRODUCTS

youtube.com/watch?v=VbUeHXIC4ug
- the equipment works in manner of quickly suct in xantham gum,sugar
from the funnel while open tank water for circulation

youtube.com/watch?v=XgEIAP44ZTE
- VT300-10PW horizontal Inline Homogenizer for.potato products

youtube.com/watch?v=Ir5EW79FjuQ
- VT30-10 Dyna Flyers for gel viscosity: 50000cps suck into tank
circulation with water

youtube.com/watch?v=3ZaMVcBNFwk
- VT300-10 Dyna Flyers for CMC powder suck into tank circulation water

Contact Us for more enquiry:

Phone: +603 89614628 | Fax: +603 89617048 | Cell Phone :+(6)017-
3576175 |Email: kenny.wong@thesuccesstechnic.com , Internet:
successtechnic.com, , thesuccesstechnic.com ,homogenizer.com.my,
successte.lelong.my Youtube: youtube.com/successte ,Facebook:
facebook.com/Success-Technic-Industries-243226099198557 ,Skype :
ppgg26
Add: 27, Jalan 6/2 , Tmn.Industri Selesa Jaya, Off Jalan Balakong, 43300
Seri Kembangan, Selangor, Malaysia.
Legal Form: Private Limited - Success Technic Trade Register No.
(Malaysia) : 614305-M | Company Directors: Wong Chor Kiat

Please visit our Alibaba minisite for more products details:
thesuccesstechnic.trustpass.alibaba.com
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Brand Dyna-Flyers
Power (kW) 7.5 up to 11kW (based on request)
Speed (rpm) 0-3800
Stator Layers 3
Rotor Type pump style for powder suction
Powder Inlet (inch) 2.5
Powder Suction Capacity (tonne/hr) 2
Water Inlet (inch) 1.5
Products outlet(inch) 2
Funnel Volume(liter) 15
Mixing Ingredients: Sugar,Flour,Xantham Gum,Spices,Salts,

VT300-10PW Dyna Flyers Healthy Food
Paste Inline homogenizer

Description

VT300 Self Pump Powder Liquid Inline Homogenizer - is high-
performance dispersing machine for the production of emulsions and
suspensions in self pump complete circulation operations. Using the rotor-
statorand vacuum self generation principle, it is best suited for
applications that cannot be accomplished using conventional stirring
methods. The machine is capable of processing highly abrasive products
and media with a viscosity of up to 80.000 mPas.

MAIN FEATURES

-The combination of processing steps in one machine results in an
enormous potential for process rationalizing – production times are
minimized, partial processing steps are completely eliminated, cost of
production is reduced
-Clean process due to and dust- and loss-free powder induction, even for
difficult to wet, sticky or dusty powders
-Induction and dispersing of powders directly from silo (with intermediate
buffer), BigBag, hopper, bag, barrel, etc.
-No adhesion in the vessel and installed components
-Fast and reproducible adjustment of the products due to an immediate
and complete incorporation of the raw materials
-No induction of false air – powder transportation under vacuum in the
dense stream

VIDEO DEMO WITH DIFFERENT PRODUCTS

youtube.com/watch?v=VbUeHXIC4ug
- the equipment works in manner of quickly suct in xantham gum,sugar
from the funnel while open tank water for circulation

youtube.com/watch?v=XgEIAP44ZTE
- VT300-10PW horizontal Inline Homogenizer for.potato products

youtube.com/watch?v=Ir5EW79FjuQ
- VT30-10 Dyna Flyers for gel viscosity: 50000cps suck into tank
circulation with water

youtube.com/watch?v=3ZaMVcBNFwk
- VT300-10 Dyna Flyers for CMC powder suck into tank circulation water

Contact Us for more enquiry:

Phone: +603 89614628 | Fax: +603 89617048 | Cell Phone :+(6)017-
3576175 |Email: kenny.wong@thesuccesstechnic.com , Internet:
successtechnic.com, , thesuccesstechnic.com ,homogenizer.com.my,
successte.lelong.my Youtube: youtube.com/successte ,Facebook:
facebook.com/Success-Technic-Industries-243226099198557 ,Skype :
ppgg26
Add: 27, Jalan 6/2 , Tmn.Industri Selesa Jaya, Off Jalan Balakong, 43300
Seri Kembangan, Selangor, Malaysia.
Legal Form: Private Limited - Success Technic Trade Register No.
(Malaysia) : 614305-M | Company Directors: Wong Chor Kiat

Please visit our Alibaba minisite for more products details:
thesuccesstechnic.trustpass.alibaba.com
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Brand Dyna-Flyers
Price MYR 36,000.00
Power (kW) 7.5 up to 11kW (based on request)
Speed (rpm) 0-3800
Stator Layers 3
Powder Inlet (inch) 2.5
Powder Suction Capacity (tonne/hr) 2
Water Inlet (inch) 1.5
Products outlet(inch) 2
Funnel Volume(liter) 15
Mixing Ingredients Sugar,Flour,Xantham Gum,Spices,Salts,

VT300-10PW Dyna Flyers Healthy Food
Paste Inline homogenizer

Description

VT300 Self Pump Powder Liquid Inline Homogenizer - is high-
performance dispersing machine for the production of emulsions and
suspensions in self pump complete circulation operations. Using the rotor-
statorand vacuum self generation principle, it is best suited for
applications that cannot be accomplished using conventional stirring
methods. The machine is capable of processing highly abrasive products
and media with a viscosity of up to 80.000 mPas.

MAIN FEATURES

-The combination of processing steps in one machine results in an
enormous potential for process rationalizing – production times are
minimized, partial processing steps are completely eliminated, cost of
production is reduced
-Clean process due to and dust- and loss-free powder induction, even for
difficult to wet, sticky or dusty powders
-Induction and dispersing of powders directly from silo (with intermediate
buffer), BigBag, hopper, bag, barrel, etc.
-No adhesion in the vessel and installed components
-Fast and reproducible adjustment of the products due to an immediate
and complete incorporation of the raw materials
-No induction of false air – powder transportation under vacuum in the
dense stream

VIDEO DEMO WITH DIFFERENT PRODUCTS

youtube.com/watch?v=znDf8e2SBO0
- the equipment works in manner of quickly suct in carpopol powder from
the funnel while open tank water for circulation

youtube.com/watch?v=M7zfoXP-Utc
- VT300-03 Vertical Inline Homogenizer for.hydrophopic products

youtube.com/watch?v=Ir5EW79FjuQ
- VT30-10 Dyna Flyers for gel viscosity: 50000cps suck into tank
circulation with water 

youtube.com/watch?v=3ZaMVcBNFwk
- VT300-10 Dyna Flyers for CMC powder suck into tank circulation water 

Contact Us for more enquiry:

Phone: +603 89614628 | Fax: +603 89617048 | Cell Phone :+(6)017-
3576175 |Email: kenny.wong@thesuccesstechnic.com , Internet:
successtechnic.com, , thesuccesstechnic.com ,homogenizer.com.my,
successte.lelong.my Youtube: youtube.com/successte ,Facebook:
facebook.com/Success-Technic-Industries-243226099198557 ,Skype :
ppgg26
Add: 27, Jalan 6/2 , Tmn.Industri Selesa Jaya, Off Jalan Balakong, 43300
Seri Kembangan, Selangor, Malaysia.
Legal Form: Private Limited - Success Technic Trade Register No.
(Malaysia) : 614305-M | Company Directors: Wong Chor Kiat

Please visit our Alibaba minisite for more products details:
thesuccesstechnic.trustpass.alibaba.com 
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Brand DYNA-FILL
Price MYR 13.00
Filling Capacity(ml) 500-1000/1000-2000
Filling Speed(Carton/hr) 450-550
Packing Material Cardboard carton / aluminium foil carton
Packing Carton Size(bottom)

95*95mm，70*70mm，57*57mm, one size for one machine
Filling Temperature(℃) cold filling: 2-50℃ / hot filling 80-92℃
Machine Size(m) 1.6m*1.2m*1.8m
Electrical Power Required(kW) 18
Compressed air pressure(Bar) 0.8-1.0

FP800-500GT Gable Top Carton Food
Juice/Dairy Milk/Coconut milk
filling,capping,sealing,date printing
machine

Description

FP800-500GT gable top carton filling machine is the smallest type
equipment for the process, which is developed firstly for university library.
It is in low automation degree and small amount of output. The equipment
occupies small area, with low power consumption, and is easily operated
and maintained. The price is the lowest among our machines, which is
ideal equipment for small and medium-size companies, and companies
who want to produce first class gable top carton products with low output.

FP800-500GT type gable top carton filling machine is semi-automatic,
including the following parts: carton forming part, capping part, top
performing part, filling part, top sealing part, and date printing part. The
entire machine is made of food-grade stainless steel, and the surface is
special processed to be beautiful and durable in use.

Work flow:
1） Carton Forming part: Put the cardboard onto the mandrel (manually) --
Bottom performing -- Bottom heating → Bottom sealing →Top Open
Carton
2） Capping part: Put the cap into and the carton’s capping hole
(manually) -- Ultrasonic welding -- Top Open Carton with Cap
3） Top performing part: Top performing 
4） Filling part: Put the carton to the filling part (manually) -- Rationing
filling → Filled Top Open Carton with Cap 
5） Top sealing part: Top heating → Top sealing
6） Date printing part: Date printing → Finished Product

Suitable for filling:
Coconut Milk, yogurt, cream, beaten egg, soya been milk, juice, tea drink,
corn drink, pure water, sauce, wine, dairy Milk,Spices, cleaning solution,
chemical product, sugar, grain, cornmeal, other dry powder, etc

Contact Us for more enquiry:
Phone: +603 89614628 | Fax: +603 89617048 | Cell Phone :+(6)017-
3576175 |Email: kenny.wong@thesuccesstechnic.com , Internet:
successtechnic.com, , thesuccesstechnic.com ,homogenizer.com.my,
successte.lelong.my Youtube: youtube.com/successte ,Facebook:
facebook.com/Success-Technic-Industries-243226099198557 ,Skype :
ppgg26
Add :27, Jalan 6/2 , Tmn.Industri Selesa Jaya,Off Jalan Balakong,43300
Seri Kembangan,Selangor, Malaysia.

Brand DYNA-FILL
Price MYR 10.00
Capacity( bottle /hr) 2000-3600
Filling Volume(ml) 100-1000
Packing Size(mm) 2100*1500*2400

100ml-1Liter Automatic Mayonnaise Filling
Machine,Mayonnaise Packaging Machines
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Air Pressure(MPa) 0.7~0.8
Power (kW) 5-20KW

Description

"DYNA-FILL" FP800 Mayonnaise filling and capping machine Introduce:
Mayonnaise filling and capping machine include: feed bottle system,
conveyor, filling machine, capping machine, labeling machine, print date
machine, Shrink machine, boxing machine and so on. which can be used
in paramedical, food, cosmetic, chemical and other industries.

Mayonnaise filling and capping machine Features:
Mayonnaise filling and capping machine use the sensor for automatic
checking the filling machine to no-bottle-no-filling and stop the filling
process automatically or give an alarm. The operation and debugging of
PLC or button control and touch screen control system are simple and
convenient. The quantity, speed and output can be set on the touch
screen directly.

Brand Dyna-Flyers
Price MYR 78,600.00
Design Volume(Liter) 100
Working Volume(Liter) 70
Packing Size(cm) 190x78x238
Inline Homogenizer Power(kW) 7.5
Lobe Pump Power(kW) 3
Wall Scrapper Motor Power(kW) 3
Wall Scrapper Stirring Speed(rpm) 0-86
Jacket Max Bear Pressure(Bar) -0.09

VT300-10 7.5KW/10HP 100L Mayonnaise
Machine,Mayonnaise Mixer
Machine,Mayonnaise Making Machine

Description

Mayonnaise mixer machine Introduce:
Mayonnaise mixer machine had been designed mainly for the production
of sauce such as Mayonnaise, Ketchup Condiments and Sauces. Finally it
is easy to expand to an automatic continuous preparation line for
mayonnaise, dressing and red sauces.

Mayonnaise mixer machine Feature:
main pot, liquid pot, powder pot, electrical element heating, Emulsifying
system(in-line homogenizer), Scraper stirring system(Low-speed Mixing
system),Vacuum system(Water circulating pump), up-down cover system(
air cylinder), Discharge valve, lobe pump, control box.

Process Flow:
a. Egg yolk ,oil and others ,heated and mixed in Powder Pot and Oil Pot.
b. Materials ,Sucked into Main Pot by Vacuum System
c. Stirred by both the center blade and side scraper. Then cut off in cut-off
mixing unit,all in the Main Pot.
d. Emulsifying repeatedly by material circulation system,to make the best
mayonnaise
f. The finished product , pumed out from Discharge System

Main Features:
a. Turn On Heating Elements
b. Emulsifying by the emulsifying system(In-line homogenizer)
c. Can be emulsified repeatedly by circulation system.It's different from
traditional mayonnaise making machine
d. Wight system,can control quantity of materials be added in
e, It is easy to expand to an automatic continuous preparation line 
 f. The cover is easy opened by just pressing a button

Brand DYNA-FILL

FP800-02 LIQUID FILLING
MACHINE(PNEUMATIC AND ELECTRICAL
SEMI-AUTO)
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Price MYR 9,800.00
AIR PRESSURE(MPA) 0.4-0.6
FILLING SPEED 10-20 BOTTLES/ MIN FOR ONE BOTTLE
FILLING ACCURACY ±1
CHOSEN MODEL

5-50ML,10-100ML 20-300M,L50-500ML 100-1000ML ,200-
1500ML, 200-2500ML 500-5000ML

DIMENSION 1035 X 350 X 400 (MM) 35KGS

Description

The FP800-02 is a Small Piston Liquid Filling Machine (double -head
liquid filling machine, liquid filler, liquid filling machinery, oil filling machine,
honey filling machine):

The Model is a product innovated and upgraded on the basis of this
company's series products and introduced foreign advanced filling
machine technology. It has Two Heads and Two Valves, Each Head
matchs own Valves, it can work Separately, makes the filling capacity very
precise. And it is simple and reasonable in design, high in accuracy and
easy in operation. Suitable for filling liquid in the industries of
pharmaceutics, daily chemicals, , cosmetics,beverage, pesticide and
special trades. The machine is safe and with the personalized design, can
meet the modern enterprises' requirements. And the pneumatic part
adopts the pneumatic components of Germany FESTO and Taiwan's
AirTac. The part contacting materials is made of 316L stainless steel. With
adjustment handle of filling volume, the filling speed can be adjusted at
will, with high filling accuracy. Filling head adopts anti-leakage, anti-pull
and with diving filling device.

Material: 304 or 316 stainless steel.
**The two filling nozzles can work at the same time or work separately.

Brand DYNA-FILL
Price MYR 9,800.00
Air Pressure(MPa) 0.4-0.6
Filling Speed 10-20 Bottles/ Min for one bottle
Filling Accuracy ±1
Chosen model

5-50ml,10-100ml 20-300m,l50-500ml 100-1000ml ,200-
1500ml, 200-2500ml 500-5000ml

Dimension 1035 X 350 X 400 (mm) 35KGs

FP800-02 Detergent Shampoo Liquid Filling
Machine(Pneumatic Semi-Auto)

Description

The FP800-02 is a Small Piston Liquid Filling Machine (double -head
liquid filling machine, liquid filler, liquid filling machinery, oil filling machine,
honey filling machine):

The Model is a product innovated and upgraded on the basis of this
company's series products and introduced foreign advanced filling
machine technology. It has Two Heads and Two Valves, Each Head
matchs own Valves, it can work Separately, makes the filling capacity very
precise. And it is simple and reasonable in design, high in accuracy and
easy in operation. Suitable for filling liquid in the industries of
pharmaceutics, daily chemicals, , cosmetics,beverage, pesticide and
special trades. The machine is safe and with the personalized design, can
meet the modern enterprises' requirements. And the pneumatic part
adopts the pneumatic components of Germany FESTO and Taiwan's
AirTac. The part contacting materials is made of 316L stainless steel. With
adjustment handle of filling volume, the filling speed can be adjusted at
will, with high filling accuracy. Filling head adopts anti-leakage, anti-pull
and with diving filling device.

Material: 304 or 316 stainless steel.
**The two filling nozzles can work at the same time or work separately.

Please visit our minisite for more products details:

lazada.com.my/dyna
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11street.my/store/homogenizer 

thesuccesstechnic.trustpass.alibaba.com

Brand Dyna-Flyers
Price MYR 10.00

VT300-03 2.2KW/3HP
COCODIETHANOLAMIDE (CDE) MIX WITH
SODIUM METHYLATE POWDER
(CATALYST) VERTICAL INLINE
HOMOGENIZER

Description

VT300 Self Pump Powder Liquid Inline Homogenizer - is high-
performance dispersing machine for the production of emulsions and
suspensions in self pump complete circulation operations. Using the rotor-
statorand vacuum self generation principle, it is best suited for
applications that cannot be accomplished using conventional stirring
methods. The machine is capable of processing highly abrasive products
and media with a viscosity of up to 80.000 mPas.

MAIN FEATURES

-The combination of processing steps in one machine results in an
enormous potential for process rationalizing – production times are
minimized, partial processing steps are completely eliminated, cost of
production is reduced
-Clean process due to and dust- and loss-free powder induction, even for
difficult to wet, sticky or dusty powders
-Induction and dispersing of powders directly from silo (with intermediate
buffer), BigBag, hopper, bag, barrel, etc.
-No adhesion in the vessel and installed components
-Fast and reproducible adjustment of the products due to an immediate
and complete incorporation of the raw materials
-No induction of false air – powder transportation under vacuum in the
dense stream

VIDEO DEMO WITH DIFFERENT PRODUCTS

youtube.com/watch?v=znDf8e2SBO0
- the equipment works in manner of quickly suct in carpopol powder from
the funnel while open tank water for circulation

youtube.com/watch?v=M7zfoXP-Utc
- VT300-03 Vertical Inline Homogenizer for.hydrophopic products

youtube.com/watch?v=Ir5EW79FjuQ
- VT30-10 Dyna Flyers for gel viscosity: 50000cps suck into tank
circulation with water 

youtube.com/watch?v=3ZaMVcBNFwk
- VT300-10 Dyna Flyers for CMC powder suck into tank circulation water 

Contact Us for more enquiry:

Phone: +603 89614628 | Fax: +603 89617048 | Cell Phone :+(6)017-
3576175 |Email: kenny.wong@thesuccesstechnic.com , Internet:
successtechnic.com, , thesuccesstechnic.com ,homogenizer.com.my,
successte.lelong.my Youtube: youtube.com/successte ,Facebook:
facebook.com/Success-Technic-Industries-243226099198557 ,Skype :
ppgg26
Add: 27, Jalan 6/2 , Tmn.Industri Selesa Jaya, Off Jalan Balakong, 43300
Seri Kembangan, Selangor, Malaysia.
Legal Form: Private Limited - Success Technic Trade Register No.
(Malaysia) : 614305-M | Company Directors: Wong Chor Kiat

Please visit our Alibaba minisite for more products details:
thesuccesstechnic.trustpass.alibaba.com
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Brand Dyna-Stream
Price MYR 10.00

BT200-03 3hp Detergent Soap Shampoo
Gate Stirrer

Description

BT200-03 2.2kW Batch Gate Stirrer - is high-performance mixing machine
for the production of high viscosity like mask , cream , gel suspensions in
batch operations capability. Using the gate type design generate axial and
side rotation principle, it is best suited for applications that cannot be
accomplished using conventional stirring methods. The machine is
capable of processing highly abrasive products and media with a viscosity
of up to 200.000 mPas. 

Serving Industry : Dressings and Sauce, Flavors, Fruit
Juices,Concentrates, Pulps, and Soft Drinks, Seeds and Mustards,Ice
Cream, Cheese Spreads, Sugar, Hydrocolloids, Milk Solids,Salts, Edible
Oils, Fumed Silica, Inks and Lacquers,Carbon Black, Titanium Dioxide,
Clays, Pesticides and Herbicides,Detergents, Resins, Pigments and Dyes,
Catalytic Agents, Waxes and Polishes, Sulfur, Pharmaceutical &
Biological Crystalline Solids, Tablet Coatings, Protein Extraction, Personal
Care & Toiletry, Toothpaste, Carbopol, Creams, Ointments, and Lotions

Main Features 
1. Lump free solutions with complete distribution of shear energy
throughout the content of vessel.

2. Less raw material needed due to better wetting and dispersion.

3. complete de-agglomeration and suspension

4. complete circulation of products to avoid local heating of products.

PRODUCTS VIDEO DEMO

youtube.com/watch?v=pXV_4UyRlKs

- detergent mixing with gate stirrer

Contact Us for more enquiry:

Phone: +603 89614628 | Fax: +603 89617048 | Cell Phone :+(6)017-
3576175 |Email: kenny.wong@thesuccesstechnic.com , Internet:
successtechnic.com, , thesuccesstechnic.com ,homogenizer.com.my,
successte.lelong.my Youtube: youtube.com/successte ,Facebook:
facebook.com/Success-Technic-Industries-243226099198557 ,Skype :
ppgg26
Add :27, Jalan 6/2 , Tmn.Industri Selesa Jaya,Off Jalan Balakong,43300
Seri Kembangan,Selangor, Malaysia.
Legal Form: Private Limited - Success Technic Trade Register No. (
Malaysia ) : 614305-M | Company Directors: Wong Chor Kiat-- 

Please visit our Alibaba minisite for more products details:
thesuccesstechnic.trustpass.alibaba.com 

Brand Dyna-Stream
MOTOR POWER (KW) 0.37
SPEED RANGE (RPM) 0-6300

BT200-0.37 "DYNA-STREAM" 5-20LITER
BENCH TOP E LIQUID HOMOGENIZER

Description

BT200-0.37 Batch Homogenizer - is high-performance dispersing
machine for the production of emulsions and suspensions in batch
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operations capability. Using the rotor-stator principle, it is best suited for
applications that cannot be accomplished using conventional stirring
methods. The machine is capable of processing highly abrasive products
and media with a viscosity of up to 80.000 mPas. 

Serving Industry : Dressings and Sauce, Flavors, Fruit
Juices,Concentrates, Pulps, and Soft Drinks, Seeds and Mustards,Ice
Cream, Cheese Spreads, Sugar, Hydrocolloids, Milk Solids,Salts, Edible
Oils, Fumed Silica, Inks and Lacquers,Carbon Black, Titanium Dioxide,
Clays, Pesticides and Herbicides,Detergents, Resins, Pigments and Dyes,
Catalytic Agents, Waxes and Polishes, Sulfur, Pharmaceutical &
Biological Crystalline Solids, Tablet Coatings, Protein Extraction, Personal
Care & Toiletry, Toothpaste, Carbopol, Creams, Ointments, and Lotions

Main Features 
1. Lump free solutions with complete distribution of shear energy
throughout the content of vessel.

2. Less raw material needed due to better wetting and dispersion.

3. complete de-agglomeration and suspension

4. complete circulation of products to avoid local heating of products.

Click for more information and video : 

youtube.com/watch?v=XPGdr6D-MVM with water and xantham gum
powder with spring lifting support stand

Contact Us for more enquiry:

Phone: +603 89614628 | Fax: +603 89617048 | Cell Phone :+(6)017-
3576175 |Email: kenny.wong@thesuccesstechnic.com , Internet:
successtechnic.com, , thesuccesstechnic.com ,homogenizer.com.my,
successte.lelong.my Youtube: youtube.com/successte ,Facebook:
facebook.com/Success-Technic-Industries-243226099198557 ,Skype :
ppgg26
Add :27, Jalan 6/2 , Tmn.Industri Selesa Jaya,Off Jalan Balakong,43300
Seri Kembangan,Selangor, Malaysia.
Legal Form: Private Limited - Success Technic Trade Register No. (
Malaysia ) : 614305-M | Company Directors: Wong Chor Kiat-- 

Please visit our Alibaba minisite for more products details:
thesuccesstechnic.trustpass.alibaba.com 
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Brand Dyna-Stream
POWER SUPPLY(VOLTAGE) 3PHASE 415/50HZ
LIFTING TYPE ELECTRICAL SS ROPE HOIST
INVERTER SPEED(RPM) 0-1400
WORKING VOLUME(LITER) 50-200
PROPELLER DIAMETER(MM) 300
H-STAND TYPE MILD STEEL BLUE PAINT WITH ROLLER

BT200-03 2.2kW 50-200Liter COSMESTICS
MASK GATE STIRRING

Description

BT200-03 2.2kW Batch Gate Stirrer - is high-performance mixing machine
for the production of high viscosity like mask , cream , gel suspensions in
batch operations capability. Using the gate type design generate axial and
side rotation principle, it is best suited for applications that cannot be
accomplished using conventional stirring methods. The machine is
capable of processing highly abrasive products and media with a viscosity
of up to 200.000 mPas. 

Serving Industry : Dressings and Sauce, Flavors, Fruit
Juices,Concentrates, Pulps, and Soft Drinks, Seeds and Mustards,Ice
Cream, Cheese Spreads, Sugar, Hydrocolloids, Milk Solids,Salts, Edible
Oils, Fumed Silica, Inks and Lacquers,Carbon Black, Titanium Dioxide,
Clays, Pesticides and Herbicides,Detergents, Resins, Pigments and Dyes,
Catalytic Agents, Waxes and Polishes, Sulfur, Pharmaceutical &
Biological Crystalline Solids, Tablet Coatings, Protein Extraction, Personal
Care & Toiletry, Toothpaste, Carbopol, Creams, Ointments, and Lotions

Main Features 
1. Lump free solutions with complete distribution of shear energy
throughout the content of vessel.

2. Less raw material needed due to better wetting and dispersion.

3. complete de-agglomeration and suspension

4. complete circulation of products to avoid local heating of products.

VIDEOS DEMO:

youtube.com/watch?v=pXV_4UyRlKs
-mixing laundry products

youtube.com/watch?v=iolEvZ9f9Vs

-mixing cosmestics mask cream

Phone: +603 89614628 | Fax: +603 89617048 | Cell Phone :+(6)017-
3576175 |Email: kenny.wong@thesuccesstechnic.com , Internet:
successtechnic.com, , thesuccesstechnic.com ,homogenizer.com.my,
successte.lelong.my Youtube: youtube.com/successte ,Facebook:
facebook.com/Success-Technic-Industries-243226099198557 ,Skype :
ppgg26
Add :27, Jalan 6/2 , Tmn.Industri Selesa Jaya,Off Jalan Balakong,43300
Seri Kembangan,Selangor, Malaysia.
Legal Form: Private Limited - Success Technic Trade Register No. (
Malaysia ) : 614305-M | Company Directors: Wong Chor Kiat-- 

Please visit our Alibaba minisite for more products details:
thesuccesstechnic.trustpass.alibaba.com

Brand Dyna-Stream
Power Supply(Voltage)

1 X 220-240V / 50HZ OR 3 X 380 – 420 V / 50 HZ
MOTOR POWER (KW) 2.2
SPEED RANGE (RPM) 0-3800

BT200-03 2.2kW/3hp Dyna Stream Top
Entry Homogenizer
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BLADE TYPE
SINGLE/DOUBLE VORTEX STATOR ROTOR /

DISPERSER
IMMERSE SHAFT LENGTH (MM) 800
MIN / MAX WORKING VOLUME(LITER) 50-250
DIMENSIONS (W X D X H)MM 800x800x2500
WEIGHT (KGS) 80
SEALING TYPE TEFLON SUPPORT BUSH
MAX VISCOSITY (CPS) 80,000
MAX. ADMISSIBLE TEMPERATURE ( DEGREE CELCIUS)

200

Description

BT200-03 2.2kW/3hp Batch Homogenizer - is high-performance
dispersing machine for the production of emulsions and suspensions in
batch operations capability. Using the rotor-stator principle, it is best suited
for applications that cannot be accomplished using conventional stirring
methods. The machine is capable of processing highly abrasive products
and media with a viscosity of up to 80.000 mPas. 

Serving Industry : Dressings and Sauce, Flavors, Fruit
Juices,Concentrates, Pulps, and Soft Drinks, Seeds and Mustards,Ice
Cream, Cheese Spreads, Sugar, Hydrocolloids, Milk Solids,Salts, Edible
Oils, Fumed Silica, Inks and Lacquers,Carbon Black, Titanium Dioxide,
Clays, Pesticides and Herbicides,Detergents, Resins, Pigments and Dyes,
Catalytic Agents, Waxes and Polishes, Sulfur, Pharmaceutical &
Biological Crystalline Solids, Tablet Coatings, Protein Extraction, Personal
Care & Toiletry, Toothpaste, Carbopol, Creams, Ointments, and Lotions

Main Features 
1. Lump free solutions with complete distribution of shear energy
throughout the content of vessel.

2. Less raw material needed due to better wetting and dispersion.

3. complete de-agglomeration and suspension

4. complete circulation of products to avoid local heating of products.

Click for more information and video : 

youtube.com/watch?v=nqEB7yjgBqk-homogenize with water and powder
with manual lifting safety pin support

youtube.com/watch?v=d-TOQtYc29E-BT200 strong suction with stator
rotor effect generate high shearing power with manual lifting safety pin
support

youtube.com/watch?v=AT9vFJfAwAE-BT200 homogenizer with thick
mayoinanse

youtube.com/watch?v=_tSXoSixTQs-BT200 homogenize with vanilla
powder

Contact Us for more enquiry:

Phone: +603 89614628 | Fax: +603 89617048 | Cell Phone :+(6)017-
3576175 |Email: kenny.wong@thesuccesstechnic.com , Internet:
successtechnic.com, , thesuccesstechnic.com ,homogenizer.com.my,
successte.lelong.my Youtube: youtube.com/successte ,Facebook:
facebook.com/Success-Technic-Industries-243226099198557 ,Skype :
ppgg26
Add :27, Jalan 6/2 , Tmn.Industri Selesa Jaya,Off Jalan Balakong,43300
Seri Kembangan,Selangor, Malaysia.
Legal Form: Private Limited - Success Technic Trade Register No. (
Malaysia ) : 614305-M | Company Directors: Wong Chor Kiat-- 

Please visit our Alibaba minisite for more products details:
thesuccesstechnic.trustpass.alibaba.com 
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Brand Dyna Cosmo
Price MYR 10.00
Vacuum Tank Working Volume(Liter) 1000
Vacuum Tank Material

Inner :SS316-6mm,Middle Layer:SUS 304, 5mm, Outer
Layer ：SUS 304, 3mm

Vacuum Tank Agitator Speed (rpm) 0-63
Vacuum Tank Stirrer and Wall Scrapper motor Power (kW)

5.5
Vacuum Tank Bottom Homogenizer speed(rpm) 0-3800
Vacuum Pump Type Water ring type,3.75kw
Vacuum Tank Heating power(kW) 36
Vacuum degree(MPa) -0.09--0.02
Water Tank Working Volume(liter) 900
Water Tank Stirrer Speed(rpm) 960
Water Tank Heating (kW) 27
Oil Tank Working Volume(liter) 400
Oil Tank Stirrer Speed(rpm) 960
Water Tank Heating (kW) 18

DVH900-1000 "Dyna Cosmo" 1000L Fix
Types Vacuum emulsifier Mixers with Oil &
Water Phase Tank

Description

DVH900-1000 "Dyna Cosmo" 1000L Fix Types Vacuum emulsifier
machine is mainly composed of water relative to the pot, the pot of oil
phase emulsified Lord stir the pot, vacuum system,electrical control
system (optional PLC), operating platforms and other components.

Service Industry

The product is mainly used cosmetic care products, bio-
pharmaceuticals,food industry, paint and ink, nano-materials,
petrochemical, textile auxiliaries, 
paper industry, pesticides and fertilizers, plastics and rubber, power
electronics, other fine chemicals, especially for matrix viscosity, a
relatively high solids content of the emulsion material configuration more
effect.

Performance and Features

1.The company produces vacuum emulsifying species species
diversity, which under homogeneous homogeneous homogeneous
system of the inner and outer loop homogenizing, mixing system of one-
way and two-way mixing stirring, spiral mixer; according to customer
requirements of various meets the demand for high-quality products;
2 Triple stir imported inverter, to meet the different needs of the process of
production; 

3 homogeneous structure of German technology, using imported double
mechanical seal effect, maximum speed up to 4200 rpm emulsification /
min, the maximum shear fine of up to 0.2-5um;
4 vacuum degassing to make things sterile requirements, and the use of
vacuum suction,
 especially for powder materials using vacuum suction to avoid dust
emissions;
5 Main pot lid lifting device can be used for easy cleaning, cleaning effect
is more pronounced, the pot can be used dump the material;
6 pot using imported stainless steel plate welded composed of three
layers, 
tanks and pipelines for the mirror-polished, full compliance with GMP
requirements;
7 according to process requirements, the tank can be heated and cooled
material,
 heating the two main methods of heating steam and electricity;
♦ To ensure a more stable set of machine control, 
electrical imported configuration, fully meet international standards.

Contact Us for more enquiry:

Phone: +603 89614628 | Fax: +603 89617048 | Cell Phone :+(6)017-
3576175 |Email: kenny.wong@thesuccesstechnic.com , Internet:
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successtechnic.com, , thesuccesstechnic.com ,homogenizer.com.my,
successte.lelong.my Youtube: youtube.com/successte ,Facebook:
facebook.com/Success-Technic-Industries-243226099198557 ,Skype :
ppgg26
Add :27, Jalan 6/2 , Tmn.Industri Selesa Jaya,Off Jalan Balakong,43300
Seri Kembangan,Selangor, Malaysia.
Legal Form: Private Limited - Success Technic Trade Register No. (
Malaysia ) : 614305-M | Company Directors: Wong Chor Kiat-- 

Please visit our Alibaba minisite for more products details:
thesuccesstechnic.trustpass.alibaba.com 

Brand DYNA-FILL
Price MYR 10.00
Filling speed ≤3000pcs/Hour
Air pressure(Mpa) 0.4-8
Filing volumes range

2-50ml 10-150ml 30-300ml 50-500ml 100-1000ml
Shipping package size(cm) 95×96×38
Filling accuracy ±1%

Dyna Fill 2-1000ml gel/grease filling
machine(pneumatic)

Description

It been use in all kind industry for filling gel/grease form products with foot
pedal control and can be filled with high accuracy.

Contact Us for more enquiry:

Phone: +603 89614628 | Fax: +603 89617048 | Cell Phone :+(6)017-
3576175 |Email: kenny.wong@thesuccesstechnic.com , Internet:
successtechnic.com, , thesuccesstechnic.com ,homogenizer.com.my,
successte.lelong.my Youtube: youtube.com/successte ,Facebook:
facebook.com/Success-Technic-Industries-243226099198557 ,Skype :
ppgg26
Add :27, Jalan 6/2 , Tmn.Industri Selesa Jaya,Off Jalan Balakong,43300
Seri Kembangan,Selangor, Malaysia.
Legal Form: Private Limited - Success Technic Trade Register No. (
Malaysia ) : 614305-M | Company Directors: Wong Chor Kiat-- 

Please visit our Alibaba minisite for more products details:
thesuccesstechnic.trustpass.alibaba.com 

Brand Dyna-Stream
POWER SUPPLY(VOLTAGE) 1-220-240/50Hz
LIFTING TYPE ELECTRICAL SS ROPE HOIST
MOTOR POWER (KW) 2.2
SPEED RANGE (RPM) 0-3800
BLADE TYPE SINGLE OR DOUBLE VORTEX
OPTIONAL BLADE

DISPERSER/TRIPPLE PADDLE/JET STREAM
IMMERSE SHAFT LENGTH (MM) 650-900
MIN / MAX WORKING VOLUME(LITER) 30-200
DIMENSIONS (W X D X H)MM 1000x1000x2000
MAX VISCOSITY (CPS) 80,000

BT200-03 2.2kW/3hp Dyna Stream Wall
Mount Top Entry Homogenizer

Description

BT200-03 2.2kW Wall Mount Batch Homogenizer - is high-performance
dispersing machine for the production of emulsions and suspensions in
batch operations capability. Using the rotor-stator principle, it is best suited
for applications that cannot be accomplished using conventional stirring
methods. The machine is capable of processing highly abrasive products
and media with a viscosity of up to 80.000 mPas. 
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Serving Industry : Dressings and Sauce, Flavors, Fruit
Juices,Concentrates, Pulps, and Soft Drinks, Seeds and Mustards,Ice
Cream, Cheese Spreads, Sugar, Hydrocolloids, Milk Solids,Salts, Edible
Oils, Fumed Silica, Inks and Lacquers,Carbon Black, Titanium Dioxide,
Clays, Pesticides and Herbicides,Detergents, Resins, Pigments and Dyes,
Catalytic Agents, Waxes and Polishes, Sulfur, Pharmaceutical &
Biological Crystalline Solids, Tablet Coatings, Protein Extraction, Personal
Care & Toiletry, Toothpaste, Carbopol, Creams, Ointments, and Lotions

Main Features 
1. Lump free solutions with complete distribution of shear energy
throughout the content of vessel.

2. Less raw material needed due to better wetting and dispersion.

3. complete de-agglomeration and suspension

4. complete circulation of products to avoid local heating of products.

Contact Us for more enquiry:

Phone: +603 89614628 | Fax: +603 89617048 | Cell Phone :+(6)017-
3576175 |Email: kenny.wong@thesuccesstechnic.com , Internet:
successtechnic.com, , thesuccesstechnic.com ,homogenizer.com.my,
successte.lelong.my Youtube: youtube.com/successte ,Facebook:
facebook.com/Success-Technic-Industries-243226099198557 ,Skype :
ppgg26
Add :27, Jalan 6/2 , Tmn.Industri Selesa Jaya,Off Jalan Balakong,43300
Seri Kembangan,Selangor, Malaysia.
Legal Form: Private Limited - Success Technic Trade Register No. (
Malaysia ) : 614305-M | Company Directors: Wong Chor Kiat-- 

Please visit our Alibaba minisite for more products details:
thesuccesstechnic.trustpass.alibaba.com 

Brand Dyna-Stream
Price MYR 10.00

BT200-03 Dyna Stream Batch Gate Stirring

Description

BT200-03 2.2kW Batch Gate Stirrer - is high-performance mixing machine
for the production of high viscosity like mask , cream , gel suspensions in
batch operations capability. Using the gate type design generate axial and
side rotation principle, it is best suited for applications that cannot be
accomplished using conventional stirring methods. The machine is
capable of processing highly abrasive products and media with a viscosity
of up to 200.000 mPas. 

Serving Industry : Dressings and Sauce, Flavors, Fruit
Juices,Concentrates, Pulps, and Soft Drinks, Seeds and Mustards,Ice
Cream, Cheese Spreads, Sugar, Hydrocolloids, Milk Solids,Salts, Edible
Oils, Fumed Silica, Inks and Lacquers,Carbon Black, Titanium Dioxide,
Clays, Pesticides and Herbicides,Detergents, Resins, Pigments and Dyes,
Catalytic Agents, Waxes and Polishes, Sulfur, Pharmaceutical &
Biological Crystalline Solids, Tablet Coatings, Protein Extraction, Personal
Care & Toiletry, Toothpaste, Carbopol, Creams, Ointments, and Lotions

Main Features 
1. Lump free solutions with complete distribution of shear energy
throughout the content of vessel.

2. Less raw material needed due to better wetting and dispersion.

3. complete de-agglomeration and suspension

4. complete circulation of products to avoid local heating of products.

PRODUCTS VIDEO DEMO
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youtube.com/watch?v=pXV_4UyRlKs

- detergent mixing with gate stirrer

Contact Us for more enquiry:

Phone: +603 89614628 | Fax: +603 89617048 | Cell Phone :+(6)017-
3576175 |Email: kenny.wong@thesuccesstechnic.com , Internet:
successtechnic.com, , thesuccesstechnic.com ,homogenizer.com.my,
successte.lelong.my Youtube: youtube.com/successte ,Facebook:
facebook.com/Success-Technic-Industries-243226099198557 ,Skype :
ppgg26
Add :27, Jalan 6/2 , Tmn.Industri Selesa Jaya,Off Jalan Balakong,43300
Seri Kembangan,Selangor, Malaysia.
Legal Form: Private Limited - Success Technic Trade Register No. (
Malaysia ) : 614305-M | Company Directors: Wong Chor Kiat-- 

Please visit our Alibaba minisite for more products details:
thesuccesstechnic.trustpass.alibaba.com 

Brand Dyna-Stream
Price MYR 19,950.00
Power Supply(Voltage) 3phase 415/50Hz
Lifting Type Electrical SS Rope Hoist
Inverter Speed(rpm) 0-1400
Working Volume(Liter) 50-200
Propeller Diameter(mm) 300
H-stand Type Mild Steel Blue Paint with roller

BT200-03 Dyna Stream Batch Propeller
Stirring

Description

BT200-03 2.2kW Batch Stirrer  - is high-performance mixing machine for
the production of high viscosity like mask , cream , gel suspensions in
batch operations capability. Using the propeller generate vortex rotation
principle, it is best suited for applications that cannot be accomplished
using conventional stirring methods. The machine is capable of
processing highly abrasive products and media with a viscosity of up to
200.000 mPas. 

Serving Industry : Dressings and Sauce, Flavors, Fruit
Juices,Concentrates, Pulps, and Soft Drinks, Seeds and Mustards,Ice
Cream, Cheese Spreads, Sugar, Hydrocolloids, Milk Solids,Salts, Edible
Oils, Fumed Silica, Inks and Lacquers,Carbon Black, Titanium Dioxide,
Clays, Pesticides and Herbicides,Detergents, Resins, Pigments and Dyes,
Catalytic Agents, Waxes and Polishes, Sulfur, Pharmaceutical &
Biological Crystalline Solids, Tablet Coatings, Protein Extraction, Personal
Care & Toiletry, Toothpaste, Carbopol, Creams, Ointments, and Lotions

Main Features 
1. Lump free solutions with complete distribution of shear energy
throughout the content of vessel.

2. Less raw material needed due to better wetting and dispersion.

3. complete de-agglomeration and suspension

4. complete circulation of products to avoid local heating of products.

Brand Dyna Passion
Price MYR 10.00
Power Supply(Voltage) 230V / 50/60HZ
Power Wattage(Input / Output) 160/110

WT-130D "DYNA-PASSION" Digital Display
Lab Homogenizer 0.1-1000ml
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Rotor Line Speed(m/s) 6.3-14
Net Weight Complete with Stand(kgs) 2
Noise(dB) 54
Speed Control Range(rpm) 8000-35,000
Main Drive Dimension 46mm*55mm*230mm

Description

The homogenizer WT-130D is smart hand held instrument for fast
organization homogeneous, separation and emulsification. With different
dispersing heads, it is appropriate for 0.5~250ml liquid sample, maximum
speed is up to 35000rpm. Its working principle is making the sample
circularly loop into a narrow space between the high speed and relative
motion stator to shear and break the sample. E.g. tissue such as muscle,
liver, breast, etc. can be completely homogenization in 10~30 seconds. It
is applied in various territories such as bio-pharmaceuticals, gene
research, organization broken, cell slurrying, clinicopathologic analysis,
emulsions, nanometer materials scattering, polymerization reaction,
cosmetics, ink&paint, fine chemical engineering, pesticide, prospection,
environmental protection, energy sources, etc.

PRODUCT DEMO VIDEO: youtube.com/watch?v=m8Dkoy0uBqY

MAIN FEATURES
1. Designed smart and light. Can operate in one hand.

2. Speed adjustable, digital display speed. Speed precisely controlled to
avoid splashing.

3. Suitable for homogeneous dispersion of a small amount of sample in
small container.

4. High quality stainless steel dispersing head, anti-corrosion, high
temperature resistance for disinfecting.

5. Easy to take off the dispersing head for cleaning.

6. High speed and high efficiency motor, long life.

7. Optional H-type stand, height and angle can be adjusted, convenient to
take and store.

Brand DYNA-FILL
Price MYR 108,000.00
Power supply 1x220-240 13AMPERE
FILLING NOZZLE 2
PLUGGING HEAD 1
CAPPING HEAD 1
FILLING VOLUME RANGE(ml) 5-50
FILLING SPEED (BOTTLE/MIN) 20-40
Overall dimension L6200 × W1800 × H1600mm
Net weight (kgs) 850

FP800-05-50 "DYNA-FILL" liquid
filling,plugging,capping,labelling,inkjet
marking packaging machine

Description

Our FP800-05-50 machine is mainly used for automatic bottle
unscrambling, liquid filling, adding plug and capping and labeling
electronic cigarette liquid, eye drop, nail polish, eye shadow, essential oil,
etc.

MACHINE VIDEO DEMO

youtube.com/edit?o=U&video_id=_Ncyot54r50
-Round glass bottle 30ml with dropper and labelling, inkjet serial number
youtube.com/edit?o=U&video_id=cvOuARI3D5s
- Special designed 40ml plastic bottle for vape oil
youtube.com/edit?o=U&video_id=-BnFGdBuZWs
-Sticker labelling demo
youtube.com/watch?v=f-266xpV87c
-juice filling and capping for bottle 850ml volume
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Machine features:
This machine adopts constant torque screw caps, equipped with
automatic sliding device, to prevent the cap damage.Peristaltic pump
filling, measuring precision, convenient manipulation.Filling system has
function of suck back, avoid liquid leak through.Color touch screen
display, PLC control system, .Adding plug device can choose fixed mold or
mechanical vacuum mold. Machine body is made by 304 stainless steel,
easy to dismantle and clean, full compliance with GMP requirements.

Contact Us for more enquiry:

Phone: +603 89614628 | Fax: +603 89617048 | Cell Phone :+(6)017-
3576175 |Email: kenny.wong@thesuccesstechnic.com , Internet:
successtechnic.com, , thesuccesstechnic.com ,homogenizer.com.my,
successte.lelong.my Youtube: youtube.com/successte ,Facebook:
facebook.com/Success-Technic-Industries-243226099198557 ,Skype :
ppgg26
Add :27, Jalan 6/2 , Tmn.Industri Selesa Jaya,Off Jalan Balakong,43300
Seri Kembangan,Selangor, Malaysia.
Legal Form: Private Limited - Success Technic Trade Register No. (
Malaysia ) : 614305-M | Company Directors: Wong Chor Kiat-- 

Please visit our Alibaba minisite for more products details:
thesuccesstechnic.trustpass.alibaba.com 

Brand DYNA ROTATE
Price MYR 22,448.00
TANK VOLUME (LITER) 500
TANK BODY HEIGHT(mm) 1200
TANK DIAMETER(mm) 800
LEG HEIGHT(mm) 350
HEATER ELEMENT(kW) 9
POWER SUPPLY 3x380-415/50Hz 60AMP
STRRING BALDE TYPE

GATE STIRRER WITH BAFFLE PLATE
INLET (MM) 1.5 INCH
OUTLET 1.5 INCH
TEMPERATURE HEATING RANGE (DEG CELCIUS) 0-100
GEAR BOX MOTOR POWER SUPPLY 1x220-240V/50HZ
STIRRING SPEED (RPM) 0-70

MVHT-500 DYNA-ROTATE JACKETED
HEATER VESSEL(TANK)

Description

"Dyna-Rotate" is our very own manufactured wide variety of vessels and
reactors, from jacketed ASME tanks to single shell units all fabricated to
customer specifications and processes.Our modern production facility,
fabricating process, experienced craftsmen, design engineers and
applications engineering team provide the resources to collectively
produce the highest quality crafted tanks in the world.

Our Manufactured Tank Type: 
Pharmaceutical tanks
Bioreactors
Heavy Duty processing tanks
Hold tanks
Vaccine tanks
WFI tanks
Storage tanks
Mixing tanks
Food processing tanks
Chemical blending tanks
Vacuum/pressure tanks

Tank Features :
1.Effective volume: 20 - 20,000L (can be customized according to users’
requirement)
2.Contacting parts’ material : SUS304/SUS316L stainless steel
3.Heating/cooling methods: circulating heat oil / steam / hot water /
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heating / cold water
4.Insulation material: cotton insulation / vesicant
5.Installation Type: lug support / landing leg
6.Structure: upper and lower sealed head / flat type/ Opening / Fully
sealed
7.Accessories: with quick opening manhole, valve and outlet, cleaning
hole etc.
8.We provide non-standard design, our R & D center can process multiple
reactors for the production line according to your technics’ demand

Configuration of tank:Quick open manhole.Various types of CIP
cleaners.Fly and insect resistant sanitary breathing cover.Adjustable
triangular bracket.Dismountable materials input pipe
assemblyThermometer (According to customer requirements ).Ladder
(According to customer requirements).Paddle blender.Liquid level meter
and lever controller.

Contact Us for more enquiry:

Phone: +603 89614628 | Fax: +603 89617048 | Cell Phone :+(6)017-
3576175 |Email: kenny.wong@thesuccesstechnic.com , Internet:
successtechnic.com, , thesuccesstechnic.com ,homogenizer.com.my,
successte.lelong.my Youtube: youtube.com/successte ,Facebook:
facebook.com/Success-Technic-Industries-243226099198557 ,Skype :
ppgg26
Add :27, Jalan 6/2 , Tmn.Industri Selesa Jaya,Off Jalan Balakong,43300
Seri Kembangan,Selangor, Malaysia.
Legal Form: Private Limited - Success Technic Trade Register No. (
Malaysia ) : 614305-M | Company Directors: Wong Chor Kiat-- 

Please visit our minisite for more products details: 

lazada.com.my/dyna

11street.my/store/homogenizer

thesuccesstechnic.trustpass.alibaba.com 

Brand DYNA ROTATE
Price MYR 10.00
VOLUME (LITER) 500
WORKING VOLUME(LITER) 570
OUTER DIAMETER (MM) 776
TANK HEIGHT(MM) 1200
WEIGHT (KGS) 160
TOTAL HEIGHT (MM) 1400

MVHT-500 "DYNA ROTATE" SINGLE WALL
Mixing Tank

Description

"Dyna-Rotate" is our very own manufactured wide variety of vessels and
reactors, from jacketed ASME tanks to single shell units all fabricated to
customer specifications and processes.Our modern production facility,
fabricating process, experienced craftsmen, design engineers and
applications engineering team provide the resources to collectively
produce the highest quality crafted tanks in the world.

Our Manufactured Tank Type: 
Pharmaceutical tanks
Bioreactors
Heavy Duty processing tanks
Hold tanks
Vaccine tanks
WFI tanks
Storage tanks
Mixing tanks
Food processing tanks
Chemical blending tanks
Vacuum/pressure tanks

Tank Features :
1.Effective volume: 20 - 20,000L (can be customized according to users’
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requirement)
2.Contacting parts’ material : SUS304/SUS316L stainless steel
3.Heating/cooling methods: circulating heat oil / steam / hot water /
heating / cold water
4.Insulation material: cotton insulation / vesicant
5.Installation Type: lug support / landing leg
6.Structure: upper and lower sealed head / flat type/ Opening / Fully
sealed
7.Accessories: with quick opening manhole, valve and outlet, cleaning
hole etc.
8.We provide non-standard design, our R & D center can process multiple
reactors for the production line according to your technics’ demand
Configuration of tank:Quick open manhole.Various types of CIP
cleaners.Fly and insect resistant sanitary breathing cover.Adjustable
triangular bracket.Dismountable materials input pipe
assemblyThermometer (According to customer requirements ).Ladder
(According to customer requirements).Paddle blender.Liquid level meter
and lever controller.

Contact Us for more enquiry:

Phone: +603 89614628 | Fax: +603 89617048 | Cell Phone :+(6)017-
3576175 |Email: kenny.wong@thesuccesstechnic.com , Internet:
successtechnic.com, , thesuccesstechnic.com ,homogenizer.com.my,
successte.lelong.my Youtube: youtube.com/successte ,Facebook:
facebook.com/Success-Technic-Industries-243226099198557 ,Skype :
ppgg26
Add :27, Jalan 6/2 , Tmn.Industri Selesa Jaya,Off Jalan Balakong,43300
Seri Kembangan,Selangor, Malaysia.
Legal Form: Private Limited - Success Technic Trade Register No. (
Malaysia ) : 614305-M | Company Directors: Wong Chor Kiat-- 

Please visit our Alibaba minisite for more products details:
thesuccesstechnic.trustpass.alibaba.com 

Brand Dyna-Flyers
Price MYR 10.00
MOTOR POWER(kW) 7.5
SPEED RANGE(RPM) 0-3600
LIQUID FLOWRATE(LITER/HR) 65000
MAXIMUM VISCOSITY(CPS) 200000
STATOR ROTOR LAYERS 3
STATOR SLOT GAP(MM) 4
POWER SUPPY 3X380-420V / 50Hz
DIMENSION(MM) 750X250X400
WEIGHT(KGS) 80
SEALING TYPE SINGLE ACTING TUNGSTEN CARBIDE

VT300-10 "dyna flyers" 10hp horizontal
inline homogenier

Description

VT300-10 "DYNA-FLYERS" horizontal Series is the inline mixers machine
works according to the rotor-stator principle. It is not placed inside but
outside the main vessel (can be multiple vessel) and connected to it by a
piping system. The liquid in the tank is circulated in a loop, as it would be
with a pump.

This results in an ideal prerequisite for the wetting of the individual
particles. This procedure allows the fine distribution of the components at
the moment of wetting and in many cases an improvement of the

properties of the product can be achieved compared to conventional
powder addition systems

VIDEO DEMO OF PRODUCTS 
Click for more informations and video : thesuccesstechnic.com/vt300-
dyna-flyers-inline-series.html

youtube.com/watch?vnDf8e2SBO0 works in manner of quickly suct in
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carpopol powder from the funnel.while open tank.water for circulation 

youtube.com/watch?v=M7zfoXP-Utc-VT300-03 Vertical Inline
Homogenizer for.hydrophopic products 

youtube.com/watch?v=Ir5EW79FjuQ-VT30-10 Dyna Flyers for gel
viscosity:50000cps suck into tank circulation with water

Main Features

> GMP Compliant
> Save time and energy
> Reproducible mixing quality and results
> Reliable and predictable scale-up
> 100% inspection of components
> API 610 Compliant
> Custom made to meet electrical standards such
 as NFPA, NEC, CSA for hazardous locations
> CRN components available

1.No more duct flying when powder inducted from BigBag,Silo or paper
sack. 

2.Explosion and other health problems is reduced 

3. Agglomerate-free and reproducible products may be produced in a very
short time for sticky powder. 

4.Reduced density results in reduced VOC emissions due to the increase
in volume means higher profit.

5. Reduce the binder and matting agents required to be added.

Contact Us for more enquiry:

Phone: +603 89614628 | Fax: +603 89617048 | Cell Phone :+(6)017-
3576175 |Email: kenny.wong@thesuccesstechnic.com , Internet:
successtechnic.com, , thesuccesstechnic.com ,homogenizer.com.my,
successte.lelong.my Youtube: youtube.com/successte ,Facebook:
facebook.com/Success-Technic-Industries-243226099198557 ,Skype :
ppgg26
Add :27, Jalan 6/2 , Tmn.Industri Selesa Jaya,Off Jalan Balakong,43300
Seri Kembangan,Selangor, Malaysia.
Legal Form: Private Limited - Success Technic Trade Register No. (
Malaysia ) : 614305-M | Company Directors: Wong Chor Kiat-- 

Please visit our Alibaba minisite for more products details:
thesuccesstechnic.trustpass.alibaba.com 

Brand Dyna-Stream
Price MYR 32,500.00
MOTOR POWER (KW) 4
SPEED RANGE (RPM) 0-3800
BLADE TYPE Double Vortex Stator Rotor
IMMERSE SHAFT LENGTH (MM) 950-1100
MIN / MAX WORKING VOLUME(LITER) 50-500
POWER SUPPLY 3 X 380 – 420 V / 50 HZ
DIMENSIONS (W X D X H)MM 750x750x2400
WEIGHT (KGS 200
SEALING TYPE TEFLON BUSH
MAX VISCOSITY (CPS) 100,000
MAX. ADMISSIBLE TEMPERATURE ( DEGREE CELCIUS)

180
BLDE LIFTING UP AND DOWN ELECTICAL ROPE HOIST
ROPE HOIST POWER SUPPLY 1 X 220-240V / 50HZ

BT200-05 4kW Batch Homogenizer c/w
Electrical Rope Hoist Listing H-Trolley
Stand

Description
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BT200-05 4kW Batch Homogenizer - is high-performance mixing machine
for the production of high viscosity like mask,cream ,gel suspensions in
batch operations capability. Using the propeller generate vortex rotation
principle, it is best suited for applications that cannot be accomplished
using conventional stirring methods. The machine is capable of
processing highly abrasive products and media with a viscosity of up to
200.000 mPas. 

Serving Industry : Dressings and Sauce, Flavors, Fruit
Juices,Concentrates, Pulps, and Soft Drinks, Seeds and Mustards,Ice
Cream, Cheese Spreads, Sugar, Hydrocolloids, Milk Solids,Salts, Edible
Oils, Fumed Silica, Inks and Lacquers,Carbon Black, Titanium Dioxide,
Clays, Pesticides and Herbicides,Detergents, Resins, Pigments and Dyes,
Catalytic Agents, Waxes and Polishes, Sulfur, Pharmaceutical &
Biological Crystalline Solids, Tablet Coatings, Protein Extraction, Personal
Care & Toiletry, Toothpaste, Carbopol, Creams, Ointments, and Lotions

Main Features 
1. Lump free solutions with complete distribution of shear energy
throughout the content of vessel.

2. Less raw material needed due to better wetting and dispersion.

3. complete de-agglomeration and suspension

4. complete circulation of products to avoid local heating of products.

Click for more information and video : 

youtube.com/watch?v=nqEB7yjgBqk-homogenize with water and powder
with manual lifting safety pin support

youtube.com/watch?v=d-TOQtYc29E-BT200 strong suction with stator
rotor effect generate high shearing power with manual lifting safety pin
support

youtube.com/watch?v=AT9vFJfAwAE-BT200 homogenizer with thick
mayoinanse

youtube.com/watch?v=_tSXoSixTQs-BT200 homogenizer with vanilla
powder

Contact Us for more enquiry:

Phone: +603 89614628 | Fax: +603 89617048 | Cell Phone :+(6)017-
3576175 |Email: kenny.wong@thesuccesstechnic.com , Internet:
successtechnic.com, , thesuccesstechnic.com ,homogenizer.com.my,
successte.lelong.my Youtube: youtube.com/successte ,Facebook:
facebook.com/Success-Technic-Industries-243226099198557 ,Skype :
ppgg26
Add :27, Jalan 6/2 , Tmn.Industri Selesa Jaya,Off Jalan Balakong,43300
Seri Kembangan,Selangor, Malaysia.
Legal Form: Private Limited - Success Technic Trade Register No. (
Malaysia ) : 614305-M | Company Directors: Wong Chor Kiat-- 

Please visit our Alibaba minisite for more products details:
thesuccesstechnic.trustpass.alibaba.com 

Brand Dyna-Stream
Price MYR 10.00
MOTOR POWER (KW 0.75
SPEED RANGE (RPM) 0-3800
BLADE TYPE STATOR ROTOR / DISPERSER
IMMERSE SHAFT LENGTH (MM) 500
MIN / MAX WORKING VOLUME(LITER) 30-150
POWER SUPPLY

1 X 220-240V / 50HZ OR 3 X 380 – 420 V / 50 HZ

BT200-01 1hp Dyna Stream Batch
Homogenizer
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DIMENSIONS (W X D X H)MM 500x500x1500
WEIGHT (KGS 30
SEALING TYPE TEFLON SUPPORT BUSH
MAX VISCOSITY (CPS) 100,000
MAX. ADMISSIBLE TEMPERATURE ( DEGREE CELCIUS)

180

Description

BT200-01 0.75kW Batch Homogenizer - is high-performance dispersing
machine for the production of emulsions and suspensions in batch
operations capability. Using the rotor-stator principle, it is best suited for
applications that cannot be accomplished using conventional stirring
methods. The machine is capable of processing highly abrasive products
and media with a viscosity of up to 80.000 mPas. 

Serving Industry : Dressings and Sauce, Flavors, Fruit
Juices,Concentrates, Pulps, and Soft Drinks, Seeds and Mustards,Ice
Cream, Cheese Spreads, Sugar, Hydrocolloids, Milk Solids,Salts, Edible
Oils, Fumed Silica, Inks and Lacquers,Carbon Black, Titanium Dioxide,
Clays, Pesticides and Herbicides,Detergents, Resins, Pigments and Dyes,
Catalytic Agents, Waxes and Polishes, Sulfur, Pharmaceutical &
Biological Crystalline Solids, Tablet Coatings, Protein Extraction, Personal
Care & Toiletry, Toothpaste, Carbopol, Creams, Ointments, and Lotions

Main Features 
1. Lump free solutions with complete distribution of shear energy
throughout the content of vessel.

2. Less raw material needed due to better wetting and dispersion.

3. complete de-agglomeration and suspension

4. complete circulation of products to avoid local heating of products.

Click for more information and video : 

youtube.com/watch?v=nqEB7yjgBqk-homogenize with water and powder
with manual lifting safety pin support

youtube.com/watch?v=d-TOQtYc29E-BT200 strong suction with stator
rotor effect generate high shearing power with manual lifting safety pin
support

youtube.com/watch?v=AT9vFJfAwAE-BT200 homogenizer with thick
mayoinanse

youtube.com/watch?v=_tSXoSixTQs-BT200 homogenize with vanilla
powder

Contact Us for more enquiry:

Phone: +603 89614628 | Fax: +603 89617048 | Cell Phone :+(6)017-
3576175 |Email: kenny.wong@thesuccesstechnic.com , Internet:
successtechnic.com, , thesuccesstechnic.com ,homogenizer.com.my,
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Brand Dyna-Flyers
motor power (kW) 2.2
WORKING LIQUID FLOWRATE(LITRE/HR) 30,000
POWDER INDUCTION RATE(TON/HR) 2
MAX PRODUCTS VISCOSITY(MPAS) 80,000
STANDARD PACKING SIZE ( MM) 600x600x900
WEIGHT (KGS) 48
OPERATING ENVIRONMENT

0-200°C, 95% REL. HUMIDITY
FUNNEL VOLUME (LITRE)-STANDARD 10
FUNNEL TYPE SS304 with cover
STATOR TYPE(STANDARD)

SINGLE LAYER WITH 4MM SLOT

VT300-03 2.2kW/3hp VERTICAL INLINE
HOMOGENIZER

Description

VT300 Self Pump Powder Liquid Inline Homogenizer - is high-
performance dispersing machine for the production of emulsions and
suspensions in self pump complete circulation operations. Using the rotor-
statorand vacuum self generation principle, it is best suited for
applications that cannot be accomplished using conventional stirring
methods. The machine is capable of processing highly abrasive products
and media with a viscosity of up to 80.000 mPas.

MAIN FEATURES

-The combination of processing steps in one machine results in an
enormous potential for process rationalizing – production times are
minimized, partial processing steps are completely eliminated, cost of
production is reduced
-Clean process due to and dust- and loss-free powder induction, even for
difficult to wet, sticky or dusty powders
-Induction and dispersing of powders directly from silo (with intermediate
buffer), BigBag, hopper, bag, barrel, etc.
-No adhesion in the vessel and installed components
-Fast and reproducible adjustment of the products due to an immediate
and complete incorporation of the raw materials
-No induction of false air – powder transportation under vacuum in the
dense stream

VIDEO DEMO WITH DIFFERENT PRODUCTS

youtube.com/watch?v=znDf8e2SBO0
- the equipment works in manner of quickly suct in carpopol powder from
the funnel while open tank water for circulation

youtube.com/watch?v=M7zfoXP-Utc
- VT300-03 Vertical Inline Homogenizer for.hydrophopic products

youtube.com/watch?v=Ir5EW79FjuQ
- VT30-10 Dyna Flyers for gel viscosity: 50000cps suck into tank
circulation with water 

youtube.com/watch?v=3ZaMVcBNFwk
- VT300-10 Dyna Flyers for CMC powder suck into tank circulation water 

Contact Us for more enquiry:

Phone: +603 89614628 | Fax: +603 89617048 | Cell Phone :+(6)017-
3576175 |Email: kenny.wong@thesuccesstechnic.com , Internet:
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Brand Dyna Volver
Price MYR 3,800.00

WT510 "Dyna-Volver" Digital Overhead
Stirrer

Description

Equipment Features
Analog speed control is displayed on the LED display
High torque for viscous medium stirring
Over torque protection automatically stops the motor
A through-shaft design allows for easy adjustment of the impeller position
Large chuck diameter for many shaft types
Pass through stirrer rods accepted
Multi voltage
2 YEAR WARRANTY
Ambient temperature / Relative humidity : 0 - 40°C, 95% max.
Standards : CE label,Manufactured acc. to EN / IEC 61010, 61326-1 for
EMC & SAFETY
 pH range : 2-13
Suitable for solvent & abrasive substance : YES
Sterilization Method : ALL

Technical Specification
Maximum stirring capacity:20 Liters 
Minimum stirring capacity:100 ml 
torque:40 Ncm
Viscosity maximum:10000 mPas
Speed range:50-2200 rpm
Speed display accuracy:± 3 rpm
Speed display resolution:± 1 rpm
Chuck diameter range:0.5-10mm
Dimensions:3.3W x 8.7H x 7.3D inches
Motor rating input:60W
Motor rating output:50W
Weight:5.5lbs
Voltage:110-220Volts 50/60Hz, 70W
Main Advantages 1.Multiple application and long service life.
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Brand Dyna-Flyers
Price MYR 10.00
Motor Power(kW) 7.5
Working Liquid Flowrate(litre/hr) 80,000
Powder Induction Rate(ton/hr) 15
Max Products Viscosity(mPas) 200,000
Standard Packing Size ( mm) 700x400x600
Weight (kgs) 60
Operating Environment 0-175°C, 95% rel. humidity
Funnel volume (litre)-standard 15
FUNNEL TYPE(STANDARD)

PVC CLEAR ENCLOSE SEALED with beg cutter and
scrapper

VT300-10 "Dyna-Flyers" Vertical Inline
Homogenizer with Funnel

Description

VT300 Self Pump Powder Liquid Inline Homogenizer - is high-
performance dispersing machine for the production of emulsions and
suspensions in self pump complete circulation operations. Using the rotor-
statorand vacuum self generation principle, it is best suited for
applications that cannot be accomplished using conventional stirring
methods. The machine is capable of processing highly abrasive products
and media with a viscosity of up to 80.000 mPas.

MAIN FEATURES

-The combination of processing steps in one machine results in an
enormous potential for process rationalizing – production times are
minimized, partial processing steps are completely eliminated, cost of
production is reduced
-Clean process due to and dust- and loss-free powder induction, even for
difficult to wet, sticky or dusty powders
-Induction and dispersing of powders directly from silo (with intermediate
buffer), BigBag, hopper, bag, barrel, etc.
-No adhesion in the vessel and installed components
-Fast and reproducible adjustment of the products due to an immediate
and complete incorporation of the raw materials
-No induction of false air – powder transportation under vacuum in the
dense stream

VIDEO DEMO WITH DIFFERENT PRODUCTS

youtube.com/watch?v=znDf8e2SBO0
- the equipment works in manner of quickly suct in carpopol powder from
the funnel.while open tank.water for circulation

youtube.com/watch?v=M7zfoXP-Utc
-VT300-03 Vertical Inline Homogenizer for.hydrophopic products

youtube.com/watch?v=Ir5EW79FjuQ
-VT30-10 Dyna Flyers for gel viscosity:50000cps suck into tank circulation
with water 

youtube.com/watch?v=3ZaMVcBNFwk
-VT300-10 Dyna Flyers for CMC powder suck into tank circulation water 

Contact Us for more enquiry:
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Brand Dyna Passion
Price MYR 4,500.00
Motor Power (W) 160
Speed Range (rpm) 8,000 - 30,000
Speed Control Type 6 stage Manual Dial Knob
Speed Increment (rpm) 1,000 every step
Noise emission (dB) 54
Dimension LxWxH / ( mm) 250 x 250 x 400
Weight (kgs) with stand 2
Container Type

0.5ml Eppendorf tubes 50ml tubes,100ml tubes,250ml tubes

WT130-01 "Dyna-Passion" 0.1-50ml Lab
homogenizer

Description

The WT 130 lab homogenizer is a rotor/stator type hand held or complete
with stand tissue
homogenizer which can rapidly dispersing, homogenizing, extractions,
cell disruption, mixing, emulsifying, suspending samples in 0.1 - 50 ml of
liquid or 1-250ml depending on the dispersing shaft. During operation,
the suspended material is drawn into the core of the homogenizer by a
rotor turning at up to 30,000 rpm.The material is repeatedly cycled
through narrow slits in the stator where it is rapidly sheared and
disintegrated by high shear mechanical action. Complete homogenization
of tissues (muscle, liver,breast tissue, etc.) is usually achieved in a few
seconds. Little, if any, heat is produced during the process

Serving Industry : Dressings and Sauce, Flavors, Fruit
Juices,Concentrates, Pulps, and Soft Drinks, Seeds and Mustards,Ice
Cream, Cheese Spreads, Sugar, Hydrocolloids, Milk Solids,Salts, Edible
Oils, Fumed Silica, Inks and Lacquers,Carbon Black, Titanium Dioxide,
Clays, Pesticides and Herbicides,Detergents, Resins, Pigments and Dyes,
Catalytic Agents, Waxes and Polishes, Sulfur, Pharmaceutical &
Biological Crystalline Solids, Tablet Coatings, Protein Extraction, Personal
Care & Toiletry, Toothpaste, Carbopol, Creams, Ointments, and Lotions

WT130 Products Video Demo

youtube.com/watch?v=DOy_qgtlKaA

youtube.com/watch?v=LEiJGQRbRcw

Contact Us for more enquiry:
Phone: +603 89614628 | Fax: +603 89617048 | Cell Phone :+(6)017-
3576175 |Email: kenny.wong@thesuccesstechnic.com , Internet:
successtechnic.com, , thesuccesstechnic.com ,homogenizer.com.my,
successte.lelong.my Youtube: youtube.com/successte ,Facebook:
facebook.com/Success-Technic-Industries-243226099198557 ,Skype :
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Brand Dyna Ken
Price MYR 16.00
motor power (W) 500
Working Volume (ml)

100 – 40,000 ml (High Speed Mixer) 0.2 – 8,000 ml
(Disperser & Homogenizer)

Voltage/Hz 110-120V/60Hz , 220-240V / 50-60 Hz
Speed range (rpm) 10,000-30,000
Speed control type Manual Dial Knob 6 stage
Speed increment /step 4,000
noise emission(drive only) 72dB
Dimension LxWxH / ( mm) 255x255x700
Weight (kgs)-complete with stand 8

WT500 "DYNA-KEN" LAB & INDUSTRIAL
BENCH TOP HOMOGENIZER

Description

The WT500 is a simple, easy to handle and has the ability to achieve
quality results quickly. He has the speed and power to emulsify, suspend,
cut and chop always to deliver accurate results. It has complete flexibility
to hold it by hand, mounted to a pole or wall, with mounting plate or type
H.The WT500 homogenizer is the ideal solution for dispersing,
homogenizing, mixing and grinding biological tissue samples (cells, animal
and plant tissues),pharmaceutical products, cosmetics and food 

Please click to view Detail Specification ,Data and Parts Order No. 
thesuccesstechnic.com/dyna-ken-wt500-
stirringdisperserhomogenizer.html

Main Features
1. Multiple application and long service life.
2. Highly durable 316 stainless steel, they can be completely sterilized by
hot air, autoclaving, flaming or chemical processes
3. "QUICK COUPLING" design to remove or lock the shaft tube in place
with an easy quarter-turn.
4. Designed for rigorous conditions, such as running for excessive time,
processing gritty materials, and when cleaning after each use is not
possible
5. Allows users to cryogenically mill soil and sediment samples and to
break down frozen materials
6. Unique design enables faster, more complete processing of those
types of samples than possible with other homogenizing equipment.

WT500 Video Demo

Click for more information and video : 

youtube.com/watch?v=__HdAiVmcw4homogenize with candle wax into oil
emulsion

youtube.com/watch?v=GnA2xtB1S_k-WT500 strong suction with stator
rotor effect generate high shearing power

youtube.com/watch?v=m6anjZmJk84-Wt500 homogenizer cutting sugar
particles with liquid

youtube.com/watch?v=X86OVJ4D_48-WT500 Installation and Dismantle
and maintenance demo for new users

youtube.com/watch?v=wAdIpoZYZeQ-WT500 with OD10x120mm length
shaft set for micro lab or small volume beaker

Contact Us for more enquiry:

Phone: +603 89614628 | Fax: +603 89617048 | Cell Phone :+(6)017-
3576175 |Email: kenny.wong@thesuccesstechnic.com , Internet:
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Malaysia ) : 614305-M | Company Directors: Wong Chor Kiat-- 

Please visit our Alibaba minisite for more products details:
thesuccesstechnic.trustpass.alibaba.com 

Brand Dyna-Flyers
Price MYR 38,600.00
Motor Power (kW) 4
Speed Range (rpm) 0-3600
Powder Induction Rate (l/h) 10
Liquid Flow Rate (l/h) 50,000
Max Viscosity (cps) 200,000
Sealing Type Double Acting Tungsten Carbide
Power Supply 3 x 380 – 420 V / 50 Hz
Max. admissible temperature ( DEGREE CELCIUS) 180
Max. process pressure (Bar) 10
Dimensions (W x D x H) 700x250x400
Weight (kgs) 50

VT300PW-05 "DYNA-FLYERS" Powder
Wetting Homogenizer

Description

VT300PW "DYNA-FLYERS" Series is the inline mixers machine works
according to the rotor-stator principle. It is not placed inside but outside
the main vessel (can be multiple vessel) and connected to it by a piping
system. The liquid in the tank is circulated in a loop, as it would be with a
pump.Because of the special geometry of the rotor, the liquid builds up a
vacuum inside the dispersing chamber. This vacuum is used to induct
powder into the liquid stream directly from any container without dust or
losses.
Inside the dispersing chamber, high shear energy is applied to the liquid
stream and the surface of the liquid is strongly expanded to accept the
powder that is inducted. In the same way, the powder is transported via
vacuum (IN FRONT) and reaches the dispersing chamber expanded as
well,and the distance between the particles is increased.Both streams
(liquid and powder) reach the dispersing chamber in separate streams
then come together into the dispersing chamber and are dispersed with a
defined shear gradient. This results in an ideal prerequisite for the wetting
of the individual particles. This procedure allows the fine distribution of the
components at the moment of wetting and in many cases an improvement
of the

properties of the product can be achieved compared to conventional
powder addition systems

VIDEO DEMO OF PRODUCTS 

https://youtube.com/edit?o=U&video_id=S12u3pfnT5g

-flour suck inside inline chamber to mix with water to become paste

youtube.com/watch?v=kN-b6ncBcek

-xantham gum suck in to circular with water to become paste products

Main Features

> GMP Compliant
> Save time and energy
> Reproducible mixing quality and results
> Reliable and predictable scale-up
> 100% inspection of components
> API 610 Compliant
> Custom made to meet electrical standards such
 as NFPA, NEC, CSA for hazardous locations
> CRN components available

1.No more duct flying when powder inducted from BigBag,Silo or paper
sack. 

2.Explosion and other health problems is reduced 
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3. Agglomerate-free and reproducible products may be produced in a very
short time for sticky powder. 

4.Reduced density results in reduced VOC emissions due to the increase
in volume means higher profit.

5. Reduce the binder and matting agents required to be added.
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Brand Dyna-Stream
Price MYR 9,600.00
Motor power (kW) 0.37
Speed Range (rpm) 0-6300
Blade Type Stator Rotor / Disperser
Immerse Shaft Length (mm) 300
Min / Max Working Volume(liter) 0.1 / 20
POWER SUPPLY

1 x 220-240V / 50Hz or 3 X 380 – 420 V / 50 HZ
DIMENSIONS (W X D X H)mm 300x300x1000
WEIGHT (KGS) 20
SEALING TYPE Teflon Support Bush
MAX VISCOSITY (CPS) 80,000
MAX. ADMISSIBLE TEMPERATURE ( DEGREE CELCIUS)

180

BT200-0.37 "DYNA-STREAM" Bench Top
Batch Homogenizer

Description

BT200-0.37 Batch Homogenizer - is high-performance dispersing
machine for the production of emulsions and suspensions in batch
operations capability. Using the rotor-stator principle, it is best suited for
applications that cannot be accomplished using conventional stirring
methods. The machine is capable of processing highly abrasive products
and media with a viscosity of up to 80.000 mPas. 

Serving Industry : Dressings and Sauce, Flavors, Fruit
Juices,Concentrates, Pulps, and Soft Drinks, Seeds and Mustards,Ice
Cream, Cheese Spreads, Sugar, Hydrocolloids, Milk Solids,Salts, Edible
Oils, Fumed Silica, Inks and Lacquers,Carbon Black, Titanium Dioxide,
Clays, Pesticides and Herbicides,Detergents, Resins, Pigments and Dyes,
Catalytic Agents, Waxes and Polishes, Sulfur, Pharmaceutical &
Biological Crystalline Solids, Tablet Coatings, Protein Extraction, Personal
Care & Toiletry, Toothpaste, Carbopol, Creams, Ointments, and Lotions

Main Features 
1. Lump free solutions with complete distribution of shear energy
throughout the content of vessel.

2. Less raw material needed due to better wetting and dispersion.

3. complete de-agglomeration and suspension

4. complete circulation of products to avoid local heating of products.

Click for more information and video : 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XPGdr6D-MVM with water and
xantham gum powder with spring lifting support stand
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Contact Us for more enquiry:
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Mobile Phone 017-357 6175
Tel 03-8961 4628
Fax 03-8961 7048
E-Mail kenny.wong@thesuccesstechnic.com
Website www.thesuccesstechnic.com

Success Technic Industries

No. 27, Jalan 6 / 2, Taman Industries Selesa Jaya, Off Jalan Balakong, 43300,
Seri Kembangan, Selangor, Malaysia

Success Technic Industries
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	MX750-15 cosmestic/food/medicine powder grinder/making machine
	Description

	ML700-S80 Colloid mill for paste products (lab and industrial type)
	Description

	MX750-300 300liter Powder Double Cone Mixer
	Description

	FP800-02-100000 2-100000ml liquid/cream/paste gear pump filling machine
	Description

	MX750-0.4 0.4L Small Vertical Planetary Ball mills for grinding dry powder
	Description

	VFFS180-320 Vertical Small Packing Machine
	Description

	VFFS180-430 Automatic 3 & 4 side seal for Liquid & Paste Packing Machine
	Description

	FQ900-CS9605 Carton Sealer (semi-auto bottom and up side tape seal)
	Description

	FP800-3000 Desktop Label Applicator(Lab and Production Labelling Machine) for round bottle
	Description

	FP800-T200 tube filling sealing machine(Auto)
	Description

	FP800-MTS100 bench top tube sealing machine (high quality ultrasonic sealing)
	Description

	FP800-CA100 Semi auto Bench Top Capping Machine(User Friendly)
	Description

	FP810-SG110 Soft Gelatin Encapsulation Machine
	Description

	FQ900-C100 Automatic Carton Erector & Bottom Sealer
	Description

	FP810-TC1000 Desktop Electronic Tablet and Capsule Counting Machine
	Description

	FP800-VFFS80 POWDER FILL SEAL MACHINE
	Description

	ML700-B01 Ball Mill 1 liter working volume (pneumatic lifting)
	Description

	FP800-480 2 in 1 heat shrink wrap packager
	Description

	ML700-01 Lab Basket Bead Mill
	Description

	UL750-05-1000 ml Lab Scale Ultrasonic Homogenizer
	Description

	ML700-03 Horizontal Disk Bead Mill 300ml(Zirconia Beads)
	Description

	FP810-200C Automatic Capsule Filling Machine/capsule making machine
	Description

	FP810-9P rotary tablet press/pill press machine/pill making machine(AUT0MATIC)
	Description

	BT200-03 3hp top entry top and bottom suction homogenizer
	Description

	BT200-0.75 1hp BENCH TOP TOP ENTRY HOMOGENIZER
	Description

	FP800-B200 liquid detergent/shampoo pouch/beg packing machine
	Description

	VFFS180-10 Screw Metering Automatic Packaging System
	Description

	BT200B-200 200 liter tank bottom mount homogenizer
	Description

	BT200-01 SLOW SPEED GATE STIRRING/MIXER(NO FOAM/BUBBLE AFTER MIXING)
	Description

	FP810-PS01 Capsules Pill Filling Machine(Semi Auto)
	Description

	BT200-03D 2.2KW/3HP DOUBLE VORTEX (UP AND DOWN SUCTION WITH SIDE SHEAR OUT) TOP ENTRY HOMOGENIZER
	Description

	FP800-15 Three Dimensional Movement Pharmaceutical 3D Powder Gyro Mixer
	Description

	DVH900-100 vacuum heater emulsifier mixer homogenizer/lotion cosmetic mixer/homogenizer mixer(fix type)
	Description

	2-100g Powder/Granular/ Weighing & Filing Computerised Intelligent Packing Machine
	Description

	DVH900 vacuum mixer homogneizer/lotion cosmetic mixer/homogenizer mixer
	Description

	FP800-CBS900 CONTINUOUS BAND SEALER
	Description

	MX380 Double Planetary Mixer
	Description

	FP810-TC200 Tablet Coating Machine
	Description

	FP810-DG Granules Making Machine (Swaying Vibrating Type)
	Description

	MX380 Planetary Mixer
	Description

	DVH900-05 5L Lab Vacuum Mixer Emulsifier
	Description

	RB600-10 10liter horizontal ribbon blender for powder
	Description

	FP810-M20 Manual Mini Homemade Capsule Filler
	Description

	FP810-M10 Manual Mini Homemade Capsule filler for 10 capsule per batch
	Description

	VT320-30 High Pressure Homogenizer Code:43431000
	Description

	VT300-15PW 15hp/11kW horizontal inline homogenizer complete with powder suction function
	Description

	DLGP810 1hp Centrifugal transfer pump with speed controller
	Description

	MVHT-500 150Liter "DYNA-ROTATE" JACKETED HEATER VESSEL(TANK)
	Description

	FP820-02 Auger Semi-Automatic Powder Filler
	Description

	DLGP-810 0.55-22kW Sanitary Lobe Pump
	Description

	FP800-03 VerticalForm Fill Sealing for Granules Packaging Machine
	Description

	FP800-01 POWDER AUGER FILLER ( SEMI AUTO) 2-5000Gram
	Description

	FP800-05-50 "DYNA-FILL" liquid filling,plugging,capping,labelling,inkjet marking packaging machine
	Description

	FP800-G02 2-12ML LIQUID FILLER(SEMI-AUTO ELECTRICAL PNEUMATIC)
	Description

	FP800-L02 LIQUID SACHET PACKING MACHINE(AUTOMATIC)
	Description

	BT200-0.37 "DYNA-STREAM" Bench Top Batch Homogenizer
	Description

	FP800-G02 2-12ml Liquid Filler(Semi-Auto Electrical Pneumatic)
	Description

	FP800-CL03 Cream Lotion Filling Machine(2 Filling Nozzle Semi Auto)
	Description

	FP800-L02 Liquid Sachet Packing Machine(Automatic)
	Description

	FP800-IS01 Diameter 20-110mm Induction Sealing Machine (Semi Auto)
	Description

	VT300-10PW DYNA FLYERS INLINE HOMOGENIZER
	Description

	FP810-PS01 Capsules Pill Tablet Blister Sealing Machine(Manual)
	Description

	FP800-RL02 Round Bottle Labeling Machine(Manual)
	Description

	FP800-RL01 Simple Round Bottle Labeling Machine(Semi Auto)
	Description

	FP800-SF01 Semi Automatic Flat Labeling Machine
	Description

	FP810-SP01 Single Press Punch Pill,Tablet Making Machine(Aut0matic)
	Description

	BT200-01 1HP DYNA STREAM E-LIQUD BATCH HOMOGENIZER
	Description

	FP800-G02 2-12ml Liquid Filler(Semi-Auto Electrical Pneumatic)
	Description

	FP800-G01 pneumatic grease lubricant filler with heating stirrer system machine
	Description

	VT300-10PW DYNA FLYERS COCONUT MILK INLINE HOMOGENIZER
	Description

	VT300-10PW Dyna Flyers Healthy Food Paste Inline homogenizer
	Description

	VT300-10PW Dyna Flyers Healthy Food Paste Inline homogenizer
	Description

	FP800-500GT Gable Top Carton Food Juice/Dairy Milk/Coconut milk filling,capping,sealing,date printing machine
	Description

	100ml-1Liter Automatic Mayonnaise Filling Machine,Mayonnaise Packaging Machines
	Description

	VT300-10 7.5KW/10HP 100L Mayonnaise Machine,Mayonnaise Mixer Machine,Mayonnaise Making Machine
	Description

	FP800-02 LIQUID FILLING MACHINE(PNEUMATIC AND ELECTRICAL SEMI-AUTO)
	Description

	FP800-02 Detergent Shampoo Liquid Filling Machine(Pneumatic Semi-Auto)
	Description

	VT300-03 2.2KW/3HP COCODIETHANOLAMIDE (CDE) MIX WITH SODIUM METHYLATE POWDER (CATALYST) VERTICAL INLINE HOMOGENIZER
	Description

	BT200-03 3hp Detergent Soap Shampoo Gate Stirrer
	Description

	BT200-0.37 "DYNA-STREAM" 5-20LITER BENCH TOP E LIQUID HOMOGENIZER
	Description

	BT200-03 2.2kW 50-200Liter COSMESTICS MASK GATE STIRRING
	Description

	BT200-03 2.2kW/3hp Dyna Stream Top Entry Homogenizer
	Description

	DVH900-1000 "Dyna Cosmo" 1000L Fix Types Vacuum emulsifier Mixers with Oil & Water Phase Tank
	Description

	Dyna Fill 2-1000ml gel/grease filling machine(pneumatic)
	Description

	BT200-03 2.2kW/3hp Dyna Stream Wall Mount Top Entry Homogenizer
	Description

	BT200-03 Dyna Stream Batch Gate Stirring
	Description

	BT200-03 Dyna Stream Batch Propeller Stirring
	Description

	WT-130D "DYNA-PASSION" Digital Display Lab Homogenizer 0.1-1000ml
	Description

	FP800-05-50 "DYNA-FILL" liquid filling,plugging,capping,labelling,inkjet marking packaging machine
	Description

	MVHT-500 DYNA-ROTATE JACKETED HEATER VESSEL(TANK)
	Description

	MVHT-500 "DYNA ROTATE" SINGLE WALL Mixing Tank
	Description

	VT300-10 "dyna flyers" 10hp horizontal inline homogenier
	Description

	BT200-05 4kW Batch Homogenizer c/w Electrical Rope Hoist Listing H-Trolley Stand
	Description

	BT200-01 1hp Dyna Stream Batch Homogenizer
	Description

	VT300-03 2.2kW/3hp VERTICAL INLINE HOMOGENIZER
	Description

	WT510 "Dyna-Volver" Digital Overhead Stirrer
	Description

	VT300-10 "Dyna-Flyers" Vertical Inline Homogenizer with Funnel
	Description

	WT130-01 "Dyna-Passion" 0.1-50ml Lab homogenizer
	Description

	WT500 "DYNA-KEN" LAB & INDUSTRIAL BENCH TOP HOMOGENIZER
	Description

	VT300PW-05 "DYNA-FLYERS" Powder Wetting Homogenizer
	Description

	BT200-0.37 "DYNA-STREAM" Bench Top Batch Homogenizer
	Description
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